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ASSEMBLY, No. 3135

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
IN'l'ROl)UCKD FEBRUARY 28, 1983
By Assemblylllen PA'L'l•:JW, BOCCHINI, MAZUR, PELL]~CCHIA,
Asst>mhlywoman COS'l'1'ic, Assemblymen GIRGENTI, COWAN,

LI'l"l'ELL and ROD

I

Ar, ACT to iiennit counties and certain municipalities to establish
export trading authorities.
l

BB

JT ~:NAU'l'lw

l1y the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:
l

l. The Legislatnn, finds and declares that:

2

u. Many of this Statce's counties and municipalities have devoted

3 a substantial portio11 of their resources to economic development
4

G
(i

and the creation of jobs;
b. l~xport t rad<' l'l'Jll'l'Htmts a means by which th t• prnduf'ti ve
t·aJml'ity of' -,xisting in,lu,try may be enhanced

Ul)(l

expa11d0rl;

7

c. ScvPral of th<' Stat,•'H counties and municipaliti es have port

8

facilitic8 wliirl1 prnvide an excel!r,nt lmsc for tl1<: di,velopmcnt of a

'l

strong ,1xport trn,fr;

lO

d. _Mm1y ,mall un<l medium sized businesses lack the expertise

11

and a stahle sow·ce of financing necf'ssar)' to develop and can·y

1~

on export. trad,-, ;

1:-1

e. Tlw f't•dnal , --:overnu1e11t, through passage of the "l•]xport.

14

Trading Cornpa i1v Aet ol' 1082", Pub. L. 97-290, ha~ facilitated tlw

15

com hi ni 11g of t lin n•som·t·us of small bnsinc,sses, exempt from t lie

IG

rntitrainls i11 11His cd l,y

17

foreign market~;

18

r. !ly the tN111s

t,]i.,

provisio11s of the anti-trust lnws, to enter

ol' the federal act, counties aud municipalities

Hl

111ay forlll export tradin,i-~ companies to facilitate th" tlevclopmt>11t

20

of export trade by the b1rninesses and industries within their juris-

New Jersev State Library

2
21 Ji ~tioa, to provide iuformation, tcclmi<·al a ssislait<'.<', arnl a stahle
22 S OUl'C<' oi' fina11Ci11g j
:!3
2-1

.:!.·,

'l'hl· L<•f: islature the refore detcnni11<'s ll 1al tit<' l'ur111a! ion 01·

Pxpor t t rad" au thorities by countiPs a11d 11111ni ci paliti,•s is a11

23

excelh•11l 111ea11s of bringing about P<•1lJ1ornic· grn wll, and ii<•rdiy

26

provides the meaus hy which these authorities may be established.

1
2
:1
4
;)
(j

2. For the purposes of this act;
a. "Authority" means the county or municipal export trading
authority establisl1cd pur~uant to this act;
b. "Board" meaus the board of directors of the county or municipal export lradi11g aull,orit~· cstablisl1Pd pursuant lo this a<"l:
c. ''l•:xr <'utivP director" means t]1<, 1•xPc11tiv<' din,dor of the

7 county or municipal ex1,ol't trading authority <'Slalilishe<l pursuant
8

to this a ct;

!)

d. "Export trade" JJH•m1s trade or eo111111prce i11 .,:oo<l s or servie<es,

10

a majority or tl,e export value of which is produe Pd in Ne,v .J ers•'Y,

11

which are ,·xporled, or i11 the course oJ' h<1i11g ,·xpm-t.cd, from New

12 .Je1·sp~· ll1ruugl1 ally port in the Unitrd HtatPs dirrd io a11y fon!ip,-1 1
13
14

country;
P.

'':lhwieipaliiy" 111ea11s a rnu11i<'ipalit y ll'itl1 a populnlio1, oi'

15 75,000 or greater.
16

f. "Services" iuclu<les, but is uot limitPd to, accon11ti11g, amuse-

17

ment, architectural, automatic data processing, business, com-

18

municatio11s,

19

financial, insurance, legal, management, repair, tourism, traiui11g,

franchising-,

licensing,

consulting,

engineering,

20

and transportation services.
3. a. The governing body of any county or municipality may by or1
2 dinance, or resolution if appropriate to the county's form of govern3 ment, create a public body corporate and politic under the pro4 visions of this act, which shall be known as the " ... f<Jxport 'l'rading
:i Authority," with the name of the comity or municipality inserted,
6 which shall be a11 export trading company within the, meaning of the
7 federal "Export 'l'rading Company Act of 1982," Pub. L. 97-290.

r~

8

'l'he authority shall he p;ovemed by a board of directors of five

!)

members who Hliall he appointed by the mayor of the munieipality

10

or the director of the county boanl of freeholders or the cl1iei'

11

executive officer in counties that liave adoptecl this "Optio11al

12

County Charter Law" l'. L. 1972, c. 154 (C. 40:4lA-1 et seq.) as

13

µroviJcd iu this act. A certified copy or Pach onli11ane,i for the

14 creation of an export tradiug authority shall be filed i II tlw oflice
J;j

of the Secretary of State, in the office of the Divisio11 of Local

lti

Government Service:; in the Departmei1t o[ Com111111tity Affairs, anJ

17

i,1 thP of'fi,,,, of the clerk of the l-(OVi,rni11g body or 111" ,,ou11t.v or

18

municipality creating the export trading nutl1or ity.

3
l!J

l>. AH.er t.lie tiling ol' i.11e ordinance pursuant to 8llhsPction a. 01·

20

this section, tlw ,,rd i11a11ce or resoluti<m shall b<, published in a

21

11<'\\'~ l"IJ"lr p11l ,li s l1, ·d or ci.rculating i11 the di~trid JH·oposcd to lw

2:;

>« ·nvd by ll1c e x purl. Inuiing authority. 'l'hi s 1,ulili,· 1l()lt<"<' sliall

2:l also contain 1.hc dak or the adoption of the ordinance or resolution,
24 the date of tho first publication of the notice, the places where the
25

ordinance or resolution has been filed for public inspection, and a

26

notice that auy action or proceediug of any kind or nature in any

27

court questioniHg the validity of the creation or establishment of

28

the county or municipal export trudiug authority shall be corn-

29

menced withiu 20 days after the first publication of the notice. If

30

no action or proceeding questioning the validity of the creation or

31

establishment of the export trading authority is commenced or

32 instituted with.ill 20 <lays after the first publication of the notice any
:-l3
1

proceediHg Rhall be forever barred.
4. a. After the 20-day period established by subsection b. of

2 section 3. of this act has elapsed, the mayor, the director of the
3 board of freeholders, or Lhe chief executive officer of the county, as
4 the case may be, shall appoint five members to serve on the board
5 of directors. lnit.iall?, 011e mmnher shall be appointed for a term of
6

one year, two members shall be appointed for a term of two years,

7 and two members shall be appointed for a term of three years.
8 ']'hereafter, all mPrnhers shall serve for three
!l

Y\llll'

terms. Each

111c111ber ~lmll hold .,nicP for the term of his appoi11tJJl(>J1t alill until

10 his successor lHrn been appointed and qualified. Any vacancy ill tl1f1
11

membership occurring other than by expiration of term shall be

12 filled in the same maimer as the original appointment but for the

rn

14

unexpired term only.
b. 'l'he mayor, director of the board of freeholders,

01·

chief

15 county executive, as the case may be, shall appoi11t a chairman of
16 the authority. The members of the hoard shall elect a vice chairl7

ma11. 'l'he antl1ority shall ,m1ploy an executive dirPctor who shall be

18 its secretary and chief executive officer. A majority of the members
19

of tlw board shall ,ionstitute a quorum. Any action may he taken

20 hy the affirrnativC' votP of a majority of the quornm.
21

'1'11<, nw1nliers of !lw authority shall serve without eornpcnsation.

22 hut sJ1all h<> n ·irnlrnnS<'d 1,y the authority for their ar.lual <>xp,11 is0 R.
2:~

c. A eup,v of tl,P 111i1rnt<>R of ;,very rnPeting of

tlH-'.

hoard shall hr

24 ,h-liY<• rPd to 1111• n1;1 _rn r. di n •ctor of the board of fnwl1oldern, or chief

:n of , a,·l1

25

com it)· executi 1·,·, as I he (·ase may be. On or befor., ill.ar('h

2(i

year, t.he authority s ltall make an annual report of its activiti,·s in

0

27

th e pre<'-''di11~ cal,mdar year to tho mayor, director of the board of

28

freeholders, or chief county executive, as the case may he, and to

4

20

the Division of Local Government Sf'rviceH in t.li" D<'partrncut of

30

Co111111n11ily Affairs. '11 he report shall Rd l'orlh a ,·0111pletc OJ>Prnt-

31

i11µ; and ti11a11cial statement coverin,µ; thP 1111!.hority's operations

:·U

d11ri11,r; il1P 111·,•1•pding year. 'rhe board sl1all r·a1h,· :111 :rndil to

;;;;

111ad<' al lt-ast. once in each y\'ar by 1•.,•rlili,·d p1il.Ji,· a,·,·011nt:i11ls. A

:1-1 ('UJlY of tl1,· audit shall he filed with the mayor, di rr<'lnr

35 of frceltoldPrs, or chief county executiv,·, as the

l'.Hst•

i,p

or th,· hoard

111:1y I><•.

:i. Tl1P a11t hority Hhall have the poll"r•r:
·)

:l

4
;)

a. 'l'o ado11l bylaws /'or the rep;1dalio11 ol' its :1ITairs :111d Iii<'

conduct u r its business;
b. 'l.'o

8Ue

or he sued in the name of tlw authority;

<'Xl'<'Jil

that a

_judgment against the authority shall not cr('al,· :11,y ,lircct lial1ility

6 against itR boarcl of directors, its employ<'Ps, or its agents;
7

c. To indemn ify its directors, employ,•,•H and aµ;ents for a11y

8

claims, suits, costs of investigations, costs of defense, settlemrnts,

!)

or judgments against them on account of an act or omission iu the

10

scope of a director's duties, or an enqiloyf'e'H or agent's employ-

11

ment, hut the authority 8hall rPfuse to indemnify if it determines

12 that the act or failure to act was becanHe of actual fraud, willful
13
14

15
Hi

17

misconduct, or actual malice;
d. 'l'o 1•11ter into any contracts necessary or proper to carry out
the provisions and purposes of this act;
e. '11 0 Pstablish aud maintain any reserve or insura11cP funds as
may ho necesHary to carry out the provisions of this act;

f. To sell, convey, lease, purchase, or otl1orwisf' acq11irr1 real or
18
19 personal property to carry out its functions under this act;
g. To borrow money, to issue bonds of the authority a11d to pro20
21 vide for the rights of holders thereof as providPrl in this ad;
h. Subject to any agreements with bondholders or uoteholders,
22

23

to purchase bonds or notes of the authority out of any funds or

24 money of the authority available therefor, and to hole], cancel, or
25 resell these bonds or notes;
i. To contract for and to accept any gifts, grants, or loans of
26
'27
\

funds or financial or other aid in any form from the United States

28 of America or any agency or instrumentality thereof, or from the
29 State or any agency, instrumentality, or political wbdivision
30 thereof, or from any other source;

~n.

;j. 'l'o ('xport directly or to assist in tl1e Pxport. of pro<lncts and

82 services produced in New Jersey;
::i::i

k. In connection with any application for assistance under this

:1,1

ad, to rnq11ir,• and cnll"r,t any ferR :wd ,·li:1rp:<·K as 111,· ;1111.i1o ril _1·

:~:i

d1•nms r<'aHonable;

36

1. Subject to any agreeme11t with bondholders or 1101<,JiolrlPrs, to

37

invest moneys of the authority not required for imnwrliatP ns<', in-

:1s

<'im1ing 111·o('f'!'<ls l'ro111 the sale of honds and notP.s, in any ohliga-

:~9

tions, Recuri1ics. and other investnwnts that thP antliorit~, deems

40

prude11t;

41

m. 'l'o purchase, acquirP anrl take assignmf'nt~ of 11otes, mort-

4~

gagPs, lia11kt\r's a<·ceptanees, n•<•eivahl<>s of e>xporh•rs, arnl otlter

43

forms of security and evidimce of i 11dPbterlness:

44

n. To extend credit or make loans or loan guarantees to any

45

pl•rson in com1!'etio11 with export trade, upon terms estahlished by

46

the hoard an<l in accorrlance with tlw rules and regulations of the

47

authority, to establish m1dcrwriting standards for the extcnsio11 of

48

credit or a loan guarantee hy the authority pursuant to the pro-

4!)

visions of this act, a11d to require political and commercial risk

50 insurance in connection therewith;

5+

o. '11 0 take any security it deems necessary in connection with any

:i2 direct loan or any guaranteed ll'>an;
5:'l

p. 'l'o npply [or a certificate of review from the lJnited States

54 Secretary of Commerce pursuant to the provisious of 'L'itle Il L of
55

the ],;xport 'L'rading Company Ar.t of 1982, Puh. L. 9-7-290 (15

56 U. S. C.
57

4011 et seq.);

q. 'l'o participate in and cou<luct marketing studies and foreipt

58

trade missions as may he necessary to effectuate the provisions of

59

this act;

60

r. 'l'o appoint and mnploy any persons as. may l,e necessary, in-

61 eluding accountants, attorneys, persons who are fluent in foreign
62

lauguages, financial advisors, and any other individuals with

(i,3

expcrtis<' in forPign trade or marketing as the authority may re-

64 qnire, and tn determine their qualifications, tenns of office, duties
(j;i

and corn1wns1.ttio11 without regard to the provisions of 'J'it.ln JI of

(i6

the H<iviserl Statutes;

G7

s. 'l'o coop<'ntt(• with, and utilizt-> the resourc<\S of the Division of

(i8

[ntPrnatinnnl 'l.'rnde i11 tho Department of Commnci> a11d J,:;conomic

(i!l

DPwlopnrnnt and l h0 r0sources of the Unite<l f,tatcs D0partme11t

70

71

o[ Conunerce;
L 'l'o promnlgul<' nill'H ·and reg-ulatinnB as ma~· \,,, 1wc,<1ssarv t.o

72

eff0d11ate t.l,e 1n1q1os,·s of this act.

l

ti. Any natural person, association, partnership, or corporatio11

;l

may apply to the authority for assistance in establishing or main-

3 taining export trade. Tf the applicant meets the Rtandards for
4 assistance estahlislwd h~, th0 authority pnrsnant to this ad. the
G antl1ority may:
6
7
8

a. Provide assistance in researching foreil!;I}' markets;
h. ProvidP assiHtanc,1 i11 advertising-, marketing, nm! partieipatiug in foreign trade fairs;

6
c.

fl

Provi<l,· aRHistance i1l making bids to prospective foreign

10 buyers;
d. Providt.' h,gal assista11ce in arrangin?; export trnd(' transac-

11

12 I ions;

1:1

(;. l'rovid" asHistauelJ in the pr.ici11g or goods 1o Jip <'xportPd,

L4

arra11ging lh,· tt>rnrn of Hale, and faeilitat.i11g i'nn•ig11 exchan?;c
trnnsaction~;

16

f. A nangt, or guarantee commercial bank loans, make Joans to

17

state or federally chartered commercial hanb; l'or tlu, purpose of

18

fiua11cillg export trade, or make direct loaus to qualifiPd cxportern;

lfl

g. Obtain, or assist i11 obtaining, hallkers' acceptancPs pursna11t

20

to Section 207 of Title II of the 1£xport. '1'radi11g- Con1paHy Act of

21

1982, Pub. L. 97-290 (12 U. S. C.

22
23
24

372);

h. Purchase the receivables of exporters, or arrange purchases
through independent factoring houses;
i. Assist in arranging for the packing, transportation aud ship-

25 ment of goods;
26

27
28

j. Assist in preparing appropriate shippi11g a11d collection docu -

ments;
k. AsRi,t

111

obtai11i11g appropriate i11~uranl'e, i11cluding- oct!an

29

marine a11d export credit insurance, provitfod tliro11gh privatl1

30

carriers or, at the discretion of the authority, through au umbrella

:n

32
33

34
35

or ]Jlanket policy obtained by the authority;

1. Assist in the processing of foreig-n ordern to arnl for PxportPrs
and foreig-11 purchasers;

m. Assist in arranging joint ventures with i1.J1other exporter or
with a foreign entity;

36

n. Assist in negotiating license agreements with foreign firms;

37

o. Arrange financing through the Export-Import Bunk of the

38
39

United States;
p. Provide translating, interpreting, or other services to

40

facilitate communieation between exporters ancl foreign purchasers;

41

q. Provide other services which it dPems neeessary to effectuate

42

the purposes of this act.

1

7. Any application for assistance under this act shall he sub-

2

mittnl to the pxecutive director and shall be roviPwetl and apJH'OVl!d

3

by the board, which shall approve tht, application if:

4
5

a. The goods or services to be exported c·o111e. wit.l1i11 the definition
of "export trade" pursuant to section 2 of thi.s act; and

G

b. 'L'hP applicant to be assisted is financially sound and is dcemt,d

7

to he capable of maintaining or expand in;, its prndnctiw. ,•apacity

s to m1pport [oreign trade; and

7
!I

10
11

12
1:3

14

e. '1'111• protl11dH or services to be exporteu lmvc u reuso11ah!P
cluutc(\ of fi11di 11g markets abroad; and

d . 'rlu• as s istnnce will tend to maintain or provide employml'nt
for n:Hitfo1Jts or the eounty or municipality.
'!'he appli,·atio11 shall be made in a form prl'seribe,l hy the board
by regulatio11 .

l

8. '!.'he authority shall, by resolution of the board, have the power

2

to incur iml<'hl<'dn PHS, borrow money and issue bonds to financ e

:~

Pxport trade and provide services to exporters pursuant to the pro-

4 vi sio11s of this act. Every issue of its bo11ds shall bP g-r11eral obliga5

tions of the authority payable from any revenues of the authority,

6 subject only to agreements with the holders of particular bonds or

7

notes pledging any particular revenues or moneys. 'l'he bonds may

8

he issued in one or more seriPs a11d shall hear a date or dates,

9

mature at a time or times not exceeding 40 years, bear interest at a

10 rate or rates, be in a form, either coupon or registered, carry any
11

convernion or registration privilegPi-;, have any rauk or priority, be

J2

px,•cu!<>(l in Hucl1 rna1111cr, be payable from a source in a medium of

14

suh;jPct to a11y terms of redemption, with or without premium, as the

15

resolution may p1·0Yide. Bonds of the authority may he sold by the

rn

payme11t at a pliu·c or places inside or outside the State, aml he

16 authority at a pnhlic or private sale at a price or prices as the
17

1

authority may determine.
9. The export tradi11g authority established pursuant to this act

2 shall cause a ('OJlY of a11y bond resolution adopted hy it to be filed
3 for pul,lir. i11sp(•dio11 in its office an<l in the offir.e of the Secn•tary
4

of i::itute. Arter Jilinµ; with the Secretary of State, the authority shall

4A publish a notice, in a 11ewspaper or newspapers published in the area

5

to be served by the authority, which ~tates that the bond resolution

6

has been adoptPrl hy the authority, the date of adoption, and the

7

places, if any, where the bond resolution has been filed for public

8

i11spection. 'fhe notice shall also state that any action or proceeding

9

of any kind or natnrl' in any court questio11i11g the validity or

10
11

proper authorization of bonds shall he commenced within 30 dayR of
the publicatio11 of ti,(• 11otice. If 110 action or proceeding questiu niug

12

the validity or Jlt"Oi1er authorization of bonds shall J,e cornn1r,w cd

J3

or i11stit11ted w i thi 11

14

action with n •spnct therPlo shall be forever bar.Ted.

l

;{()

days after publication of tl1e notice an y

lU. J:011ds :111d notl's of the authority issued 11ndp1· llw prnvi~ionci

2 or this aet shall 11ol hP in any way a debt or liabilitr of the ~tatt,
:1 or or any political subdivision thereof or be or constitute a pkdg(•

4

of the faith a11u credit of the State or of any l'oliticul wbdivi:, io11

:'>

thernof but all bonds and notes, unless funded or ri,fo11derl h)· th e

Ii

1,,mJs ur JJotc~ of the authority, shall ht• payable Hoh,ly from

7 reveimes or funds pledged or avai:J.able for their payment as au8

thoxized in this act. Each bond and note shall contain on its face

!J

a statl'lllPnt to the cff,e ct that the &uthority is obliµ;at,,d to pay tbe

10

principal then,of or the i11terest tl1ereon only l'ro1n n,,·,,1111c~ or

J L fumb of the authority and that neither the :::,tate 11ur a11y politieal

12 subdivision thernof is ol,ligated to pay the principal or interest
13 and that ueitheJ· the faith and credit nur the taxing power of the
14

State or a.uy politieal suhdi visi~n there@f is pledged to the payment

1.5

o!' the vri ncipal of

01.·

the interest on the bonds or notes.

11. Auy ho11d or other obligation issued h~- the authority pur-

2

~uant to this act shall be fully negotiabk within the 1111mniug and

;:i

for all purposes of 'l'itle UA of -the Now ,h-r~ey DlaluteH, and ,,aeJ1

4

holder of a bow l or otlM· obligati.on or any coupon appurtenant.

:,

thereto, by UC'l'Ppting the bond or coupon slwll he conelusiwly

ti

deemed to lrn.Vl> agreed that the bond, ohliµ;alio11 or eoupoLl iis and

7

shall he fully 11egotiuhle within the meaning and l'or the purposes

8

of Title 12A.

l

12. Any bo11ds i;,su~d by the authority may be additio11ally

2 ,secured by a pledge of any grant or contJ'ihutions from the federal
3 government, the county or municipality, or a pledge of any income
4 or revenues of the authority. 'l'his act ishall bP complete authority
5 for the issuance of bonds by the county or municipal export trading
{i

authority, and the provision1, of any other law shall uot apply to

7 the issuance of these bonds.

1

13. In order to seeure the payment of its bouds aud i11 addition

2 to its other powers, the authority shall have power by resolution
3

to conveuant and agre<' with the several holders of the bonds, as to:

4,

a.. The custody, Se<,'1.lrity, use, expenditure or application uf tbe

5 proceeds of the bonds :
6

b. Payment of the principal of or interest on the bonds, or any

,

other ohli~ations, and the sources a11d rnl'thods thl·reol', the rank

8

or priority of any bonds 01· obligatious as lo au.,· lieu or security,

!!

or the acceleration of the maturity of auy bonds or obligations;

10

c. The use 1md Jispotiilion of any 111011eys ol' th<' authority, im·lud-

11

i11g all revenue~ or other moneys derive<l or to be derived from any

12

of the authority's activities;

13

d. PleJ;.;ing, setti11g aside, deposili11g or placing in trust all or

14 any part of the reve11ues or other mo11eyti of tl1P authority to secure
Hi

the payrneut of till• principal or interest 011 the bomb or any other

JG

obligations and the powers and duties of any trustc1es with regarJ

17

thereto;

9

18

c,. 'l 1 IH, Ndt ing asid,, out of the revenues or otl1c•r nHrnt•y,; or 11,e

J!)

autl,ority of n·scrvc8 a11d sinking J'unds, and lhn so11rce, cuNlody,

20

security, rng11latio11, application and disposition thcn•of;

21

f. 'l'he rents, fees or other charges for any services of the au-

22

tltority, and the fixi1,g, cstablishmeut, collection a11d enforccrnent

23

of the same;

24
25

g. Limitation 011 tire issuance of additional bonds or any other
obligations or

011

the incurrence of indebtedness of the authority;

26

h. Vesting in a trustee or trustees, fiscal or escrow agent or

27

agents within or without the State any property, rights, powers and

28

duties in trust as the authority may determine and limiting the

2V

rights, duties and powers of the trustee or agent;

30

i. Payment of costs or expenses incident to the enforcement of

:11

the bonds or or the provisions of the resolution or of any covenant

32

or contract with the holders of the bonds;

33

j. 'l'lte procedure, if any, by which the terms of any covenant or

34

contraet with, or duty to, the holders of bonds may be ameuded or

35

abrogated, the umouut of bonds the holders of which must consent

36

thereto, and the manner in which lc onsent may be given or

37

evidenced; or

38

k. Any other matter or course of conduct which, by recital in the

:iv

resolutiou, is (ieclared to further secure the payment of the

40

principal of or interest on the bonds.

41

All such provisio1rn of the resolution and all such covenants and

42

agreements shall constitute valid and legally-binding contracts

43

between the aut!,ority and the several holders of the bonds, regard-

44

less of the time of issuallce of the bonds, and shall be enforc0ahll'

4:i

b~· :my !ioldi;r or holdur, hy appropriate action, Knit or procerdi11p;

4(i

i11 ar,~· court or ,·0111pt'!(,11l jurisdiction, or by procec-dillg in liPu

47

of prerogatiw writ.
14. No Hu,111h<'r 01· t.l1P board, officer, employee or ag<'nt of tl,c

2

authority Hliall ktvP an interest, either directly or i11diredly, in

:l

any proj(,et, trnn,action or business activity in which the antl,ority

4 'is a party.

1

1.5. A11y rn<•nrl,Pr of the board of an export trading a11tl10, it.\

2

(,stalilislr<·<l p11rs11u11t. lo tl,is act may be removed h~· the governi11g

;1

body or the co:1111.y or nmnicipality for incapacity, 11<"/.d<'c't of ,l<ii _,·,

4

or nriscornlud i11 ol'li<'t', a11d after he has been givt•.n a copy or th·

5

charges against !rim a11d afforded a hearing, in person or 1,y

6

counsel, but 11ot soouer than 10 days after receiving a copy of the

7

charges.

1

16. All expenses i11curred in carrying out the provisions of this

2

act shall be payable solely from revenues or funds provided or to

10
:3

he provided u11der the provisions of this act and 11othing in the act

4 shall be ro11Htrued to authorize the authority to incur a11y in:"1

<lcbtedness or liability 011 behalf ol' or payable by the Htate or any

G political subdivision thereof.
J.

17. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law lo thP con-

:!

trary, tliP State, its political subdivisions, agP11ciPs a111l i11stru-

3 mentalities, their oflicers, boards, corn111issio11crn, dl·par!menls, a11y
4 trust conipa11y, state or federally chartered l1ank, savings bank,
5 savings and loan association, investment companies, insurance comG pany, all executors, administrators, guardians and fiduciaries, and
7 all other persons whoever who now are or may hereafter be au8

thorized to invest in bouds or other obligations of the State, may

9 legally invest any funds belonging to them or within their control
10 in any bonds or notes issued by the authority pursuant to the pro-

11

visions of this act; and these bonds and notes are made securi lies

12

which may properly and legally be deposited with and received hy

13 auy State or municipal officers or agency of the State for any
14 purpose for which the deposit of bonds or other obligations o[ the
15 State is uow or may thereafter be authorize<l by law.
l

18. The governing body of any county or municipality which has

2 created an export trading authority may, by ordinance or resolution
3 where appropriate, dissolve the export trading authority if:
4

a. Either the members of the authority have not been appointed

5 or the authority by resolution has consented to its <lissolution, aud
G

b. '!.'he authority has no debts or obligations outstanding.

7

A copy of the ordinance or resolution for the dissolution of a

8 county or municipal export trading authority, certified by the
9 appropriate officer of the county or municipality which has adopted
10 the ordinance or resolution shall be filed in the office of the Secre11 tary of State. Upon filing the ordinance or resolution with the
12 Secretary of State and upon proof that the authority has no debts
13 outstanding, the authority shall be deemed to be dissolved.
19. This act shall take effect immediately.

STATEMENT
This bill pennits counties and municipalities with a population
of 75,000 or over to crenfo <'Xport trading authoritiex, which would
be export trading companies within the meai1ing- of the federal
Export Trading Company Act of 1982.
'l'he authority would be a consortium of lmsinPssPs in tl1e juri~rliclion of Uic rounty or municipality wlio corn<' 1.oµ;PI hc•r l'or U,,.
purpose of developing an export trade. 'J'lw authority would pro-

11

vi<lc various services, including fixed rate financing, to enable
smaller businesses to become active in seeking out foreign markets;
without the assistmice, many businesses are precluded from entering an ex port tra<lc because of the costs an<l special kind of expertise which is rnquired. Services which could be performed by
the authority include market research, the facilitating of foreign
exchange transactions, assistance in arranging for transportation
and insurance, assistance in preparing necessary documentation,
assistance in arranging joint ventures and licensing agreements,
and translation and interpreting services.
The authority would be authorized to issue bonds. Revenues
would be derived from fees and charges paid by participating
clients, and from profits on loans.
Export trade is essential to New Jersey's economy because of the
opportunity it provides for the expansion of the manufacturing
sector and the creation of new jobs. Wharton Econometrics estimates that 50 new jobs are created for each $1 million in exports.

ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE
S'rATEMENT TO

ASSEMBLY, No. 3135

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DATF,D: APRIL tl, 198."l
This bill, similar in scope to Assembly Bill No. 3136, would permit
counties and mnnicipalitics with populations exceeding 75,000 to establish export trading companies for use as a tool in economic development
and as a means of assisting the development of New Jersey port facili•
ties. The local export trading companies would be permitted to co..
operate with and use the assistance of the State export trading au1".hority
establiRhcd by A~~cmbly Bill No. 3136 in carrying out their activities.
The county and municipal export trading authorities would be export
trading companies within the meaning of the federal Export Trading
Company Act of 1.982. The authorities would be permitted to provi,fo
a full range of export services for their clients, including documentation services, insurance services, legal services, assistance in obtainingfinancing, or providing direct financing.
This bill is part of a package of bills which is designed to promote
export trade as a means of encouraging economic growth, attracting
new business to the State, and creating new jobs.

ASSEMBLY, No. 3136

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
1

INTRODUCED FEBRUARY 28, 1983
By Assemblymen P ATERO, BOCCIITNI, MAZUR, PELLECCIITA,
Assemblywoman COSTA, Assemblymen GIRGENTI, COWAN,
LITTELL and ROD

AN ACT to establish the New Jersey State Export Trading

Authority.
1

BE IT ENACTED

by the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:

1

1. The Legislature finds and declares that:

2

a. The United States has significantly fallen hehind other indus-

3 trialized nations with respect. to the volume of its exports in

4 relationship to its gross national product;
5

b. Export trade has a material impact in bringing about economic

6 expansion and job creation, and has a particularly salutary effect
7 upon older manufacturing industries which have saturated their
8 domestic markets and which produce goods which may be techno9 logically outdated for the domestic market, but for which there are
10 markets abroad in less developed countries;
11

c. Many small domestic industries have the potential for great

12

expansion through the development of export trade, bnt lack the

1:cl

information, expertise, and fixed-rate fiuanciug to develop an

14 export trade program;
15
d. The federal government, through passap;c of the Export
1G 'T rading Company Act of 1982, Pub. L. 97-2fJ0, has facilitated the
17 combining of th e resources of small businesses, exempt from the
18

restraints imposed by the provisions of the antitrust laws, to

HJ

enter foreign marjrnts;

20

c. The State of New Jersey, which is eligible under the terms

:n

of tl,e federal law to establish an export trndin:-;· company, is in a

:!~

u11iquc po~ition to assist small and medium ~i½e<l New Jersey

~3

h1,incssos in establishing and conductin:; fo!'C•ig-11 tra,Jc, operations

:24 aml to provide a stable source of export fimrncing- through the
25

selling of bonds, which will accrur to tl1e henefit of all of the

2G

people of this State through the developrnent of a strongrr State

27

e,·011orny and increased State revenues.
:Z. For tlH' purposes of this act:

:!

:l
4

a. "Authority" means the New Jer~" .'. :-01:il<' f•>q,ort 'l'rading
.-\ ut liorit y e~tablished pursuant to this a!'t:
b. "Board" means the board of <lir,,,,tor, ol' t!1t' New ,Jersey
State 1,;xport Trading Authority;

j

fi

7

c. "Executive director" means th" (,xc,·::tin• director of the
New ,Jersey State Export Trading .Authority:

8

<l. "Export trade" means trade or !'0111111crc<' iu goodR or

!l

services, a majority of the export valu<· ol' whi<·h is pro<lnced in

Ill

New ,Jersey, which are exported, or in tl,,. co11rs,) 01· being exported,

11

from New Jersey through any port i11 tl1P l'nik<l ~tates direct to

12

any foreign country;

13

e. "Services" includes, but is not limited to, accounting, amuse-

1-!

rnent, architectural, automatic data µroccRsi11µ-, business, comrnuni-

15 eat.ions, franchising and licensing, consultill'~, l'ngincering, finan16

cial, inHurance, legal, management, repair, tourism, training, and

17

transportation services.

l

3. a. There is established, within the Department of Commerce

2 and Economic Development, the New Jersey Rtntc Export Trading
3 Authority, which shall be an export trading company within the
4 meaning of the federal Export Trading Company Act of 1982,
j

Pub. L. !:17-290. The purpose of the authority shall he to assist New

6 Jersey businesses in the development and maintenance of an export
7 trade. The board of directors of the authority Hhall consist of the
8 Commissioner of Commerce and Economic Development, the Corn!)

missioner of Banking, the Commissioner of Insurance, and the

ll)

State 'l'reasurer, who shall be members ex officio, and five members

11

appointed by the Governor with the ndYice and consent of the

12

Senate. At least three of the five members appointed by the

1:l

Governor shall have experience in foreig11 tra<le 01· finance. Initially

H

tl1c Governor shall appoint one member for a term of one year,

J5

two members for a te11n of two yearn, and two uwmbers for a term

lfi

of three years. Thereafter, all members ;,J>po:11t,,d hy tl,e Governor

'l7

shall serve for three year ternl8. Each 111.,n,lH•r ,,l,·11! l1old. office

lK

for the term of his appointment ancl n11til !,i, , 11,·,·,·•s,-;or l,as been

1!1

appoi11tPd aml qualified, Any vacancy i11 1.11,• 111Pn1lins liip occurring-

20

other than by rxpiration of term shall be filled in the ~ame manner

2l

a s the or.ig innl .ippointment but for tbc une xl'ir l'.J

22

(pnn

only.

b. Tl1c Co1111uissio11er of Commerce and l•: ·0111.i11i<' Dt•\·1•lnp111cnt.

:l3

sliall be ihe chairman of the authority. 1:he

24

,hall Pleet a vice chairman. The authority sh.:!l <' 111ph~- an PxN•n tin

25

director who shall be its secretary and clii<'f' p:;0c utive officer. A

26

majority of the members of the boa rd R.hall con.,titutc a quorum.

lll"

11i,ers of tlw linard

27

Any action may be taken by the affirmative \"Ot.P of a majority of

28

the quorum.

W

:m

c. 'J'hc members of the board shall serve without colllpcnsation,
!mt shall be reimbursed by the authority for their actual expenses.

31

X o officer or employee of the State shall be deemed to have for-

:-12

feiied or slrnll forfeit his office or employment or any benefits or

33

emoluments by reason of his acceptan ce of the office of ex officio

34

member of tlie authority or by bis services to the autbority.

3:i

:w

d. A copy of the minutes of every meeting of the bo:.m 1 shall
he delivered to the Governor. On or beforn 1Iarcl1 31 of each year,

37 ilie autl10rity shall make an annual report of its activities in tbe
38

preceding calendar year to the Governor and the Legislature. The

39

report slmll set forth a complete operating and fi11aucial statement

40

covering the authority's operations during the preceding year. The

41

board shall cause an audit to be made at least once in each year

42

by certified public accountants. A copy of the audit shall be filed

43

with the State Treasurer.

1
2
3

4. The authority shall have the power:
a. 'l'o adopt bylaws for the regulation of its affairs and the
couduci of its business;

4

h. 'fo sue or he s1wd in the name of the authority; except that

,j

u ,judgmellt against the authority shall not create any Jirect lia-

G hility again st its hoa rd of directors, its emplo~·ees, or its a;;·.. nts;

7

c. 'l'o ind1·n111ify ii,; directors, employ,,e;; aPd agents l'or a lly

8 claims, suits, costs of i11\'estigations, costs ol' d,•i'en-m, selllmnenis,
!)

or ,iudgrncHts a;;-a i11~t them on account of an act or omission i11 the

1.0

scope of a dirP<' tor's duties, 01· an employee's or age11t's employ--

IL

ment, but the authority shall n ' l'us<> to ind,·mnil\· i i' it rt,,:nmi1:0s

l2

t.hat tl1e act or l'ailurn to act wa s bemuse of aC'tnal frnnd . 11illi'u1

1:!

n1is(•.011d11d, or a,:tual malice;

14
I ;j
16
17

18
19

d. 'l'o "ntllr i11to any contractr, neceRsary or proJ"'I' to, :irn 011 1
the proY isious and purposes of this act;
e. 'l'o establish and maintain any reserve or in8urance funds aR
may be necessary to carry out the pro\·isions of this act;
f. To sell, convey, lease, purchase, or otherwisP acf[uire rPal or

personal property to carry out its functions nnt!n ilte aet;

4

20
c;. To borrow money, to issue bonds of the authority an<l to pro21 vi.J e for the rigl1ts of hol<lers thereof us pro virlPd in this act;
22

Ii. SuhjeC't to any agreements with bondl1oldPrs or notcholdcrs,

23 to purchasP bonds or notes of the authorit~- out of any ft111(ls 01·
24 money of the authority available there11'nr and to hold, cancel. or
25

resell these bonds or notes;

26

i. To contract for and to accept any gifts, grants, or loans of

27

funds or financial or other ai<l in any form from the United States

28

of America or any ageucy or i..11strumentality thereof, or from the

29

State or any agency, instrumentality, or political subrl.ivision

30

thereof, or from any other source;

31

32
33

j. To export directly or to assist in the export of prorlucts aml

services produced in New Jersey;
k. In co1111(Jction wit], any appliration for assist:t1H'P under tl1is

34 act, to require and collect any fees and charp;rs a~ the authorit~-

:15 deems reaso1mhle;
I. Subject to any agreement with bomlholdl'rs or 11ntrhnlcl,•rs, to
36
37 invest moneys of the authority not rPquired !'or i111111cdialn nsc,
38 including proceeds from the sale of bomls aml notes, in any obli 39 gations, securities, and other investments that the authority deems
40 prudent;
41!

m. To purchase, acquire and take assignments of notes, mort-

42 gages, banker's acceptances, receivables of exporters, and othcT
43 forms of security and evidence of indebtedness;
44

n. To extend credit or make loans or loan guarantees to any

45

person in connection with export trade, upon terms established by

46

the board and in accordance with the rules and regulations of the

47 authority, to establish underwriting standards for the extension
48 of credit or a loan guarantee by the authority pursuant to the pro49

visions of this act, and to require political and commercial risk

50 insurance in connection therewith;
51

o. To take any security it deems necessary in connection with

52 any direct loan or any guaranteed loan;
53

p. To apply for a certificate of review from the UnitPd States

54 Secretary of Commerce pursuant to the provisions of 'ritte III of
55 the Export 'rrading Company Act of 1982, Pnli.L. 97-290 (15 U.S.C.
56

§ 4011 et seq.);

57

q. To participate in and eon<luct marketing studiPs and foreign

58

trade missions as may be neeessary to effectuate tlw provisions

:i9 of this act;
60

r. To appoint and employ any persons as may he necessary", in-

61

eluding accountants, attorneys, persons 11"ho arP fl1wnt in fo1·Pign

62

languages, financial advisors, and any oth er indi,·iclnals with <>x-

63

pertise in fore.ign trarlP or marketing as the authority ma~· rP<tuire,

64

anrl to dctcrrninr their qualifications, terms of offi<'c, dnl"i<'R arnl

65

compcnsalio11 without 1·egard to the proviRions of 'l'itl0, 11 of tlw

66

Reviserl Statutes;

67

s. To cooperafo with, and ntifo~e the resonr<'PR of thP Division

68

of International Trade in the Department of Commerce arnl Eco-

69 nomic Development 1rnrl the resomcrs of tlw TTnilPrl Rtates Dr>part70 ment of Commerce.
71

72

1

t. To promulgate rules and regulations as mav he necessary to
effectuate the purposes of this act.

5. Any natural person, association, rartncrship, or corporation

2 may apply to the authority for assistance in PP,tablishing or main3

taining export trade. If the applicant mr<>ts the standards for

4-

assistance established by the authority piirsnant to this act, the

fi

authority may:

6

a. Provide assistance in researching forei -:;n markets;

7

b. Provide assistance in advertising, marketing·, and participat-

8
9

ing in foreign trade fairs;
c. Provide assistance in making bids to prospective foreign

10 buyers;

11

<l. Provide legal assistance in arranging Pxport trade transac-

12 tions;
13
e. Provide assistance in the pricing of gol)(ls to be exported,
14 arranging the terms of sale, and facilitating- foreign exchange

15 transactions ;
f. Arrange or gnarantee commercial bank loans, make loans to
16
17

state or federally chartered commercial hanks for the purpose of

18 financing export trade, or make direct loans to qualified exporters;
19

g. Obtain, or assist in obtaining, bankers' acceptances pursuant

20 to section 207 of Title II of the Export 'l'rarling Company Act of
21

1982, Pub. L. 97-290 (12 U.S.C. §372);
h. Purchase the receivables of exportern, or arrange purchaRe

_,., through independent factoring houses;

•J•)

24
i. Assist in arranging for the packing, trnnsportation and ship25 ment of goods;
2(i

j. Assist in preparing appropriate shipping nrnl collection docu-

27 ments;
28
k. Assist m obtaining appropriate i11si1r1rncl', in~luding- ocean
29

marine and export credit insurance, provi,J.,,l thrnng-h private car-

:m riers or, at the discretion of the authority, 1.hrnug-h

~n
a2

:w

1111

umbrella or

blanket policy obtained by the authority;

I. Assist in the processing of foreign orrlers to and for Pxporters
and foreign purchasers;

6
111. ARsiRt i11 arranging joint venturrR wit\, m1nthcr exporter or

:\4-

;i;-; with a foreign entity;
:~G

n. Assist in negotiating license agreen,cnts with foreign firms;

37

u. Arrange financing through the .l•!xport-lmport

Bank of the

:ix
::u

(l 11it0d StatPs;

40

t.ate communication between exporters :rnll foreign purchasers;

p. Provide translating, interpreting-, or otl,er ~l'rviccs to facili-

q. Provirle other services which it dPcn1 R ne,·L•ssary to effectuate

4l

the purposes of this act.

4::!

ti. Any aJ_Jplication for assistance und e r t hi, ,H'I sd1all he submitted
:al

Lo the executive director and shall be n •vit,11 ed and approved by

::l

the board, which shall approve the application if:
a. The goods or services to be exported co111(' 1ritbin the defini-

4
5

6

tion of "export trade" pursuant to section 2 of this act; and
b. The applicant to be assisted is financially souml and is deemed

7 to be capable of maintainiug or expanding its productive capacity
8 to support foreign trade; and
9

c. The products or services to be exported have a reasonable

10 chance of finding markets abroad; and

11

12
1::l

14
1

d. '£he as~istam:e will tend to maintain or providP employment

for residents of this State.
The application shall be made in a form prcsl!ribctl by the board
by regulation.
7. The authority shall, by resolution of the hoard, have the power

2 to incur indebtedness, borrow money and i~suc bonds to finance
3

export trade and provide services to exporters pursuant to the

4

provisions of this act. Every issue of its bonds shall be general

5

obligations of the authority payable from any revenues of the

6 authority, subject only to agreements with ihe holders of particular
7 bonds or notes pledging any particular revenues or moneys. The
8

bonds may be issued in one or more series antl shall bear a date or

9 dates, mature at a time or times not exceeding 40 years, bear
10 interest at a rate or rates, be in a form, either coupou or registered,
11

carry any conversion or registration pri,·ileges, have any rank or

12 priority, be executed in such manner, be payable from a source in

13 a . medium of payment at a place or plaees inside or outside the
14 State, and be subject to any terms of redemption, with or without
15 premium, as the resolution may provide. Honus of the authority
16 may be sold by the authority at a public or private sale at a price

17

or prices as the authority may determine.

1

8. Bonds and notes of the authority issued urnlcr the provisions

2

of this act shall not be in any way a delit or liability of' the State

:1

or ol' any political subdivision thereof or lw or con stitute a pledge

1
4 of the faith aud credit of the State or of any 1,olitical subdivision
5

tlicreof hut all bonds and notes, unless funded or refunded by the

6

bonds or notes of the authority, shall be payable solely from reve-

7

nues or funds pledged or available for their payment. as authorized

8

in the act. }<Jach bond and note shall contain on its face a statement

9

to the effect that the authority is obligated to pay the principal

10

thereof or the interest thereon only from revenues or funds of the

11

authority and that neither the State Hor auy political subdivision

12

tl1ereof is obligated to pay the principal or interest and that neither

13 the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State or any
14 political subdivision thereof is pledged to the payment of the
15

principal of or the interest on the bonds or notes.
!). Any bond or other obligation issued by the authority pursu-

2 ant to this act shall be fully negotiable, within the meaning and for
3 all purposes of Title 12A of the New Jersey Statutes, and each
4

holder of a homl or other obligation or any coupon appurtenant

5

thereto, hy aeceptiug the bond or coupon shall be conclusively

6 deemed to }tave agreed that the bond, obligation or coupon is and

7 shall b,1 fully negotiable within the meaning and for the purposes
8

l

of 'l'i tie 12A.
10. In order lo s,1rnre the payment of its bonds and in additiou

2 to its otl1er pow,·rn, the authority shall have power by resolution
::i

covenant and agree with the several holders of the bonds, as to:

4

a. '11 he C'ustody, secrn·ity, use, expenditure or application of the

5 proceeds of the bonds;
6

b. Payment of the principal of or interest on the bonds, or any

7

other obligatio11s, and the sources and methods thereof, the rank or

8

priority of any honds or obligations as to any lien or security, or

9

the acceleration of the maturity of any bonds or obligations;

lU

c. The use and disposition of any moneys of tl1e authority, in-

11

eluding all revenues or other moneys derived or to be derived from

12 any of the authority's activities;
13

d. Pledging, setting aside, depositing or placing in trust all or

14

ai1y

15

the paym0nt ol' tlw principal or interest on the honrls or any other

l(j

oh ligations am! th;, powers and duties of aiiy trnstees with re,l("ard

17
18

thereto;
"· 'rlw sdtin g asi,k out of the revenues m· otl1<•r

I:)

authority of l'Pscnips and sinking funds, ·a nd li1<• ~ourc(,, cnslod ,v,

20

sPcurity, ro,gulatiou, application a]J(l dispo s ition thereof;

21
22

r.

part of the r,wc,nu"s or other moneys of the authority to secun~

'l'hl• ""nt», feeil or other charges for

1111~·

111<J!l('Y~

of' tli"

servici,s ol' tin ·

a11

tl,ority, and the fixing·, establishment, colleclio11 n11d "11i'or,·1•111,:1Ji.

::>;1 of the same;

8
24

g. Limitatioll oil the issuance of additioual born.ls or any other

25 obligations or on the incurre11ce of indebtedness of the authority;
26
h. Vestinµ; in a trustee or trustees, fiscal or escrow agent or
27

agents within or without the State such properly, rights, powers

28

and duties i11 lrnst as the authority may rl!'tcrraine a11d li111iling thP.

:!\I

riµ:lils, duties and powers of the trustee or agent;

30

i. Payrne11t of costs or expenses incidrnl to tlu: Pnforcernent of'

:31

the bonrl.s or of the provisious of the resolution or of any eOH!nai1t

:12

or eon tract "·ith tl1e holrl.rrs of the bonds;

:n

j.

'r!Jp

proePdllrt', if an:,", h~· which tlw

LPJ'lll~

or a11~-

('(JVPnant or

34

<'ontract \\'itl1, or duty to, the holders of l,on<l8 111a.v iJP 1in1rn<IPrl or

3:'i

ahrogatrr!, the amount of bonds the holdrrs of whieh nmst c·onsPnt

3(i

thPreto, a]](! tlw manner in which consPnl ma~· lw g-ivcn or evi-

37 rl.cncrrl; or
38

k. Any o!lin matter or coursp of conrlnet wliirh,

rl\" rerital

in thP

3!l

rP~olution, is d<'elared to further secure the pa~·rnpnt of the princi .

40

pal of or interest on the bondR.

41

All ,rnch provisions of thr resolution and all such 1•ov<'nants and

42

agreements shall constitute valid and legally-hi11ding contracts

4:l

hrtween the authority and the several holrl.ers of the bonds, reg-ard-

44

lflss of the time of' issuance of the bonds, an<l ~hall be enforceable

45

h? any holder or holrl.~1rs hy appropriate aotion, suit or pror.eerling

46

i11 any court of competent jurisdiction, or hy proceeding in lieu of

47

prerogative writ.
11. No meml,er of the board, officer, employ<'e or ag-ei1t of t.he

''

:1
4

authority shall have an interest, either dirPrtly or inrl.irectly, in
any project, transaction or lnrninrss activity in whieh the authority
is a party.

12. All expenses incurrinµ; in carrying out the provisions of this
2 ad shall he payahle solely from revenues or funds provided or to
:l

he pro\'idt;d nuder the provisions of this act and nothing in the

4

act shall Im construed to authorize the authority lo incur any

5

indebtedness or liability on behalf of or payable by the State or

6 a11y political subdivision thereof.

J:3. Notwithstanding- the provisions of any other law to the
:.!

coJJtrar~-, !hf' 8tatP, its political subdivisions, agencies and i11stru-

:i

mentalities, tht>ir officers, boards, commissioners, clqmrtments, any

4

trnst compan~·. statfi or feclernlly <'hartered hank, savings bank,

:i

savings and loan association, investment companic>s, insurance

ti

r•o11q1111,y. all ,.,,.('11to rs, aclministrafors, guarcli:tns nJJd fid11riari<%

7

and all olli;•r Jl<'l'sons whoever who now al'<! or 111:1:v l1Pr .. aftl'r lie

,-;

a11ll1ori½.-<i to iurnst in bonds or other oliligutions oi' tl1P :-ital,·, !Jill)'

!I

J,.g·all~· in,·c•st any f'unds helong-ing to tlui111 or will1in U,nir control

9

10

in any hon<lH or 11otes issued hy the authority pmRnant to the pro-

11

viRionH nl' thiH act; and these bonds and notes are made securities

12 which may prnperly and legally be deposited with and received by

13 any State or municipal officers or agency of the State for any pur14 pose for which the deposit of bonds or other obligations of the
l!'i
l

Stat<' is now or 111ay thereafter be authorized hy law.
14. TherP iH appropriated $fi00,000.00 to th!' authority to rffectn-

2 ate the pmposes of this act, which shall be repaid hy the authorit~·
:l

to tl1P f<tate 'l'n•aHurer from the proceeds of its activities in fh-c

4 annual installments, beginning with the second year following
5 enactment.

1

15. ']'his act shall take effect immediately.

RTATF,MF,NT
This hill rstahlishes a New Jersey State I~xport 'frading Authority, which would be an export trading company un<ler the
provisions of the Federal Export Trading Company Act of Hl82.
The authority would he a consortium of New Jersey hnsinesses
who would <'Orne together for the purpose of developing an export
trade. The export trading authority would provide various servfoes,
including fixed rate financing, to enable smaller businesses to
hecome active in sPeking out foreign markets; without suc}1 assi-stancP, many husinessi>s are precluded from entering into an export
trade because ol' the costs and the special kind of expertise which
is require<l. RPrvices which could be provided by the authority
include research, the facilitating of foreign exchange transactions,
assistance in arranging for transportation and insurance, assista1ieP i11 preparing 11rcessary docume11tatio11, assistance in arranging
joint v<'1if11res and licensing agreements, mid tra11slatio11 am! interprcti ng services.
The authority wonld he authorized to issnP honds. Hp1·rn11es
wonld be drrivP<l from foes a11(l charges paid h~, partieipati11g
elients. ar1<l from profits on loans.
Export trade is essential to New Jersey's economy because of
the opportunity it provides for the Pxpa11sion of the manufacturing
sector and for the creation of new jobs. Wharton E1conometrics
estimates that 50 new jobs are created for each $1 million in
exports.

ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE
S'PAT:l!"JMEN'T TO

ASSEMBLY, No. 3136

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DATED: APRIL 11, 1983
The Assembly Labor <'ommittee favorably reports this legislation,
which reprrscnts a means of promoting economic development, attracting new businesses to the State, and creating new jobs.
This bill creates an Export Trading Authority within the Department
of Commerce and Economic Development; the authority would be an
export trading company within the meaning of the federal Export
'l'rading Company Act of 1982. The authority, which would be governed
by an appointed board of directors, would provide a full range of export services to its clients, who would in turn pay a fee for the use of
the services.
The Export Trading Authority, working in cooperation with the
Division of International Trade, would identify foreign markets for
New ,Jersey products and would assist New Jersey businesses in developing these market8 and in selling their goods abroad. The mnge of
export HerviceH offerPd by the authority would indmle assistance in
making bids to prOs!J{)ctive foreig11 buyers, assistance in the pricing
of goods to be sold abroad, and assistance in arranging the terms of
sale and in facilitating foreign exchange transactions. The authority
would also play a role in the financing of export trade. It could provide
direct. financin;..( from the proceeds of its bonds, or it could arrange or
1-ruarantee loans through commercial banks. Ii would he empowered to
provide its client businesses with support services such as legal assist.ance and translation services. In addition, the authority could offer
assistance in arranging for the packing, tran13portation, and shipment
of goods, and assistance in obtaining insurance required for export
trade, such as ocean marine insurance and credit insurance.
Businesses would be eligible for assistance by tlrn authority if tLe
applying bnRin<'RR i~ finnnrially sound and capable of developing and
maintaining forcig-11 t.racfo, if the products or services to be sold haYc
a reasonable chance of finding markets abroad, if a majority of the
export value of the goods to be exported is produced in New Jersey,
and if (Le assi8tan,;,• offered by the authority would tend to maintain
or provide employment for residents of this State.

2

'1'11,, aui horit~- :., d,·,igned to provide export s,•n·i<'<'s "l1i,·.l1 mi;:l1t lw
othPrn·i, p nnnYail:1hl<' !o smaller hnsincsscs hrr111rn<• of (!1c• expc11s<, inrnh·p,\ in rs(al1li , hi11 .~:

~11

exporl trnd.e. By providi11g- s<"'Vif'<'R tn :1

11 1,1111 11• 1· n!' ('li<•11tF, iii,· :111thority ,·oukl offer tiiPRC ,,• n·i,·<'- "11

:1 \J<'I'

111,il

h:1,i,. 11,;;,·p it1P X]'' n, iv,•1;-· thn11 iii <• services c1,11hl utliPrwi s-<' he obl:1i11e:1.
t,.;xpor: tra,k i.- 1111i1·<·rsnliy rc<;.Jg11izrd as a hi~l1h eff<'ctive llleans or
vromoting- Pco11orni,, growtl1. Tl1e lTnitcd Rtates, how,•1·er, k1, !'all,•11
bcL.i11d other inclnst ri:ilizcd nations in its forei g11 trnclr•. Dnrin[\' th
past two decade~, the United St.n.tes' slmrc of world exports rlroppc,l
from

u;r,

to 12 7, . Exports ncronnt for only 8.27,, of Uw 11iiitNl Rtatrs'

gross nationnl pro,1uct, which is th,· lowest percentage of any ilHlust rializcd nntion. Of :l5(),()00 lmsi11 .. ,,,,, i11 the United States, only 87,, export
goods

011

a rcgnlar hn~is; only 100 companies aecount for half of all

rxporl , oi' Fnitr.18! :111',-; rna11ufart11rnd goods. !Gxport~ provide, a mean .,
of 1": I'" 11, i"11 t'n r 11111111i fa11tnring fi rrns CY<'ll I hou g h do? H('s l i,· m,1 rk<'t ,
111Hy J,. , ,atnrnt,•,l. In addition, e:--ports providr an r-ffpetiv,• 11w:111s or

(• ~t ,·11' 1: 1,g pro<l11<·I Ii r.. cycles; pr()(lucts wl1i ,·l1 111,1 _1· 111• 1111!,l:1 Ir,l or

ohsolet,• i11 lhe l'nit<'fl States often find rend)' mnrkl'ls :1hronil in ]pss
developed nations. Exports often mean higlwr profits; hecanse export
lradP r e presents r11hm1cement. of prod.uctio11, profit 111a rg-ins ar<' liigh
lwransr increase in output of existing product li11r,s carries little additional c•o$!. to manufacturers. Finally, export trnd.e n'pr('scnts a mpans
of job creation. The United States Export-Import. Bank estimates that
30 new jobs are created. for every $1 million in goods which a re exported,
while ·wharton Econometrios estimates t11at :\0 new johs are created
for every $1 million in exports.

In N'cw Jersey, which rauks 10th in the nation with respe0t to exports,
12.2% of its manufactured goods are exported, which means that some
104,000 jobs are export-related. New Jersey's rate of growth in export
sales lagged behind the United Stales and many other states. Direct
export growth, as compared to total manufacturing- output grew hy
:)3% i11 New Jersey from l!J77 to l!J80, compared to 7:l.4 7,, !'or Connect ieut and 104.?.',7r for Massachusetts.
One of the factors in the United States' relatively poor performance
with respect. to growth in foreign trade is that many manufacturingli.rmK

:1 re

smnll and. do not have the resources or expertise to enter

foreign market~. 'L'LiH is equally true in New .Terney, whPrc

!lo%

of

Stnte firms employ less than 100 workers.
'l'hcRe Rmall nnil medium sized firms whieh ban prodnrlR to sPll n.nd
the capahilit.y to expand production have mPt with grPat difficulty in
seeki11g out :rnd penetrating foreign markl't s h<'Pa11sc nf tlir complux
naturP of foreign trad e transact.ions. Fon•ign fr:iclr rcquireR mnrkct
res(•:1n·l1, assi sl.111 <0<' in mTanging foreiµ;n •~xcl 1:111g-,•, lr:111 s port:1Linn.

insurnncc·, preparing- proper doeumentation !'or ~hipmr.nt, and leg·nl
a,lvic•p from attornrys who

:li'C'

familiar with co\:nrncrcial law and laws

1Jf foreign coun1Tic.,. 'J' itc pnrpo~e of this hill is to prov irlc ihern witl1
lh•si• "'' l' \·iccs at. low cost.

[·Jx po; 1 t nalo :il,o rrquires firn111cing. 'rhiR l{:gjs]nt.ion wouhl pPrmii
the 8tat0 authority to assist lmsinesses in arranging ti11a11l'ing through
commercial banks, to provide loan guarantees and, if no other sources
of funding arc avnilahle, to provide loans dirootly.

[OI<'l<'ICIAL COPY REPRINT]

ASSEPilBLY, No. 31:J7

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
INTRODUCFiD l1'EBRUARY 28, 1983
By Assemblymm1 PATERO, BOCCHINI, MAZUR, PELLECCHIA,
Asscmblywornau COSTA, Assemblymen GIRGENTI, CO"WAN,
LI'fTELL and ROD

AN AoT concerning international trade, establishing tbe P~xporl
Trade lnformatiou Center within the Division of International
'frade in the Department of Commerce and IDconomic Devdopment, establishing an Advisory Council on Export Trade, and
supplementing Title 52 of the Revised Statutes.

1

BE

IT ENACTED

by the Senate and General Assembly of the State

2 of New Jersey:
1

l. The Legislature finds and determines that:

2

a. 'fhe eco11omy of the State of New Jersey is undergoing a

3

serious decline characterized by a decrease in private investment,

4 plant shut-downs, a steady contraction of manufacturing jobs m
5
6

the Stnte and a rising rate of unemployment;
Ii. A major l"ador rontributing to the declining economy has

7 been the f:iilurr, of business and industry in the State g·enerally
8

to prevent foreign competitors from penetrating and dominating·

!)

certain domestic markets or to aggressively pursue overseas

10 markets:
11

12

rn

c. In recent years massive layoffs in the State have lwrn concentrated almost entirely in the manufacturing sector where
between 12

1111d

14% of employment, or some 10,l,900 jobs arc

14 export rPln led:
15
16
17

d. The expansion of international export trade 1s vital to the
overall g-rowtli of New Jersey's economy;
e. Smnll and medium-sized New Jersey hnsinesses have, vRst
EXPLANATION-Matter enclosed in boJd..faced brackets [tl1usl in the above bill
is not enacted und i1 intended to be omitted in the law.
Matter printed in italics thus is new matter.
Matter enclc;,sed in asterisks or star• has been adopted as follows:
"'-Assembly committee amendments adopted April ll, 1983.

2

e::q:ior1 potcntinl whirh is either totally neglected or underutilized

JR

1!I

bceause of outmoded and narrowly-foci1Hcd 111arlu•! ing lcchni4ues

:.'( 1

a:1d ignorance of available trade informal ion and tinandng rc-

:!l

~,111

rces;

2:.'

L Tltc Slate's labor force is generall:· uninformed about <'.areor

2:i

npporlt111itirs in international rommer,·1· ,111 d d,·fiC'icnt in applicalill'

2-t jol> sk illR;
2:1

g. Existin.t>; trnde-promotion efforts arr, i11s11fficien1 t.<J cffr ctively

2(i

d,·velup, coordinate and mobilize re,umf'.es ainu·d 11lt.irnately "t

27

realizing th e Slate's export potential.

28

It is declared to be the poliey of this State to encourage busine.~~

2!l

and industry iuvolvemenl in international export trade, provicte

30

access to international trade techniques and export financing in-

:n

formation and pro111otl' the • [P xporution]• "c1-plor11./.ion• of career

H2

opportunities in i11tcrnatio1ml trade.
2. In addition to duties otherwise prescribed by law, the Division

2

of International Trade slmll:

3

a. Tdentify specific industries with promising export potentiai :

4

h. F.valnate employment opportunitic~ whid, .in• nxport rl'la(r,d;

:i

c. CoopPrate with and provide infonnation to tl1c\ New .fcrs<'y

fi

State ExJJorl Trading Authority estahliBhc<l pursuant t.o tbe pro -

7

visions of P. L.

, C.

(C.

)*[,]•

·r· now pendiug as

R Assembly Bill N·o. 3136° )*, or any county or municipal export
9 trading authority established pursuant to the provisions of P. L .
10 c.

(C.

)"[,]*

•r• now pending

,

as Assembly Bill No.

10A 3135•)•;
11

d. Conduct advertising and promotional campai!,'11S to increase

12

awareness of opportunities in export trade among New Jersey

13

businesses;

14

e. Promote and facilitate the establishment of twin-cities relation-

15

ships between New Jersey municipalities and foreign towns irnd

16

cities.

J

3. The Export Trade Information Center is established within

2

thP Division of International Trade in the Department of Com-

3

meree and Economic Development, which shall:

4

a. Compile information on trade assistance services available
1.lironirh !lie United State~ Department of Curnmercr, and other

fi

:'slate go vernmental agencies and prepare, compil<·, and disseminate

7

rr~earch and statistical studies and ot.ber information usPful to

8

Kew Jersey firms presently engaged in or deRiri111-: t.o pngagc m

9

10

international export trade, including information
for:

011

teclmiqu,~~

3
11

(I) AHs<>ssi11g export. potentiRl and analy,1i11g foreign ma rk<>I,;

12

(2) SP!cctiug

la

(3) Communicating overseas;

HU!cti

and distribution channel~;

14

(4) Local i11g and contracting with foreign trade represent,itiv,•~:

15

(5) l<:stuhlisl1i11g pricing, quot1ttio11s and terms of sale:

Jr;

(Ii) Hcceivi11g payment for export.-;;

.li

(i) l•'inall(:i11g exports;

J8

(8) Anuugiug transportation of exportB;

19

(!)) Promoting exports overseas;

20

(10) And mauufacturing exports; and

'.!I

h. Rponsor semirwrs for: (]) small and medium sized husiness

22

seeking· practical iul'ormation

2:-l

export trade; aud (2) individuals seeking information on career

24

opportunities i11 international commerce.
•,1,

OJJ

how to engage in intrrnatiouul

Thi, center shal/., whCl'e µrncticable, 1dilizc thr. reso111·re., of

2 i11slitulions of highf'r education tu carry out the functions pre 3
2

sc1·ibed by this act .'

•4_• •s.•

a. 'l'liere is etital>lislied within the Department of Com-

111erce and lDconomic Dc\'elopment the AdYisory Council on l•]xport

:l

•[trade]• •Trude• which shall consist of niue citizens of tlie St.at,,

4

appoinlc,l by the Oo\·ernor with the advice and consent of tho

:i

Senate tu sen'<' for a term of three years from the date of 11ppoint.-

ti

mcnt, 1,xecpt lhal of thotie first appointed, three shall bf' appoin!t·rl

i

for a term of oue year, three for a tcnn of two years, and three for

H

a term of U1ree yearti . .!Dach member of the oouncil shall be qualified

!I

by substantial training and experience in at least one of the

9A following fields:

10

(l) Agriculture;

11

(2) Banking and financial services;

12

(3) F'oreign trade zones;

B

(4) hlternational construction and engineering;

14

( ;1) Tn tcrnat ion al trade associations;

1:i

(6) lnsurance;

16

(7) Small business;

li

(8) 'l.1011risrn;

1H

(!l) 'l'ransporlation, shipping and ports~[.] • · : or '

Ir-A

•r10) lli_qhl'I' f'd11l'llfion, with a specialty i.n i11ternnfio11al ram

18s merc,i.•

l fl

The l'o111missioncr of Commerce and Economi,• Developnwnt anri

20

the Commissio11c1· of' Labor shall be members <•x officio. J\f,nnber.,

21

of the council sliall serve without oompensation hut mtt,· be ,.,.

22

imburscd for 1iecessary expenses incurred in the performance of

23

their dutie~. The Governor shall designate

II

member of t.hP Mmwil

4

24

! 11 , ,,n·p as

,·\Jairrnan and t.o preside over the c·ou1wil 's activities.

2:-i

'['!!,. l'Ouneil , l1all orgai1ize and adopt procednrcs for the• condu,·1

2G

of its busiuc,s. .\ ny vacancies in the members bip of the cuuncil

27

occurring otltt'r 1l1m1 by expiration of term sl1all be, filled hy i i:P

28

Gove1;nor, with the advice and consent of the Renate for tlrn un-

29

expired term only. Any member of the council may be removed

30

from office hy tit<' novernor, l'nr cause upon notice and opportunity

:i I

to

]1('

hen rd.

:32

b. 'l'lw council ~ball assist the Division of International 'l'n1de:

'.1;~

( 1) In lhP development of export trade;

34

(2) In the identification of regions around tbc world wher,· Ne,.,

3fi

.Jersey goods and serviceH can profitably he marketed, mid i11

<16

rPernit.ing corporate volunteers from the priv,dc sceto1· to p:i rl ici --

37

pntc in trade missions;

:\!)

.lersr\V 1t111nieipali1 ics and foreign municiipalit.i,•s; ,rnd

:m
40

4]

(:1) fo the establishment of twin-city relationships betwcPH N(m
( 4) In idPntifying employment opportunities i11 export tratlr·

related industries.

1

• [5.]• •Ii.* '!'he Commissioner of Commerce a1JJ J<:conomic·

2

Development. 8hall regularly communicate to the Commissioner of

3

La bur joh opportunities in export-related area~ and identify areas

4

of potential growth in export-related jobs. 'l'hB ConunissionBr of

j

Labor shall evaluate New ,T ersey 's work force to determine tlie

6

adequacy of its skills for export-related jobs and shall provide for

7 appropriate job training under Pxisti11g job training progntms.
•[6.]• •7_ • 'l'hi8 act shall take effect imrnediately.

/,SSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE
S'l'A'l'l<]Ml<;N'l' 'l'll

ASSEMBLY, No. 3137
wi111 i\ssc,rnbly conuuiitec amernl11w1ils

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DAT:mD: APRIL 11, 198:3
'!'his bill would require the Division of International Trade within
tl1e J)cpa rhnent: of Commeree and }ijconomic Development to ideutif,v
specific incfoslries i11 New ,Terney which have promisi11g export potential, to nl'nl1rnt(\ <'111plo~·me11t: opportunities which arP export rPlated,
to co11d11<'t nd, ,,rtisi11g· a11d promotional campaigns, to incrcas<> aware 11ess of ,·xport opporl1rnities among· New .Te,rRey husiness-e s, and to

1n·ornotn aJHl faeilib11e tlH• establislnnent of twin cities relationships
hetwee11 Nmv .Jersey rnnnieipalities a11d foreign towns and cities. Tlw
division would work with the State export trading Huthority and any
,-ou11t,· or 1111111i('ip:ilit,· I rndinµ; compa11y which may lie fon11r,cl.
'!'lie bill estalJlisl1es an B]xport 'rm.de Information Center within thc>
Divisio11 of ]1Jl<'rnatio11al Trnde. The center would be required to compile c·omrn·clH•11sivc i11formation on the various kinds of trade assistance
Rrrviccs which arc, availnl1le from otrnh souroos as the United Statco
Ocpartnrnnt of Commerce. 'fhis info1mation, along with research and
statistical studies

011

export trade, would be require<l to ht> disseminated

to Nrw .lersny h11sinesscs. 'l'lw ecntcr would also sponsor scminarR for
s111all alld mPdi11111-si7.c,.J h11silll•sses seeking· practical i111'onnation on
how Lo nngap;c .in i1deniational export trn<le and for individuals seekingi11l"on11atio11 011 ,·an·,·r opportunities i11 international i rad('.
'1'!1t, bill ;ibo n,·:d,•s ;111 advisory Council 011 ]1; _, puri '!'1·nd1•. '!1111·
,·0111wil ,1011ld as>aisl. t.h,· Division of Tnten1atio11al 'l'rndc in its aetiYili(,s,
padicularlv in i,1"11lil\i11_g fornign ma-r kets for New .JernC)' g-oods, in
1•st,d,lisl1i11g· l11i11 ,.;1.i.,s 1·"1at.i0Hsl.tips a11d ill 1.11" i,l,·111ilicntio1J of em ~
ploy111c11I. opporl1111ili,·,, in export-related induHtrif's.
The AHsemiJI)· l,;d101· ( 'ommittee has amended tl1e hill to prn,·i,.lt- tlia1
I.lie .\dvisor_v Hn:i.rd ,·1·(•a1Pd by the legislation contain a rupre8e11t ,di1·,1
or a11 i11~tit111 i011 or liigl1er eclucation who has a specialty in a Iir,Jcl

r0 -

l,d ing to i1,ip,·11:1tio11al tr;ule. The amendments woul,1 nlso pro,:irlr, that
the Division 01· l11tl'r·11iilional Trade utilize ihe r,'Ronref', of ins1ilntin11,
ol' big-her ed11entin11 which offer programs in intenwtional irndc.
_'l'l1is bill is pa r1 of a package of legislation which is designed to promote P-xport trade as a means of encouraging economic growth, attracting· new business to the State, and creating new jobs.

ASSEMBLY, No. 3138

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
IN'l'fWllUCT•m F'l•mmrARY 28, J!JS:I

B_v Ass1m1hly111('11 l'A'l'l 1;1w, BOCC l lfNT, MA½UR, PIDLLECGIHA,
Assn111bly\10 111ai1 COR'l'A. A.ssm11blymen G IRG 1,;N11 r, COWAN,

Ll'f''l'l•!LL and HOD

AN Am providing for certain tax credits in counediou with export

trade aetivities a11d supplerne1di11g P. L . 1.945, c. 1G2 (C. 54:l0A-l

et seq.).
l

BE

IT RNA('rnD

by the FJe.nate ancl General Assembly of the State

2 of New J ersey:
l

l . a . !'Director" rneans the Director of the Divisio11 of Taxation .

2

Ii." J,;xpor! I nuli11g program" means tradu or <·0;111111•r~e i11 .uood,

B a11,l s,•nir•r•s, n "mjority of the export vahw of which iR 11ro,lm,r•d

4

in N,,11' ,Jpr,:<'y, wliil'h are exported, or ar<' in tit<• ent!l"Pe or l,ei11g

:,

l'XportPd l'rn111 N<:1\· ,J<>rsey din,ct to any otlwr !'01111lry;

2

a11:· "orpor.tlio" wit!, assets of 1,,ss tl1m1 $10,0(~l,000.00 \1·liil'l1 i,

:1

lini>IP !'or 11"' p:t: 1111•111 of tux 11,.,l<·r tile pro\·isi,.,,:,: nl I'. l .. ! 11.1:,,

4

, .. l(i~ (C. :\4:10.\-1 ,·I seq.) Rl1all lit' ,,11titlPd to

;)

tJ1n

7

a <'('rti(i<':tl:, ol' nligiliilit.y by tl11• dirPetor p11r,11a11 i lo 1l,i-

2. Notwi1!1slaiidi11g the provisirn1s of trny law to tlw r-011tra1 ·y.

a('('.Ollllt

u('( llll

:i

lax rn:dil 1111iit·r

OJ":

8

,•; 111;
'"
H<·<•Jinn, 011.,-li l"t.l1 of the eoHt of tit,, :::a.lm·ieR :111d IH•11pfitR ol' m,y

!J

full-till1': , 111plu_1·c1,s wlto arc <•11µ;ag,·1l
0

ROIPl)'

i11 ad111i11i:::trativ1• work

10

re lati11µ; to any export trading program e:::tabli:::lted !Jy the eorpo-

11

ration after the effective date ol' t hiH act. No cr edit may be takeH

12

pursuant tu tl1iH suli:::11ctioH Ulltil tltti corporation .has filf!d noti<>e

1:1

with the director of tl11! cstablisl1111cllt. ot" a11y ,•xport trade program

14

aml the director h11::: issued a certificate of 1·ligil,iiily.

2
15

b. One-half of the cost of a11y fees or charges paid hy thP corpo-

16 ration, exclusive of any interest charge, to the New ,J Prsey State

17 Trading Authority c>sta.hlislrPd pursuant to P. L. J !18~, r.
1~ (<'.
), now pl'n<ling i11 1l1e LPgiHlal11n• as ,\ssc•nrl,ly
IU

llill No. :~13ti, or lo any ex}_Jort trading aut.Jrorily ,•stal,lislrl'd hy a

20

county or 11u111icipality pursuant to P. L. 198:1, ,..

21

nnw pPncli11g in the Legislature as AssP111hl_v 1:ill i\o.

~2

a!'~ount of any services rendered to lla1 eorporalio11 l,y tlrc•sc•

, ( C.

:n:1,,,

),

on

23 :rnthoritit's.
l
:l

1

:3. '!'he director shall promulgate rules and regulations as are
11e<:Pssary to effectuate the purposes of Uris act.
4. This act shall take effect immediately.

S'J'ATEMEN'l'
'l'his bill, intended to encourage the development of export trade
by small and medium sized New Jersey businrsses, would permit
certain corporations to take tax credits for salaries pai(l to administrative personnel who are employed to establish export trading
programs. The bill would also provide incentives for businesses
to these export trade opportunities under tlw aegis of state,
county, or municipal export trade authorities hy permitting tax
credits under the Corporation Busi11rsH 'L'ax Ad for fr11s and
charges levied by these authorities for their servicPs.

ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE
~'l'ATI•~MT•~NT 'rO

ASSEM BLY, No. 3138

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
llATJ•m: APR.fl, 11, 1988
This hill provid<•s U1at any corporn.tio11 witl1 ass('(:; of 10,s th.111
$10,000,000.00 which is liable for thP paynw11t of the corporation

hnsiness tax may take tax crerlits for a pP-riod of fin, ~-<'ars for snlnril's
and bPndits of any employees who an• 1•11gaged solely in administrati\"f,
work relating to any export trading program which the corporation

may estahlish aft.or thi, cffoctiw date of the act. Uorporatio,1s would
also hP pen11iUed to d<•duct on.,-l111lf of the cost or an~· fl'es or d1arw•s
I

(Pxclusive of ariy i11terest charges) paid to a State, cond~·. or muniPipal
trading authorit~-This hill is dcsig11Pd to encourag<' srnaller corporations to get i 11rnlvi,d
in exporting bv provi<li11g a financial incentive for them to do so.
Assembly Bill No. :Jt:l8 is part of a package of legislatio11 which 1r,
t!PsignPd to pro111ot.• <•xport trade as a means of e11couraµ;i11g 1.>co11orni1:
growth. 11ttnH'fo1µ; 11ew business to the State, and creating new jobs.

ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION No. 3014

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
INTRODUCED FEBRUARY 28, 1983
By Assemblymen MAZUR, PELLECCHIA, Assemblywoman COSTA,
Assemblymen GIRGENTI, COWAN, LITTELL, ROD, P ATERO
and BOOCffiNI

A:N ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION memorializing Congress to provide for

the granting of a tax-exempt status unde~ the Internal Revenue
Code for International Trade Bonds to be issued by s_tate and
local governments for the purpose of promoting and financing
international trade.
1 WHEREAS, The United States' share of world erports has dropped
·2
3

significantly in the past two decades, with the result that the
United States now exports only 8.2% of its gross national

4

product, which is the lowest of any industrialized nation in the

5

world; and

6 WHEREAS, For many regions of the United States, particularly the
7
older industrial areas of the northeast, foreign trade represents
8
9

a means of expanding production even though domestic markets
may have reached capacity, thereby creating new jobs; and

10 WHEREAS, Most of the other industrialized nations of the world
11
have traditionally assisted the export trade activities of their
12
domestic industries by providing a subsidy on the financing of
13
export trade, with the result that United States firms have often
14
been unable to match their foreign competition in this respect;
15

and

16 WmmEAs, The Congress has recently enacted the Export Trading
17

Company Act of 1982, P. L. 97-270, which has given the several

2
18

states the opportunity to provide greater assistance to encourage

19
20

and to facilitate international trade by domestic manufacturing
firms, which will encourage the growth of the productive capacity

21

of existing industries and create jobs and tax revenue for state

22

and local goverllDi1~~ts and for the _f,~deral ~o,v!r'n~~,; and

23

WHEREAS,

No endeavor by the several Rtates to promote and en-

24

courage internatio~al•fr-~de using thfs -~ _echa!)-~~m will . be fu;tly

25

effective in meeting foreign competition unless the states are

26

permitted to use tp;eir , ;tax-exempt

27

furtherance of the :financing of export trade transactions; now

28

therefore,

1

BE

IT RESOLVED

qen.dtng

·a uthority in the

f .

by the General Assembly of. the State of. New

2 Jersey:

1

1. That the Congress of the United States is respectfully memor-

2 ialized to provide for the. establishment
of..;· a tax-exempt ~tatus
. . '
'

3 under the Internal Revenue
Code for International Trade Bonds
,,
4 to be issued by the several states and their political subdivisions,
: ..
.: ' '. ) :: ;- . ''
.
.
5 to aid the states in encouraging the growth of exports by domestic
,

'

'

.

i

,

,

i

'\

' '; ·/

,.•

I :,

; '

..

;

G industries, which will accrue benefits, in terms of value ~reated
7

thereby, to the economy of the United Stat~~ 'as· a ~hole: by the

8 fostering of economio development, .1;1;nd ·the c11eation of additional
9 revenues for state and local govermnents and for the fede~al
10 government.
2. That duly authenticated copies of th~ . r~solution be sent
1
2 to the presiding officers of the United States Senate and House of
3 Representatives, and to every member of Congress elected from
4 the State of New J erse'y.

:

;,

;

.i•'

STATEMEJS"T·
This resolution memorializes Congress to provide for the estab-

...

lishment of a tax-exempt status under the Internal Revenue Code
for International Trade Bonds.

,,

'

ASSEMBL YHAN

JOSEPH D.

PAT[RO

Good morning.

(Chairman):

Welcome to the Assembly Labor Committee's hearing on the Export Trading
Company legislation, which is before the Committee, and which is the
subject of this hearing today.
The purpose of the legislation is to encourage New Jersey
business and industry to develop export markets.

Assembly Bill No.

3136, would establish a State Export Trading Authority,

which would

assist smaller businesses in developing export trade.
Assembly

Bill

No.

3135 would permit

the

establishment

of

Export Trading Authorities by counties and certain municipalities.
Assembly

Bill

No.

3137

establishes

the

Export

Trade

Information Center within a Division of International Trade.
And, Assembly Resolution No.

3014, memorializes Congress to

provide for a tax exempt status for bonds issued by the Export Trade
Authority.

This

would

permit

the

State

to

provide

financing

for

exports at below market

rates,

which will permit American goods to

compete with foreign products.
Assembly Bill No.

3138 would allow certain tax credits to

encourage businesses to establish export departments.

Many smaller

firms are reluctant to develop and maintain export trade because of the
special skill and expertise required with respect to finding suitable
foreign markets and arranging financing, transportation, and insurance
for this trade.
resources

of

Often, the skills and expertise needed are beyond the
smaller

businesses.

We

hope

that

this

legislation

provides a vehicle to assist them.
Foreign markets represent a means of expanding a company's
productive capacity when its domestic markets

are saturated.

This

means job creation and job retention, which is very important for a
State such as New Jersey.
We look forward to hearing your comments, and discussing with
you the legislation that is before us today.
to make a statement.

We will ask each of you

The Committee members will then ask questions.

The hearing record will I remain open for

two weeks,

so that

you may

submit additional material.
With us today, to my left, is Assemblyman Tom Cowan and our
legislative staff member, Laurine Purola.

To my right is Mora McLean,

who is also a legislative staff member, and Assemblyman George Rod.

1

We are very honored to have some d1st1nqu1shed guests today.
They hav!~ come to testify on this bi 11.

I just hope that we can use

this testimony in our attempt to create jobs for New Jersey, and also
in our attempt to retain jobs 1n New Jersey.

Since all lhe markets

I fpe l -- ore saturated r I ghl now, I think 1t
look

nt h1~r areas

hi

quads.

l feel

111

order to

unport ant for us to

1s

find new markets

for

NPw Jer:,f~Y 's

it 1s important for us to pursue a proqram such

i-!S

the

one we have before us.
The
Murray,

first

witness

to testify

Regional Managrng Director.

States Department of Commerce.

J.

T HOH A S
Committee.

today will ,be Mr.

Trenton District

lhornas J.

Uff1ce,

Umled

Mr. Murray?

H U R R A Y:

Mr. Chairman, members of the

The recent expansion of State .involvement in international

trade, from 1976 to 1980 . and Stale expenditure for 1nternat1onal trade
increased

by

Thirty-three

4U0~o.

offices overseas.

states now operate a total of 66

I

More than one hundred State foreign tradP missions

are conducted annually.

Together, the fifly stales spent as much for

int.ernat1orial traciP. as the Federal government

did.

And, the r~mpl1w,is

of St ate t. rade programs is beginning to sh 1 ft awuy frum investment. and
towards promotion.
While a few states still limit their promotion to occasional
trade missions, or operating a booth at foreign trade shows) others are
engaged in unusual experimental projects, such as a recent endeavor by
a num~er of western states to form an export trading company in order
to sell coal to foreign countries.
Several states have begun to explore positive incentives for
short-term export credit arrangements, or special tax exemptions for
new market customers.
Why is all this happening?

Because exports create jobs.

In

New Jersey, exports represent 12. 2% of total manufactured shipments,
and accounts for
hundred

and

12. 7S~o of total employment

three

thousand,

nine

hundred

in manufactur rng.

jobs

in New Jersey

One
exist

because of exports.
I congratulate the Assembly Labor Committee for
the importance of exporting to New Jersey's economy.
Labor

Committee

wants

to

take

constructive

employment base in New Jersey.

2

recognizing

ll seems that the

steps

to

raise

the

My two colleagues from the U.S. Department of Commerce, and
GPorge Becker, who 1s with the New Jersey District Export
group that

is affiliated with the U.S.

Council, a

Department of Commerce,

will

discuss the financial aspects of export promotion and competitiveness.
They wi 11 respond direct! y to some of the issues you have raised in
your bills.
Because I am the only one of the group from the Department of
Commerce who is physically located in New Jersey, I would like to take
this

opportunity

to

talk

about

the

current

activities that are going on in the State,

in

international

trade

order to put some of

them into the proper perspective.
There

are

a

variety

of

organizations

are

promoting

exports.

One of these

Commerce.

We have an office in New Jersey which is located down the

street,

in Trenton.

individuals

who

is our organization,

that

the U.S. Department of

We have a staff of fifteen people.

are

export

consultants,

and

who

are

We have six
working

with

approximately thirty-six hundred companies in New Jersey at this point.
Each of those trade specialists 1s working on a geographical
basis, so that every company in New Jersey has a trade specialist in
Trenton who is responsible for their particular account.
We are working to try and increase exports from New Jersey,
by workinq with companies who are already exporting

We help them to

increase the1 r exports and put their goods into new markets.

We also

work with companies who have never exported, by expressing lo them the
merits of exporting and helping them get into exporting for the very
first time.
This

year,

we made a

determination

locally

that

while we

would continue to work with as many companies as we possibly could, we
would concentrate on a couple of industries that we felt had a very
high export potential in New Jersey.

One is the computer peripheral

and software market, anq the other is the medical equipment market.
We

I

received ·the

cooperation

of

Rutgers

Umve·rsity

and

Fairleigh Dickinson Uni~ers1ty, who are helping us 1n the Department of
Commerce to put

tm1et her research material.

State Div1s1on of

International

Trade,

wllh

We are workrnq with the
I.heir

trc1tfo shows.

In

discussions bet.ween our department, Ming Hsu, and Yr. Blekick1 's staff,

3

have jointly selecled some trade shows for overseas, whereby the State

will recruil, provide logistical support, and man the booths.

We will

help to recruit because we have already ident1f1ed those industries as
high-potential

industries.

We

are

1n

constant

contact

with

these

people.
Tile district off1ce is also sponsoring, for the second year
in a row, a very major mid-Atlantic conference, to be held 1n Atlantic
City,

New

attend.

Jersey,

where

we

expect

lo

That takes place next week.

have

several

hundred

The re ason for that

people

locc1t 10n --

Atl,mtir City -- as opposed to some other part of New :Jersey 1s because
initially we would like to make it a reg10n-w1de conference, and then
We feel

eventually we would like to make it a national conference .

that Atlantic City is an attractive location if we are going to make
that our goal.
Aside from the work
office do -- which,

the trade specialists in the district ,

if you will

recall,

is on

an account-executive

basis, working directly with manufacturers -- we have an organization
called, "The New Jersey District Export Council", which currently has
twenty-two

members,

exceptions

Minq

all
Hsu

private
being

people,

sector
of

one

those

Wl

th

one

work

who

Wl

or

two

th

the

Department of Commerce on a volunteer basis to promote exports in New
Jersey.

This organization, one of the 48 that exists nati ona 11 y,

It is certainly one of the roost active.

probably the most active.
There

are

several

organizations

in

New

Jersey

monthly seminars, and one organization holds an annu~l
World • Trade Association of New Jersey,

which meets

holds monthly seminars on international trade.
Council holds a
year.

lS

hold

seminar.

The

in West

Orange,

And, thP. World Trade

large session during World Trade Week

They generally have four

who

in May

every

to five hundred people attend that.

Governor Kean wi 11 be there this year.

Governor Byrne was there the

year before.
There are a variety of colleges which hold monthly meetings
international
table

every

sessions.

month.

breakfast" every month.

Mercer

Middlesex
County

County College holds
College

h;is

a

a

"business

round
over

The Foreign Trade Club of Morris County, which

is really backed by the Morris County College, holrls monthly meet1nqs.
Berqen County Community College holds monthly meetinqs, and so forth.

4

There

are

educational

international seminars:

institutions

which

these

up

on

an

occasional

Rutgers, Fairleigh Dickinson. Glassboro Slate,

Brookdale, Caldwell College, and l<ean, to name a few.
add

have

annual

basis,

one

would

find

If one were to
that

there

are

::ipproxirnately one hundred international seminars taking place in Ne1°'
Jersey every year.
Some of the colleges, such as Fairleigh Dickinson, : Montclair
State,

Rutgers,

and so forth,

provide student

interns,

both

to the

U.S. Department of Commerce and to the Division of International Trade.
We have Port . Authorities,
Port

Authority,

who,

through

seminars continuously
Authority

conducts

such as the New York-New Jersey

the

World
Also

in New Jersey.
occasional

Trade

seminars

Institute,

conduct

the Delaware River Port

and

makes

their

services

available, through theu offices overseas.
Also, in this St~te you have approximately one hundred export
There

management companies.
between an export

mana9ement

is very little difference,
company and an export

technically,

trading company.

The difference is more ~he nature of the scale of the operation rather
than anything else.
Most export management companies, in essence, if they are of
any

size,

legislation

are

really

was

passed

trading

companies.

lo provide

course, for ant ti rust considerations.
I

for

The

bank

participation

Company
and ,

A qood example of that

the states on the Pocif1c coast, who are looking at

market coal overseas.

Trading

of

involves

a jou1t venture to

Without this kind of leg1slalton, that would be

illegal.
The
Also,

the

Almond

Mach1ne

Growers

Tool

Association

Builders

1s

doing

Association

is

1n

the

same

lhe

thing.

process

of

seriously considering an export trading company.
We a 1ready
in New Jersey.
impact.

have many of these export

management

comp am es

Fr,mkl y, few of them are of the scale that can make any

I bP.lieve one qf those organizations is represented here today

-- one of those cumpa,nes 1s represented here today.
So, as you can see, the point I want to make is, there is a
t rernendous amount of export promotion al ready
The State

is

involved

in trade shows.

5

CJO

ing on in New Jersey.

There are over

one hundred

seminars.
on

Our trade specialists are out provtding information, calltng

companies,

and

help1ng

them

to

develop

1nternat1onal

marketing

plans.

But, there are some things that aren't being done that I would

like to

SU[J()eSt.

l1ne of the areas thal the Leg1slat ure should look at

LS

the

cont i.nuerl provision of ;.icl 1ve support to the Oiv1s1on of Int,~rrrnt 10nal
Trade.

I think while Mr. Blekicki will speHk more specifically lo that

issue, a continuation alonq the path they are currently on would be
wise.

I would suggest that the Legislature might want to help create a

climate

that

wi 11 encourage the

format ion of pri vale

trading companies in New Jersey.
useful

sector

export

I think that, where necessary, it is

to have the public sector come

into the picture,

but

1n my

judgment that may be premature and unnecessary at this time, until we
find out what role the private sector is qoinq to play in this.
I
should

would

also

take careful

suggest

look

at

that

the

the

Legislature

possibility

and

the

of prov idrng

State

financrnl

assistance to New Jersey companies through loan quarantecs.

l

Now, the gentleman who will follow rne, from Lhe lJeparlment of
Commerce, wi 11 speak more specifically to loan quarcmtees ant.I the whole
financial aspect of this issue.
That concludes my testimoRy.
any

quesstions

you

may

have,

I would be glad to entertain

particularly

activities of a promotional nature that

with

reference

to

any

are going on in the State.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
doing so far
looking at
Penny are

in the State.

I have no objection to what we have been
I think it

is the smaller businesses.
in

is great.

But,

what

I am

I know Sears Roebuck and J.C.

this, but my concern is with the small businessman,

man who has a small business.

the

He is afraid of tackling this -- going

into the foreign markets, and so forth.

That

1s

one of the reasons I

think it is important for lhe State to have a Department or a Division
that promotes something like this.
I have some quest ions.

You spoke of your office.

Whul kind

of assistance do you provide?
MR.
available--

MUHHA Y:
First

We 11,

of all,

let

based
me say

6

on

the

that

in format 10n , we
the U.S.

have

Department

o·f

Commerce is the international marketing arm of the Federal government.
There are a couple of other organizations in the Federnl government
that are involved in international trade, but to a much more limited
deqrce -- such as the Sl ale Department.
Most

of

the

overseas

commercial

offices

Department are now part of the Department of Commerce.

of

the

State

We have experts

on virtually everything in Washington, from country debt off ice rs, to
commodity specialists,
specialists, etc.

t.o major

projects

specialists,

to

investment

Therefore, each district office, including the one

in New Jersey, draws on that information from our post overseas, which
\'le

are in contact with constantly, on a Telex basis.

information that

We draw on the

is available to us from Washington and we take that

out to the business community.

We sit down with ind 1 v1dual companies

a great majority of which are small.
is of medium s12e.

We very,

The largest of these companies

very infrequently work with the

companies, for obv1ous reasons:

they don't need us so much.

large

We help

them work out specific problems they may have. We help thP.~ to explore
specific opportunities that we are aware of.
individual marketing plans.
them also.

And, we help them develop

We can locate overseas distributors for

We can do a whole variety of things.
In "lY

If we

judgment, what we are doing is very useful.

could have anything we wanted that we do not have now, it would be one
hundred more people.

That is our primary role -- providing specific

assistance to ind1v1dual companies.
I ment toned over one hundred sem1nars.
supporting

those

organizations,

seminars.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER

•: ,I

but

we

do

not,

We participate by
ourselves,

have a few other questions.

run

any

You said

that someone else will speak on financing?
MR.

MURRAY:

Yes.

Stephen

Bisen1us

is

w1lh

the

U.S.

Department of Commerce, and John Cole is with the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

They will be ]t estifying later.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER

•:

These are just general questions.

In

your view, can smaller firms find markets for their goods abroad?
MR. MURHAY:
be, sure.

Well, the general answer to that question wmJld

There is a market for products,

assumtnq the comriany has

reasonable resources to pursue those markets with.
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Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
feel

these

markets would

Because we are on the east coast, do you

be

in Europe,

Africa,

and South

America,

rather than in the Pacific?
MR. MURRAY:

No, I don ' t think so.

I think that one looks at

where a particular product can be sold overseas.

the issue at all.

may be sli.ghlly geographica 11 y closer is not
fact,

matter of

the

greatest

markets

The fact thHt Europe

for 'I U.S.

products,

I

1n general

terms, would be the Pacific base , and then the Asian countries.
lalkinq ahout
generally

Honq Kong,

better

Korea,

markets

Singapore,

than

Europe,

and

but

BO

that

forth.
is

As a

We are

These are

very

much

a

generalized statement.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATEHO:

In what

areRs do businesses need the

most assistance to develop Hn export trade?
MR. MURRAY:
One,

Well,

they need to have a variety of thrngs.

they need to know where the product can be exported.

need assistance in makinq that export shipment.
provided,

if they are not

reasonable

choice

for

going to do

them

t.o

it

lhat ;issistance can be

themselves,

either

make:

company, or an export trading company.

\

Then they

an

and t.hat

export

I

1s a

management

Technically, there are not any

export trading companies right now, because none have been certified.
They couldn't have been certified; that won't happen until June.

So,

they either have to do it themselves or they have to have somebody do
it for them, which would be the export management company.
So, one point is, they need some direct assistance -- either
indirect or direct -- in the marketing sense.

The other point would be

the financial part:

one, the availability of financing; and, second,

the

issue,

more

difficult

competitive

~entioned the guarantees before.
rates.

That

is

the problem.

financing.

That

Guarantees can offer
I am not

is

lower

why

I

interest

talking so much about

the

quality of the product, the delivery, or the service, all of which are
important, but as time goes on, the competition for financing becomes
increasingly important.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

States has lagged behind.
United

States

export trade?

lagged

We know -- as you stated -- the Uniled

What is your feeling on that?

behind

other

countries

Do you have any ideas on that?
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1n

the

Why hr1s the

development

of

MR.

MURHAY:

In my

personal

experience of almost

years, I think t hf~ biggest reason for that
been discussed

U.S.

is an issue that has often

in the Department of Commerce,

corporations

with

exception

the

fifteen

and that
of

the

is that most

obvious

large

corporal ions -- most small and medium sized corporations, because of
the

size

of

the

marketplace.

domestic

do

not

pursue

the

international

They can be fu 11 y occupied trying to pursue markets in

the Uni led States,
so forth.

market,

areas distant from New Jersey -- l he Midwest and

in

And, U.S. companies, unlike their compel it.ors overseas, do

not take a global view.

They look upon a market

1n

Enql.and as being

far, far different from a market in Texas. We try to convince them that
they shouJdn't view it that way.
So, I think that is the biggest reason for this lag, the size
of the U.S. market.
how to start,

There are other issues also, such as not knowing

the

domestic market

fear

of not

was smaller,

getting paid,

etc.

we would be more

I think if our

international-minded;

However, it is shrinking all the time.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

That

is why I feel

it

is important for

us to have a public sector for this rather than have a pri vat.e sector,
because there are people who are probably
their

own

financtng.

since

it

involves

getting

afra1rl

an

to

attorney

tackle
and

this

looking

on
for

I feel that is why the public should play an important role

1n developinq an overseas market.
I also understand that the City of Philadelphia has received
a

grant

from

the

International

Trade Admdinistrat ion to finance

ex~ort trade promotion activities.

its

Are such funds available to states,

and, if so, what would be the procedure for app lie at ion?
MR.

MURRAY:

Funds

are

available.

The

progra~

you

are

talking about was an International Trade Administration Small Business
Grant Program, which was in existence for the first
was the f1rst

Lime it was done.
nationally.

time last year.

There w;:is one and one-half
Sixteen

orgam zat

l 11 on

dollars

involved,

money.

The awards- 1verel based on the ability of the applicant lo say

1or1s

were

m1

It

awarded

I

how lh~y were go1nq lo spend the money on export prumot1on, with some
speci fie

qoa ls.

We

were

also

looking

organizations into the business of exporting,
not in the business of exporting before.
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al

trying

to

put

new

organizations who were

for
companies

example,

that

there

applied

for

were

a

of

number

these monies.

export

management
that

view was

The

lhese

export manAqement companies were already providing a service, and they
would

usP

the

money

to

increase

that

service.

In

the

case

of

Philadelphi a , for exampl e , they were not providing n service at all, so
it was lhouqhl that. it would be useful to g ive I.hem seed money. and qet
t'iem rnto opc r ;:i t ion, wh: c h, hopefully, would continue for a long 11er1od
nf t I mP aft Pr I hp qr ant
ltlls

year wi

r nn out.
pr n hah ,y be the

1 ,

yt~ar of that

fu1al

and there 1s one million dollars available, nationally.

proqram,

As far as how

one applies for the money, inst.ructions will be publicized w1th1n the
Certainly,

month.

informalion will

thal

be made

available

lo

all

companies here, and it will be made available to lhe St.ale.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
contribute

to

the

effort

In your view, how can higher educ at 10n
to

expand

NPw

Jersey's

export

trade

speci fical 1y?
students.

MR.

MURRAY:

Aside from providing spec1f1c knowledye to the

I

lhink what

l

personally would

lik e lo s ee

1s

o

great.er

awareness on the part of educational institutions of the importance of

I am not sure they all have that.

internal 1onal trade.

Some do and

some don't.
I
And,

would like to see more

courses

in

international

trade.

I would like to see some job related programs in international

trade, one of which we are current ly discussing with Rutgers.

One of

the members of my staff is involved in this discussion with Rutqers
University.

The

course

would

provide

training in international trade,

one

full

year

of

intensive

followed by six months of work with

the business community as part of their curriculum.

We are personally

talking lo Rutgers about that now.
Ubviously,
educate,

lhe

role

of

an

educational

and lhert~ are lwo ways to do that.

outside, to the bu :,iness communi t y.
here

with

relalion

to

Kean

insl1lutton

1s

lo

Urie 1~ay 1s lo take 1l

That is whc.1l I was talking about

College,

Caldwell

Coll~ge,

etc.

an

increased emphasis, or an increasing emphasis on this wi lh t.he student
body

ilself,

because

this

student

body

managers of the corporations in New Jersey.
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is

going

lo

be

the

future

We

would

like

to

student intern programs.
there.

see

a

continuing

I think there

development

is a lot that

That is part of the educational process.

of

their

can be done

That br rngs the two

things togelher -- helping the New Jer$ey companies, while helprng the
students at the same time.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Who would determine whether incentives

for export trade violate the general agreement on tal'Lffs and trade,
and

are

the

provisions

binding

on

the

United

States

and

its

territories?
MR. MURRAY:

The provisions are binding.

makes that determination, I don't know.

Who specifically

I don't know if that .i s the

Special Trade Representative's office or not, but one of my colleagues
has to know the answer to that.
MR. UECKER:
MR.

George, do you know?

It probably would be Ambassador Brock's office.

MURRAY:

Ambassador

Brock

is

the

Special

Trade

Representative.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

To what extent does a private concern

help small businesses, besides supplying finances?
MR.

MURRAY:

Pardon

me,

sir?

Can

the

Would

you

repeat

that

question?
ASSEMBLYMAN

PATERO:

small

businesses

receive

financing through banks?
MR. MURRAY:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

What

other assistance can a private

concern qive lo small businesses who are looking for a trade market?
MR. MUHHAY:
now

Aside from financing?

ASSEMBLYMAN PATEHO: Yes. If someone has nowhere to go right
say he has brake linings for old automobiles to sell,

automobiles that are still in existence in Europe or South America, and
he now wants lo send these brake linings overseas -- I know one of the
problems is financing.
To get started on where to look 1n order to do
this, or to , cut the red tape, etc., where would he go right now?
MR. MURHAY:

s i nce you said private, we will eliminate our

office and the Division of International Trade.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

That's right.
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MR. MURHAY:

One place he certainly should go to is his bank.

There are a number of banks in New Jersey that have
divisions.

And,

I would certainly ehcourage any

interested in pursuing
international division.

internal ional

exporter who

is

exports to work with a bank that has an
If his bank doesn't have this, it would have

a correspondent that does, which may very weJl be a New Jersey bank or
it may not be.
information.

But, the point is, they are a tremendous source of
Some banks, of course, are better than others, and I

would like to have a bank, if I was a manufacturer, that had people who
traveled overseas, and that had ~orrespondents and branches, etc.
certainly i~; one point.

That

They can provide a lot of credit information,

and a lot of market research information, etc.
He could go to the New Jersey District Export Council, which
is an organization formed for that very purpose.

We have twenty-two

members, as I stated, on the District Export Council, and all of them
are practicing international people. They are export managers of large
corporations.

They are presidents of medium sized corporations.

are consultants.

They

All of them have practical experience which we make

available at no charge.

So, that is the second thing he can do.

Many people who are in the business will provide services to
exporters for a fee -- aside from the export management companies and
consultants.

Steam ship companies, freight forwarders, and people like

that, not only will ship the goods for a company, but they will advise
them on how to price the goods, particularly as it refers to the
freight, etc.
help.

So, there are a variety of places that one can go to for

There is somewhat of a buddy system in the export community,
I think, that you don't necessarily find in the domestic marketplace.
For example,

if a company

is considering sending a representative

overseas, often it will call someone who is not a competitor but who
handles the same line and who uses the same agent and discuss it with
him.

I don't think that would be done so much domestically, but it is

available.
So, there are pl aces where one could go, but they are not a
full service type of thing, where someone is going to pull the whole
thing together without using an export management company or an export
trading company.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

That is why I say I don't know whether a

small businessman would want to look into areas like that.
I

don't

know

if you can

answer

this,

but

what

priority would banks give to a loan for the foreign market?
be a high priority for banks?
it much more difficult
MR. MURRAY:

Would that

Does getting the loan come easy, or is

than it would

be

to get

a domestic

I really couldn't answer that question.

that would vary a great deal.
question.

type of

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

I don't
I

Okay.

think

I can

have

no

loan?
I think

address

other

that

questions.

Assemblyman Cowan or Rod, do you have any questions?
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: On the promotional points, which is your
basic field, how much has been done insofar at this free enterprise
zone is concerned in the State?
in Morris County College.

You mentioned that we have something

Have you been promoting along those lines,

and are there small businesses coming in there?
York and New Jersey Port Authority.
active in that also.

You mentioned the New

I assume Delaware is probably

How about the Maritime Port Council, or groups

like that, are they promoting this and rooving into the export field?
MR.

MURRAY:

Well,

the

Department

of

Commerce

is

the

organization who licenses -- that is not the word I want, but that is
close enough -- foreign trade zones. So, we are involved in that. We
encourage companies to go into foreign trade zones where we believe it
would benefit them.

It is really the responsibility of the organizers

or promoters of the foreign trade zone, whether it be in Mt. Olive or
in Port Elizabeth.

It is really up to them to promote that.

My own personal view is that is doesn't increase exports.
can

be

of

benefit

to

the

local

community

to

have

It

organizations

establish there and do their business through the foreign trade zone,
but presumably they would have done it someplace else if they didn't do
it there.
those

you

That is my personal opinion.
Now, there are a variety of other organizations, including
mentioned,

which

are,

for

their

own benefit,

promoting

international trade.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Commissioner

of

Com1T1.e rce

One

yesterday
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other
and

thing.

I talked

to

the

I

that

is

way

feel

he

understaffed.

He told me the amount of people he had working for him.

If this program went into effect, what would you think would be an
operating personnel staff for a department such as this?
MR. MURRAY:

For what program, the trading company?

Is that

what you are referring to?

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Yes, in the State. Knowing the climate
of New Jersey and the amount of business that we have here, what would
be a workable staff?
MR. MURRAY:

Boy, I really haven't focused on that.

a difficult question, and I am not sure I can deal with it.

That is

So, rather

than deal with that, let me make another point.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

MR. MURRAY:

Okay.

I think that while it is necessary to have an

adequate number of people, however one wuld describe that, working in
the Trading Company, a more important issue to me is having the proper
people, having technically proficient individuals to do that kind f
work -- people who have a background in international trade -- and
there is not a large number of these people currently available,
frankly.

So, if in your good wisdom you decide to take that tact and

form a trading company, then I would say that the important thing to do
would be to get good management and good technical expertise to run
it.

And,

how many people it takes to do that

is a

little less

important than who the people are, I think.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Unfortunately,

some of those

people

would probably want more salary than the Governor is making, if they
are good. (laughter)
MR. MURRAY: Well, that is a real life issue, quite frankly.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Yes.
MR. MURRAY:

The kind of person who runs the organization, if

he is good enough to operate on a statewide level, would be good enough
to make a heck of a lot of money in the private sector.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROD:

companies in other states?

Have

you

any

experience

with

trading

Can you give us an example of where other

states have established this type of thing?
MR. MURRAY:

No, I cannot.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:
done by the government,
people.

It just becomes a political situation.
MR. MURRAY:

Once

The only thing I am afraid of is, if it 1s
most of the time you don't get qualified

again,

there

The only one that I am aware of currently is-are

no

export

trading

companies,

1n

the

very

technical sense, at this point because although the banking regulations
are now out, they are not open for certi ficat1on or process until June
9th, I believe it is.

So, we can only talk about those who have said

that they are considering it.
I am not personally aware of any state doing this.

Maybe my

colleagues know more about states that are pursuing this area.

The

only other entity that I know of is the City of Philadelphia, who
turned it over to the PIDC, which stands for the Philadelphia
Industrial Development Corporation.
the City
Commerce.

This is a group that is funded by

of Philadelphia and the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
I
They are very tuch in the initial stage. They have had some

funding made available ta them from Philadelphia banks and some other
corporations, but I can ttll you that they are not staffed up for it at
this point in time.
I don't know where they are going with that, but
j
they sure aren't ready to go now.
You are all aware, obviously, of the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey, which is not a state organization; however, that
comes closer to it than anything else I can think of.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
The problem we have

Authority is

--

with

the

Port

as I said -- the majority of the aid would go to help
New York State, rather than the State of New Jersey. That lS why we

are looking at this program. We want New Jersey to have its own setup.
MR. MURRAY: Well, they would debate that, but that is for
them to debate, not me.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
I

Right.

MR. MURRAY:
I 1can't point to another state and say, "They
are doing this. Perhaps they are a model, so keep your eye on them."
Maybe, as I said, my co~ leagues know of one that I am not aware of.
I
Shake your head yes or no, Steve.
MR. BISENIUS: There is no statewide effort.
MEMBER OF AUD I ENCE:
Iowa has one, and Wisconsin may have
one.
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MR.

MURRAY:

I

stand

corrected,

Iowa

and

potentially

Wisconsin are doing this.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

You said there is going to be another

million dollars for seed money?
Yes, that is going to be distributed and it is

MR. MURRAY:

one per region.

not to exceed ten qrants

We have a variety of

regions in the Department of Commerce that 1 am not gorng to bore you
with because I am not sure I understand them myself.

They are commerce

regions, which are not the same as a Federal region.

I think they are

including New York and New Jersey under one region, so there will be a
variety of people -- perhaps including the State of New Jersey and the
State of New York, I don't know -- who will be vying for this grant,
which would not exceed one hundred thousand dollars for one year.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

exporting is the fact

that

One of the most important advantages to
it creates

jobs.

Would you give us an

overview of the kinds of jobs that would be created as a result

of

expanding New Jersey's exports?
MR. MURRAY:
"across the board. "

Well, I would say the answer to that would be
The first thing a smaller company does is to hi re

someone to help out with the administrative work.

Then it would need

greater administrative support in terms of separating the duties of the
sales manager into domestic and international, and that would end up
with a different

individual

backup support, more clerical support,
point in time,
Because

the

It would need greater

for both fields.

and · then,

obviously,

at some

more production support as the production increases.

whole

idea

is

that

by

selling

overseas,

you

are

not

diverting your attention from'one market to another; you are broadening
your scope and increasing your sales and your products, and, therefore, ,
you need more production people.

Ultimately, these production people

would be the greatest number of people involved.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

I assume that the ports would then be

increasing their labor force too.
MR. MURRAY:
and all

Oh, yes.

Absolutely.

The Longshoremen's Union

the service companies that tend to the port -- the freight

forwarders, etc., would be increased.

And, perhaps there would be more

air shipments out of Newark, and that kind of thing, which is all based
on traffic.
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ASSEMBLYMAN

PATERO:

Because

highest unemployment areas -- the ports.
has an export trade company.

I

feel

that

is

one of our

I know the County of Camden

That is why we have a bi 11 in that would

include county organizations.
Are there any further questions?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

Assemblyman Rod?

Is there any benefit at all for the the

local municipality to start a trading company on the municipal level,
or do you think this would be branching out into too many different
directions?
MR.

MURRAY:

I was surprised to hear you say Camden.

wasn't aware of that •

I

I made a comment in which I said I felt that

rather than addressing the question of the number of people, we should
be talking about the quality of the people.

If it is going to be

difficult to get an adequate number of high quality people to work with
a trading company on the state level, I can't imagine how you would do
that on the local level.
unaware of.

Maybe there is an answer to that that I am

It seems to me that would be unworkable.

ASSEMBLYMAN

PATERO:

But,

a

large

city,

such

as

Philadelphia

was

Philadelphia--?
MR.

MURRAY:

You

considering doing it.
forth.

remember

I

said

They have been talking about funding and so

They are still not staffed up to do it.

with Philadelphia.

that

Let's see what happens

They would be in a better position than Camden

County, obviously.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

If the private sector decides to form a

trading company, would they be as entitled to all the benefits a State
government would be entitled to?

Would they be able to apply for

grants?
MR.
grants.

MURRAY:

Of course.

They would be able to apply for

There are very few grants.

We had a grant program last year

for a million and one-ha!~ dollars, nationally.
year for one million dollars.
at al 1.

We have a program this

And, next year there won't be any grant

The Department of Commerce, which is operating this program,

is not looking for grants.

That was legislated by Congress, who felt

that it was a good idea

particularly the Senator from Connecticut.

1- -

I wouldn't look forward to additional grants in the future.
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ASSEMBLYMAN

ROD:

resolution here which
memorializes Congress to provide for the granting of a tax-exempt
status for international trade bonds, to be issued by State and local
governments, for the purpose of promoting and financing international
trade.

We

have

a

Do you think that will be a benefit?
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Well, that is only for the State.

You

have to remember that private trade companies cannol provide the
financing.
A person would have to go to the-If you went to a
private trading company, all they would do is set up the papers.
would have to get your own financing •
.J

")

.c"'..•

,,.

,,,'

.....,.'

Under this, the State of New Jersey would provide the
financing with assistance from the banks.
The banks would give a
certain percentage of their money to the State of New Jersey to use in
this manner. That would make it attractive -- taxable bonds -- for the
banks to do this.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD: That has to be done by an act of Congress?
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO: Yes, that has to be an act of Congress.
I'm sorry, I mean tax-exempt bonds.
Also, I want to correct the remarks about Camden.

,;

.

')

I

.,

•/

,\
.,
l

",:

:~

,,
(

You

What they

did was, they formed a trade mission.
They did not form a trade
company.
MR. MURRAY: Oh. Okay.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Are there any other questions?
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: There will only be one million dollars
available this year.
Are you talking about this fiscal year? What
period of time are you talking about?
MR. MURRAY: I am talking about fiscal year 1984 -- Federal
fiscal year, 1984. I am talking about this coming October 1st, which
would start the year.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
You indicated that the information is
disseminated by you, as far as applications are concerned.
Is that
correct?
MR. MURRAY:
It is disseminated nationally through the
Department of Commerce, and locally through our office, yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

You reach out to various companies.

Do

you also reach into the -- I would assume it would be the Department of
Commerce here?
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MR. MURRAY:

We have a close working relationship with the

Department of Commerce here,
Ming Hsu.

both with Mr.

Blekicki, Mr.

Putnam and

It is a member of our New Jersey District Export Council.
As a matter of fact,

co-located
Newark.

an

individual

I should have mentioned this.

from our

office

into

the

We have

State office

The gentleman who does that is present here today.

in

So, in

essence, we have somebody working out of the State office in Newark.
This way we can maintain a close working relationship, and they would
be the first to know about anything.
ASSEMBLYMAN

COWAN:

When

would

these

applications

be

available for fiscal '84?
MR.

MURRAY:

In

the

spring.

I

am

waiting

for

instructions, which are running behind for a variety of reasons.
should be out now.

the
They

They are not out now, but they will be out in a

month or so.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

When do you think it would be possible to

give this in format ion to the Cammi ttee, so that we will be aware of
what the process is?
MR. MURRAY:
the Committee.

I will do that.

I will make that available to

I would also like to invite the Committee -- if you

would like to come down to Atlantic City on Monday and Tuesday of next
week

--

to

initiative

attend
which,

Export
it

is

Expo

my

'83

hope,

and

show

your

will help to

support

further

an

develop New

Jersey by focusing an international spotlight on New Jersey.
certainly welcome to come down.

for

You are

If you would like to come, just give

me a call.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

Have we had any dealings with ·the Port

Authority, as far as your department is concerned?
MR. MURRAY:

I didn't hear the last part of your question.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

Does your Department have any dealing with

the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey by any chance?
MR. MURRAY:

We work closely with the Port Authority.

Yes.

Absolutely.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

Do you feel

this type of trade operation?
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they have the expertise for

,.

!,

MR. MURRAY:

I think the Port Authority is in a position to

provide the expertise.
They are in the unique posit ion, financially
and otherwise, to put it all together at some point.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: That was a good answer.
Are there any further questions?
very much, Mr. Murray.
MR. MURRAY:

(no response)

Thank you

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

Our next witness will be Mr. Win Straube

from Pegasus International Corporat i on, Straube Center.

WIN

5 TRAUB£:

Good roorning.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

What kind of a corporation is this, Mr.

Straube?
·.i

MR. STRAUBE: Pegasus International Corporation is an export
trading coporation. It has been in existence since 1951.
To clarify the difference between export trading companies

and export management companies,

which were mentioned here before,

export trading companies mostly take title to the goods here in the
United States and export them, while export management companies earn
the commission on the sale.
as to the financing.
the sales
will not.

.'_• -~

This, in part, also answers your question

In other words, export trading companies finance

the overseas sales -- while export management companies

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I would like to
address myself to the various bills you have drafted. The basis of all
of them seems to be the Export Trading Company Act of 1982. This, I
think, was patterned after the Japanese general trading companies
because they have been considered very successful over the years,
internal ionall y.
now

the

However, I think you should be aware of the fact that right
Japanese trading companies are undergoing very difficult

times. As a matter of fact, in Japan they are talking of the "winter
season" for the Sogo-Shoshas. This is what they are called. So, this
idea may be a very lat e idea, or a later entry into a world that is
changing and changing very rapidly.
It is my opinion that ETC' s are not what has kept the United

States out of world markets.

After all, we have had export trading
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companies.

For

established in

instance,

the

Japanese

trading

companies

the United States and are doing a

very

are

substantial

business out of the United States.
There
companies,

are many

and

I

other countries which

brought

along

some

have

material

to

export

trading

illustrate

this,

because in a way it is a similar effort.
For instance, the Soviet Union has one trading company here,
which is called AMTORC, and it is situated in New York.
Now,

in a way, taxpayer-supported export trading

these are,

companies in other countries.
buying Russian goods.

I don't know how many of you have been

In other words, the fact that a government, with

a 11 its resources, puts companies like this in existence does in no
way assure the success of these companies,
really will be sold in other countries.

nor that their products

As a matter of fact,

I think

in a way the Port Authority should be able to accomplish a lot of the
efforts that you have in mind here.
Nevertheless,

the

ETC

legislation

this

proposed

legislation you have before you -- does not address the real issue of
the American non-competitiveness internationally.

If I may, maybe I

will just point out a few of the real barriers that we in New Jersey,
or

anywhere

else

in

the

States,

United

have

to

deal

with,

internationally.
The first one is the exchange rate.
rate has been tremendously high.

The U.S. dollar exchange

As a matter of fact, if I may give

you an example, say you priced your goods for the last three years at
exactly the same price,
1981.

assuming there was no price increase since

Suppose you sold your goods to Britain.

to the British pound changed by 25~o.
British

customer

was

going

to pay

In 1982 the dollar cost

In other words,
25% more

for

the

in 1982,
same

the

product,

although you di~ not chan~e your price.
In 1983,

it changed by another 24~o.

In other words, he is

now paying another 24% more in Britain, without the price ever having
changed here in the Unitem States.
l
If you apply this to Germany, for instance,
between 1981

and

1982 s aw the dollar
1

exchange

Between 1982 and 1983, it went up another 2~o.
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the comparison

rate go

up by 14%.

In Japan, between 1981 and 1982, it went up 17~~.
1983, it went down 3%.

And, in
Which means today we are still 14% higher than

we were t.hree years ago, without having increased our prices.

So, this

is a real barrier, and there is probably little we or the State of New
Jersey can do about it.
I will give only three reasons why this is so.
reason is the interest rates within this country.

The first

They have a greater

spread above the foreign rates, and as a result this keeps the U.S.
dollar rate up.
The

second

internationally
petroleum.

are

reason

is,

nominated

many
in

of

U.S.

the

commodities

dollars.

For

traded

instance,

There are many people who buy petroleum outside of the

United States and they pay with dollars outside of the United States.
Therefore, we have no influence over this.
The third reason is, there are large U.S. dollar amounts,
offshore, over which the U.S. has absolutely no control.
the Euro-dollar and the Asia-dollar.
the dollar,

yet

they

are

For instance,

They are totally separate from

dollars which

have

an

influence

on

the

exchange rate.
Another reason why it is so difficult for us to overcome this
is the cost of our goods.
Again, this is based very much upon the
exchange rate. The exchange rate has a big influence. I would like to
quote from a study done by Citibank in New York, which found that the
U.S. moved from third place in 1981 and fifth in 1980 to become the
eleventh most--

Let me put it another way.

The U.S., this year, has

the highest hourly manufacturing compensation rate of eleven major
industrial countries. This, of course, would include New Jersey. This
is largely because of the dollar's rise in value.
from third place in 1981 and fifth in 1980.

The U.S. moved up

In other words, we are the

eleventh country as far as our cost is concerned; everybody else is
considerably cheaper. And, there has been little done to improve the
productivity in this country.
Mr Kissinger, the other day, said:

"What will happen if all

countries, simultaneously, start export promotion efforts, and somehow
try to . subsidize the exports,

and then all of them simultaneously

determine to cut

imports?"

down on

the
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That

is

the

question

he

raised.
what

I think it is a very valid question, because this is precisely

is

happening

in

the

world

today.

Of

course,

this

is

a

self-defeating process.
I
difficult.

would

like

to

give

you

some

other

reasons

why

it

is

You are very concerned with the "little guy": "why doesn't

the little manufacturer e xport?"

I can give you a few examples here,

and this is something I think you could address yourself to and maybe
do something about.
The items I am going to refer to are merely random samples,
and they are what I would call bureaucracy.
The first one is that everybody, the minute they get into the
export business

and it doesn't matter whether they

are

large or

small -- has to file all kinds of reports, including, for instance, a
boycott

report,

which

is

very

lengthy.

Quite

a

few

New

Jersey

compani es, some of them very small, have received very heavy penalties
I think if a small

for not filing a boycott report.

company,

for

ins t ance, received a $19,000 penalty for not having filed its boycott
report properly -- or something like that -- they would think twice
or three times before they entered the export market again.
I brought along something that came across my desk the other
day, to give you an idea of this.

This is a report.

It is called:

"The Mandatory Benchmark Survey of U.S. Direct Investment Abroad."
has 236 questions.

Some of them have 13 subcaptions to answer.

It
And,

the funny part of this is, if none of this applies to the company at
all, it still has to file the report.
The third i tern is the very tedious export licensing process
that

is required,

particularly if a company has items which can be

considered high technology items,
equipment, etc.

If anytt")ing,

such

as pipeline

or

oil

drilling

I think the national effort has been to

tighten this rather than ~oosen it, which really means that many times
we

are

just

competitors.

turning

this

business over

to

our Japanese

or German

Even if th j Department of Commerce eventually issues an

export license, it takes I a very long time, many times , befo r e they do
that; and, as a result, q~ite often the tenders have closed and, again,
the business goes to some~ody else ~
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I

would like

to mention some of the reasons why the U.S.

world market share is shrinking.

There are out there what are called

the NIC's, the newly industrialized countries.

You have all heard of

what is called the ''Gang of Four" -- Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and
Korea.

As a matter of fact, the label, "Made in the Third World," is,

to a large degree, replacing smoke stack America because they are able
to produce at less cost, and they produce the same quality.
many things they produce are a better qualily.

In fact ,

The areas which are

particularly threatened are such items as steel, automobiles, railroad
equipment, machinery, appliances, textiles, shoes, and apparel.
So,

really,

when you go out there and you look at what 1s

happening, you will see that the third world countries are taking over
a lot of the marketplace.
countries,

including

developing,

which

the

Yet,
United

at the same time,
States,

a

new

in the developed

form

of

economy

is

has been called the "information society," -- in

other words, everything that is based on the computer -- and this is
really creating new wealth domestically.
So, I think the real issues that have to be addressed are not
in your proposal.

I think what can be sold, and what should be helped

to sell overseas,

are the knowledge-intensive products and services

which are available in this country,
Jersey to a very great degree.
Another

area

and which are available in New

They are saleable.

which

has

to

be

addressed

is

barter

and

counter-trade, because there are many nations out there that are unable
to obtain hard currency, and the only way they can buy or sel 1 is by
insisting on barter trade.

So, unless we put our companies

in

the

position to deal with barter trade, they will have no chance lo sell.
I think another point

in this respect is a sensitivity to

foreign needs.

What I see in your legislation is, it addresses itself

to our needs.

But, in order to sell, we have to address ourselves to

their needs,

the needs outside this country; otherwise,

going to sell,

regardless

of how well-intentioned

this

we are not
legislation

might be.
So, in the future, in my opinion, the educational level of a
nation wi 11 determine their degree of success in exporting.
you raised a question in this respect before.
that a little later.
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I th ink

Maybe I can come back to

I think items such as attendance at work are important.

In

Japan the work attendance, or the absence from work, on the average, is
about one point six percent per year.
three point five percent.

In the United States it is about

That is more than double Japan's absence

Things like that will have an effect on our pricing and our

rate.

competitiveness.
I think there has to be an understanding of their needs.

If

you think of companies such as, let's say, Toyota, they understood our
needs very well; therefore, they are successful here.
Your

bill,

3135,

which

calls

for

Municipal

Trading

Authorities, in my opinion, will cost a lot of tax dollars and it will
create new expensive and cumbersome vehicles,

adding more cost and

complication to exporting.
I think, instead, you should attack sc:ime existing barriers,
such as the ones I mentioned here.

I think you should try to make it

easier

to

for

government.

people

and

companies

export

without

the

help

of

I gave you some examples of "help" by the government.

As

a matter of fact, the Department of Commerce, in my opinion, is already
the

largest

government

export promotion organization in the world.

And, in fact, they do a good job.

So, I think we should help them to

do a better job.
Assembly Bill No. 3136 -- I would like to quote right from
what

it says.

"Export

trade

says on the

It

has

a

first page,

particularly

line f1ve

salutary

effect

to

line ten,

upon

older

manufacturing industries which have saturated their domestic markets,
and which produce goods which may be technologically outdated for the
domestic

market,

but

developed countries."

for

which

there

are

markets

This is not true at all.

this is a total misstatement of fact.

abroad

in

less

As a matter of fact,

If anything, this is where the

United States is non-comprtitive, because these developing nations and
third

world

nations

are i very well

products -- and they have l

able to copy our

non-high tech

They are doing this, and since their labor

costs are lower -- and I t old you we are eleventh in labor costs, so we
have ten ahead of us -- they are all very we 11 ab le to produce the same
products cheaper.

So, if anything, we have to h,we something special,

or we have to be more advanced, but we cannot compete on this basis.
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This is not going to help anybody.
to promote.

This is an illusion you are trying

I will give you an example.
million people.

The

Indian currency

normally convertable into dollars.

India has seven hundred fifty
is rupees.

Rupees

are

not

If , you want to sell something to

India, unless the Indians want it very badly~ with their limited amount
of foreign funds
of hard currency foreign funds -- they will say,
"Fine. The only way we can pay you is in rupees." What are you going
to do with rupees? Nobody in the world wants to take rupees.
If you take China, I think this is one of the
countries and one of the biggest markets developing.
fact, India is also developing very rapidly.
people.

As a matter of

China has one billion

The same thing applies to their currency.

to do with their - currency?

biggest

What are you going

The only thing you can do is to buy

something in China, but they probably have very little that we want to
buy. So, between India and China, you have about one-half of the. world
excluded to you if you are trying to take the approach that is out lined
in your bill, particularly with products that we think our country is
saturated with. We think they will buy them? No way.
I will give you a contrary example. Taiwan, with seventeen
or eighteen million people, had a positive balance of payment of three
billion dollars last year -- a surplus.

Now, again, you are not going

to sell smokestack America there, because they are just advanced in the
ordinary industries.
And, unless we can be competitive, we are not
going to sell a whole lot there.
In my opinion, to help exporters finance their sales, you
have all the bodies already in existence.
You have the banks.
You
have the Export-Import Bank, and many others. I think the banks should
be given a chance. They are certainly better at chance-taking. It is
their business, and if they make a mistake -- and they have made lots
of mistakes -- it is not the taxpayers' money that is involved.
Assembly Bill No. 3137 -- My question is, what is the purpose
of a Division of International Trade if not to provide export trade
information?

So, why do we need an export trade information center?

It seems to me that we are trying to enlarge the bureaucracy, of which
we already have too much.
Instead, I think if the Division of
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International Trade is doing a good job -- and I think it is doing a
good job, if you can measure their success -- all you need to do is to
add people, give them more manpower to do a better job.

But, I don't

think you need to start new departments.
As a matter of fact,
item in the bi 11.

I would like to quote one particular

On tile second page you say that it is, "to compile

information on trade assistance services available through the United
States Department of Commerce and other state governmental agencies,
and prepare, compile, and disseminate research and statistical studies
and other information useful to New Jersey firms presently engaged in,
or desiring to engage in,

international export trade ••• ",

etc.

In

other words, you are establishing another body to hand out the same
in format ion which the United States Department of Commerce and other
State government agencies are now giving out

That is available and

they are supposed to supply it to anyone that is interested in it.

I

think this is a complication and a duplication, one might say at the
taxpayers' expense.
Instead, if I may make some recommendations here, I think New
Jersey

has

over

five

hundred

foreign

companies headquartered

here.

This is a very unique situation for this State, compared to any other
state in the Nation.

So, I think they could be encouraged to become

export trading companies, or to act in that capacity -- to do something
for New Jersey and their own country.

I think they would be delighted,

and it would probably not require much of an effort to help them to do
that.
I think in a way this legislation is looking for a "quick
fix,"

and

there

is no quick

situation overnight.
time.

fix

because we did not

get

into this

It deteriorated into this over a long period of

So, instead, I th~nk the real solution -- or some of the real

solutions -- has to be bttacked over a

longer period of time.

It

cannot be done by signing a bill now and expecting results tomorrow.
It

is something that

re~uires taking the

first

step,

and

going

on

taking further steps as ttme goes on.
I

The first step, in my opinion, is education.
to upgrade education,

I think we have

not only in the area of export, as Tom Murray

pointed out -- although I think that is very important
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too -- but

education in general,

so that we can compete with the fruits of the

brain

sold

power

that

is

by

other

countries,

in

particular

the

Japanese.
Secondly, I think we have to provide fiscal responsibility,
especially by our government.
negative balances of payments.
negative

trade

unheard of,

balance

of

this comes back to such things as

Now,

Last year,

forty-five

billion dollars.

immense amount of money.

this -- in other words,

the United States had a
That

is

an

If we can correct things like

apply more discipline to ourselves and our

budgets, etc. -- then we will have something better to sell, and people

will

be

willing

to

pay

more

money,

and

our

dollar

will

be

more

competitive in world markets.
The third item, and this really applies to industry, is,

I

think we have to insist on and maybe promote programs to increase the
quality of production by industry.

There are too many shoddy goods

sold by the United States in relation to what other countries turn out.
And, fourth -- and, in my opinion, most important of all -there

has

to

relations,

be

a

true

commitment

to

developing

international

not only when times are bad, but as a continuous effort,

because the United States and New Jersey are part of the world, and we
cannot shirk our responsibility to trade with the rest of the world on
a competitive basis.
ASSEMBLYMAN

PATERO:

Using

Mr.

Kissinger's

statement,

it

seems y.ou do not want us to do any trading of exports whatsoever
higher exports and lower imports.

That is the impression I am starting

to get from what you are saying.
I would like to clear up some facts about what we would be
doing.

The people you said would be adding to another bureaucracy

would be working within the trade division.
the market

in the undeveloped countries,

Also, when we talked about
we were using

information

given to us by the international trade people at the banks.

So,

I

think there is a market out there.
MR. STRAUBE:

Well, I think that unless the banks have good

connections with some of their customers, by and large they have not
been in the export trade field.

I think there is a lot of wishful

thinking here, and so far I haven't seen any banks, particularly in New
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Jersey, that have done anything successfully in that respect-.
may be banks going into it.

There

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
You see, that is the reason why everyone
says, "Look toward the private sector." You just said the banks aren't
doing as much as they should in the area of export trading.
MR. STRAUBE: As a matter of fact, I will give you another
reason why it would be difficult for the banks.
Assume the banks,
under

this new

legislation,

are able

to

invest

in export

trading

companies, either by owning them one hundred percent, or by investing
a certain percentage in them.

The minute you involve the banks, you

bring in all the bank regulators.

In other words, suddenly that part

of the export trade will come under bank regulations and scrutiny by
Federal authorities, and much more information will have to be made
public.

Decisions will be slower. More people will be involved.
What you are competing with, for instance, are the Japanese
companies, and they don't have to go through this kind of procedure. I
think American export trading companies can very well be built up. In
fact, they are probably already in existence, such as the foreign
companies headquartered in this State, which are ideal vehicles for
exporting to their home countries.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Assemblyman Rod.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD: You mentioned red tape.

Do you feel there

is more red tape going out than coming in?
MR. STRAUBE:

Do you mean when importing?

ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:
MR. STRAUBE:

Yes.

I don't know.

First of all, I don't know how

you would measure it. But, I think that as of this moment, for the
good of the country, we are more concerned about the exporting of goods
than the importing of goods.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:
What I am driving at is this:
Is there
any way you can use that as a tool in order to try and dee rease the red
tape?
MR. STRAUBE:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROD: When you say boycott or penalties-MR. STRAUBE: Yes.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:
countries, am I correct?

(continuing) --that is established by other

New Jersey State Library
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MR. STRAUBE:

No, it is our government.

It is the government

in Washington -- the Federal government.

States.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROD: Under the guidelines of other countries?
MR. STRAUBE:
No.
This is strictly done in the United
Nobody else in the world is filing a boycott report, except

American

companies.

As

considerably easier to

a matter

of

fact,

on

that

basis

LI

is

import into the Uniled Slat.es lhan it. is lo

export from the United States, especially if you have something to
export that is a humdrum kind of merchandise and would be very had to
sell.

Because

lots

of

other

countries

can

make

average

type

merchandise also.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

When you say it is considerably easier to

import than it is to export to other countries, is that our doing, or
is it because the other countries impose rules and regulations that
make it hard for us to export goods?
MR.

STRAUBE:

country-to-country basis.
others.

we would have to look at

this on a

Some countries impose more regulations

than

However, as I pointed out, one restrict ion is the currency

exchange rate.
mentioned.

Well,

For instance,

Regardless

of

take rupees.

what

kind

of

This is one example I
restrictions

the

Indian

government may put on imports, unless you have a way of using the
rupees they are going to pay you with, you are not going to sell
there.
So, these are natural barriers that an exporting company has
to deal with, and over which we have little influence.
I think we are talking about incentives here, incentives you
want to create in order to help the exporting trade in New Jersey.
I wanted to point out that there is a lot you can do. All you have to
do is to remove some of the restrictions.

It would then be much easier

and more people would go into exporting.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

You stated before that we have many

foreign companies located in New Jersey, and that we should visit them
and try to encourage them to help us to export our goods overseas.
What makes you feel that a foreign country would want to encourage
America to compete with their country, since they also have so many
economic problems?
This would mean competition with
their
manufacturing services.
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MR. STRAUBE:

Take the Japanese companies as an example.

In

relation to their domestic busi~ess, many of the Japanese international
trading companies are doing much more business internationally than
they do in Japan.

And, many of them are very successful in exporting

out of the United States, not necessarily to Japan but maybe to third
world countries.

So, since they are part of this country, and they are

located in New Jersey, I think they have a certain obligation.

And, I

think they would gladly do what they possibly could to help us export
our goods.
I merely suggest this because I think these are experienced
companies.

They certainly have the connections.

They know what does

not sell in their country, and they have some leverage.
What you are asking for is to have a lot of novices come into
the business with a lot of good will and enthusiasm and try and compete
in what is a terribly competitive world out there.

I think that is not

going to work.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

Also, the law that the President signed

was designed to help the smaller companies which, to my understanding,
the international trading companies do not want to bother with.

They

just want to bother with the larger companies.
MR.

STRAUBE:

large companies,

This is not true.

large companies

In fact,

are mostly made

if you look at

up

of many

small

segments.

They may have some divisions which are very successful in

exporting,

and they may have other divisions which don't

all.

If you

look at them, division-by-division,

export at

these divisions,

in

many instances, may not be larger than the small companies are.
As a matter of fact, to get back to the Japanese companies,
the Japanese trading companies, during the last year -- most of them -lost a lot of money.
had a reduction
Japanese

As a matter of fact, some of them, such as Itoh,

in profit by 94% last year.

companies

last

year

companies that made money.

that

There were

were successful

two

-- international

One of them was Mitsubishi.

Mitsubishi more successful than the other companies?

only

Now, why is

It is because

they realized that to be successful in international markets, you have
to concentrate on small segments.

In other words, they have developed

very small business sections, specialized sections, and they have found
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niches in various markets for these products.

This means, in essence,

they have associated themselves with very small companies that they are
taking overseas and making successful.
I think the same thing can be done for the United States. In
fact, if you take Apple Computer as an exarriple, a couple of years ago
Apple Computer was a very small company.
So, I think many of these
small companies are the nucleus, or could be the nucleus, for a very
large company, particularly if it is in the right Oeld, and if it is
advanced enough to compete internationally.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAfERO: Well, I still feel there is a market out
there.

Some of the figures we have show that in direct export growth,

as compared to total manufacturing output, New Jersey -- from 1977
through .1980
up 72%.

grew 53%.

I am also looking at Connecticut, which went

And, Massachusetts increased in the same period of time by

104%. So, there must be a market out there.
goods as Massachusetts and Connecticut do.

We make the same type of

MR. STRAUBE: Massachusetts might be a good example because
Massachusetts, next to California, has a lot of computer and high-tech
content.

I think New Jersey has a lot of this to offer loo.

But,

maybe the industries involved have not made a great enough effort to
export these goods.

And, they certainly should be encouraged to do so.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

The U.S.

government offers incentives to

other countries.
I understand they are offering Honduras and El
Salvador some type of incentive to allow U.S. industry to establish
down there.
Do you think that wil 1 have a very heavy impact on
exporting?
MR. STRAUBE:
I think many of these measures, particularaly
the ones you mentioned, come under the heading of "quick fix."
In
other words,

they are supposed to give an immediate solution to a

problem which is very painful as of this moment.

I don't think this

will change the situation.

If anything -- and this includes the State
of New Jersey -- we need a long term policy that we must stick to. We
should not attempt to react to sudden situations like this.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Thank you very much for your testimony.
As

our next

speaker we have Mr.

Chairman, New Jersey District Export Council.
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George H.

Becker,

Jr.,

G E O R G E

B E C K E R:

H.

members of the Committee.
said.

Good roorning, Mr. Chairman, and

I am here in two capacities -- as Tom Murray

I am here as Chairman of the New Jersey District Export Council

in New Jersey.

I have an opposite member in each state throughout the

United States.

We perform a public service.

We are employed by the

United States Secretary of Commerce for two year terms,
private sector members of our Council.

as are the

Those from the public sector,

such as Ming Hsu, represent the Division of International Trade.
Our
understand.
that

role

is

very

It

is

very,

very

easy

to

It is the promotion of exports in states in which we have

responsibility.

government.

precise.

We

work

We

I

work

closely

with

very

closely

with

state

governments.

the

Federal

But,

we

are

providing support exclusively to the private sector.
I really welcome this opportunity to talk with you today.
don't have a prepared statement.

I

I would like to comment a bit on what

was said earlier 'I as well as comment on some questions that were raised
by several member's of the Committee, because I think they require some
clarification.
I have been involved in export
years,

promotion

in government and in the private sector.

for

over

thirty

For the last twenty

years I have beeh promoting the concept of export trading companies.
I was with the bepartment of Commerce in the late 1950's.

So,

I

certainly welcome the passage of this legislation.
As Chairman of a District Export Council, and working with
others around the United . States, we have a very specific mandate from
the

Secretary

of

Commerce

to

promote

and

foster

export

companies in the public sector and in the private sector.

trading

It is here

that I would like to clarify some of the issues that have been raised
today -- and als? as I.hey relate to the New York and New Jersey Port
Authority.

I mi Jht rnent ion that on Monday, at the International Trade

Conference that ~om Murray referred to, I will be moderating a panel on
export trading cdlmpanies in Atlantic City.
a

representativ ~

companies,

of

Cont~ol

Mi~sui,

Data,

one

The panel will have on it

one

of

the

major

of

the

newest

of

Japanese

trading

the

trading

big

companies in the pat tern of Sears, McDonald/Douglas, and others that
you referred to.

The Port Authority will also be there.
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I look forward to a very interesting and heated discussion,
because I have very strong views on the subject of public sector funds
being used to compete in the area of private enterprise.

I mention

this in my role as Director of the State Chamber of Commerce.
long

Not

ago,

Peter

Goldmark

Directors after our meeting in the fall,
after dinner

addressed

the

Board

of

and I asked Mr. Goldmark

very specifically, "Do you consider the role of the

New York/New Jersey Port Authority to be competitive or complementary
to the private sector?"
complementary."

He said, "Mr.

Since then,

Becker,

I consider

it to be

I have been arguinq this point with the

project director that sits on my export council, and who will be on the
panel that I will moderate on Monday.
I think there is an important issue here which relates to
what you gentlemen are trying to do, because while I see a great role,
as Tom Murray indicated, for port authorities around the United States,
I question the advisability of port authorities being in the retail end
of the business.
That night, at the board meeting, someone all of you know,
Horace DePodwin, former Dean of the School of Management at Rutgers,
where I am also a co-adjutant professor of international business, said
the same thing to Mr. Goldmark:
Authority

in

the

retail

end

of

"What role do you see for the Port
the

companies in the State of New Jersey,
firms that are able to do it?"
government.

business,

working

with

small

when there are private sector

I see a facilitation

ro l e

for

the

I see a facilitation role for port authorities across the

United States.

But, I do not see a role for port authorities to use

public funds, quasi-public funds -- however you want to refer to them
-- and compete in the private sector if, in fact,

the private sector

can do the job.
I would just like to leave that thought with you because I
know it is going to come up later on when the enabling legislation in
Albany and Trenton is acted upon by the Legislatures of the two states.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
we are still

Excuse me.

With regard to that, while

on the subject of the Port Authority,

would the Port

Authority be using their own money, or would they be going to the banks
for financing -- such as ·the State of New Jersey seeking non-taxable
bonds?
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MR. BECKER:
Port Authority

funds.

As of this rooment, the Port Authority is using
They are contacting small

and medium-sized

companies around New Jersey, and obviously in the State of New York.
This is fine as long as they play a complementary role rather than one
that is competitive with private enterprise.
With respect to the subject of financing, which I think is
the most important issue that should be addressed here today, if the
Port Authority is going to be acting as a bank actually involved in the
financing of exports, I think that is something that will have to be
specified in the enabling legislation, because it is my view -- and I
have been advised by counsel in the private sector -- that the present
statute does not permit the Port Authority to do that.

So, that is a

question that the Legislatures in Albany and in Trenton will have to
address.
I see the export programs in the State of New jersey -whether they be doal exports or fish exports -- doing a great deal with
respect to what we have in the State of New Jersey, but on a larger
scale.

We should not be involved in direct one-on-one competition with

the private sector -- with companies such as Win Straube's Pegasus
He
International. Mr. Straube is a real professional in his field.
has been in it a long time. He knows his business. The people in the
Port Authority are not qualified to the extent that the private sector
is

when

it

comes

to

speci fie, hands-on export promotion and the
handling of international transactions. As I said, I have been in this
field for over thirty years and I don't know of anyone in any port
authority around the country who has been in the private sector long
enough to familiarize themselves with all the aspects of international
trade. Maybe they can develop it, as Tom Murray said, later on. They
certainly have the resources to do it, but in my opinion they do not
have the experti se to do it at this point in time.
ASSEMBl.., YMAN PATER •:
If the Porl _Authority starts givi.ng out
loans, what regulations would they come under?
MR. BE~KER: ' That is a very good point.

I am assuming that

this is the kind of iss ue that is going to come up when the enabling
legislation is before the bodies that will consider it.
advised,

as

a

matter

of

fact,

by
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a

legislative

I have been

counsel

to

our

committee, Gill Macina.

He may be here during the course of the day.

He looked into this and he talked to the Port Authority and their legal
people.

There is a question as to whether or not they have the legal

authority to do what they are doing right now,
reason.

using funds

for

this

1 think that is one of the reasons why they are seeking the

legislation.
I can't answer that question.

I am no Lawyer, and I don't

profess to be one, but I do know the private sector role here.
have very strong feelings,

And, I

as roost people who know me are aware, on

this subject -- as to what public entities should or should not be
doing in the area of international trade.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

I have to agree with you, because I want

to make sure there is some protection for
Authority.

the

funds

from the Port

I am sure the banks would only allow so much of their funds

for trading companies such as this.
MR. BECKER:

You mean the Port Authority Trading Company?

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Yes.

I mean, right now the banks put a

certain percentage of their money into trading companies, I believe.
MR. BECKER:

There are several statutes that apply to this.

Some people are confused on this issue.
participation

have

existed

for

some

Trading companies with bank

years.

As

a matter

of fact,

one organization was set up in the Midwest over five years ago.
long as

a bank does not

invest in a trading company

As

to an extent

greater than five percent of the capital of the trading company, it is
different

from the Federal

legislation which refers to bank holding

companies and banker's banks being able to establish, through holding
companies,

one hundred percent, wholly-owned bank trading companies.

But, for years, under the Federal Reserve, they have been able to take
minority

positions

in

trading

companies,

Provident Mutual did it in Philadelphia.

and

they

The two

have

done

so.

largest banks in

Minneapolis did it over five years ago. So, there is nothing to prevent
banks from doing that.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

But I was referring to the five percent

that you just brought up.
MR. BECKER:
my

colleagues

in

Okay.

the

The thing that disturbs me

Department
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of

Commerce

are

and frankly
a

little

bit

disappointed also since the passage of the legislation last fall, Mr.
Chairman -- is that to date only five banks in the United States,

I

believe, have expressed a real interest in establishing a trading
company.
And, friends of mine tell me that the largest bank in the
United States, the Bank of America, which indicated it would set up a
trading company with a capitalization of ten to twenty million dollars,
may not be that serious about going ahead with the capitalization of
such a company.
Frankly, while I had hoped that the banks would have been
more aqgressi ve, I do not feel that banks are staffed and qualified to
operate trading companies.
however.

They are qualified to provide the funds,

And, this is the only point on which I take exception to what

my friend Win Straube said when he said leave it up to the banks, they
are prepared to take risks.

That is just the opposite of what banks

do. Banks are not there to take risks. If you talk to any director of
any state or federally chartered bank, they would tell you that is not
their business.
In January, we held our first conference on the subject of
international export trading companies in New York.
attended.

Over 500 people
I, and others, attended a press conference afterwards, and

the Undersecretary of Commerce said to someone from the New York Times
who raised the issue about what banks might be expected to do, that,
"If the banks would take a harder look at what could be done for the

country through this new legislation on export trading companies, as
opposed to what they did last year in terms of loans to eastern Europe
and elsewhere, I think our export program would be further along than
is today." And, here we are six months later, and I am advised that
only five banks in the United States have really taken this step.
it

I, as a private citizen, made a specific proposal to one of
They liked the concept, but very
the major hanks in New Jersey.
frankly they bac1ed off because they just didn't know what to do about
1t.

ASSEMBl YMAN PA TERO:

In talking to other people, their gut

feeling is that the banks 1of New Jersey are too conservativP.
MR. BE9KER: Ba~kers are not entrepreneurs. To be successful
in a trading company, you must be a risk-taker. And, another point I
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would like to leave you with, Mr. Chairman, is that I spent some time a
few weeks ago with one of the largest private trading companies in the
United States, which 1s a wholly-owned subsidiary of Combustion
Engineering, the multi-billion dollar co~pany, based in Stamford,
Connecticut.

They have their own trading company, known as Combustion

Engineering, "CE" Trading Company, which does three hundred and fifty
million dollars

a year

in what we call counter-trade alone.

Straube referred to that.

The old term is barter.

Win

The new term is

counter-trade.

They do three hundred and f1 fty million dollars in
projects that relate only to combustion engineering business around the
world.
In a very recent case, they were involved in a big project in
Brazil.

They

had

to

take

five

million dollars

consortium of manufacturers in Brazil.

in shoes

They did it.

from

a

They managed,

through the European-American Bank in New York to lay those shoes off
into the wholesale and retail structure of our economy and they made
money on all three sides of the transaction.
nothing about this.
made earlier.

Commercial bankers know

That is why I want to emphasize lhe point that was

If you staff up for such an authority--

And, I want to

mention here that I served on Governor Byrne's Commission that led to
the recommendation for the Department of Commerce and Economic
Development. As a matter of fact, I wrote the section on international
trade that led to the creation of the new div is ion of international
trade within that department.

If you are going to have an authority,

to go back to your point about how many people are needed, I don't care
what the Governor's salary is, you need a few people, but pay them
well.
Let me give you a very speci fie case in point.

The most

successful trading company in the United States is known as FIBRO.
That is the acronym for Philips Brothers.

It used to be a part of

Englehart, Mendelssohn Chemicals. It was spun off, as you know, a few
years back and now it is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and it
is one of the twenty-five largest companies in the United States.
is the best collection of professionals in the United States.

Here

And, not

long ago, someone in Connecticut who was looking to hire a professional
trader went to the trading company, Combustion Engineering, and said,
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"Could you recommend some people?"

The answer was, "Yes, but you

couldn't afford them, because each man at FIBRO, who has nothing but a
little black book into which he records his transactions, like a
specialist on the New York Stock Exchange, makes over one hundred
thousand dollars a year, and these are people who know how to trade."
If we are talking about a public entity that is going to be
involved in trading, then you are talking about a highly specialized
type of individual, of which there are very few.

There are also very

few people in the State of New Jersey who are qualified enough to
manage any kind of export trading authority, whether it is going to be
in the public Sf:lctor or whether it is going to be a quasi-public
entity.
I would like you to clarify one point for me, Mr. Chairman,
if you can.

Wheh we prepared the report for the Governor on the new
I

Department of Co~merce, at that time we were briefed on the fact that
the EDA in the State of New Jersey is considered of but not a part of
i

the Department o~ Commerce. Is this what you have in mind with respect
to the authorit~?
The i language says it would be a part of the
I

Department of Commerce, which implies to me -- unless the Civil Service
statutes would be waived to do this -- that it is something different
than the EDA that already exists. Could you comment on that?
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
It is a separate authority

in

the

Department of Commerce.
MR. BECKER:

All right.

It would not be burdened then with

the restrictions of Civil Service and things of that sort?

ASSEMB~YMAN PATER •:
No.
MR. BE~KER: All right. Fine.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO: I have one other question.
I hope you
can answer it the right way. (laughter)
MR. BECKER:
I am not concerned about my comment concerning
the banks.
.
ASSEMB JYMAN PAT¢R•:

You said that the banks are reluctant to

move into this fc1st.
MR. BEdKER: It is obvious that they are. And, by the way, I
have talked to the big city banks in New York. I have talked to Chase,
and they are studyi~g the situation. Well, good for Chase.
loter, and they are still studying it.
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Six months

.'.\SLMl3LYMAN F'ATlR0:

Well,

who do you

feel

should do this

then?
MR. BECKER:

I beg your pardon?

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER0:

Who do you feel should do this, trading

companies?
MR. BECKER:

First of all, some of them exist.

I feel there

is an opportunity in the private sector for new trading companies to be
organized.
Now,

I am not

talking about what Sears is doing or what

General Electric is doing, because basically General Electric has 700
distributors to start with.
of an organization that

In my opinion that is just a restructuring

already

exists,

happens to be our number one exporter.

and

General

Electric

just

So, that shouldn't surprise

anyone.
Sears is going about it for very obvious reasons, because in
recent years they have acquired insurance companies and they want to be
in the international service business to a degree; whereas, before they
were not.
But,

there are opportunities in the private sector, if the

funds can be made available.

And, this is the key thing.

Because I

have talked to Wall Street firms about a public offering for an export
trading company.

They said it was too much of a start-up situation and

there was too much risk involved; therefore,
route.

they could not go that

Some venture capital firms may be willing to do it if the right

people can be brought together.
I can tell you that there is a lot of activity, Mr. Chairman,
in the private sector.

How quickly this will lead to the organization

of new and potentially successful trading companies,
know.

I really don't

But, I do see a role for what you are proposing.

Whether it is

a separate authority or no matter how it is structured, the key thing
here, both at the national and at the state level,
awareness.

is the need for

Because until the small and medium-sized company is more

aware of the problem-Straube pointed out,

And,

we had a

the problem is really acute.
trade defh i t

of forty-five

dollars last year; it is going to be high-· :: this ye,H' .

As Win
billion

And, strangely

enough, for the first time in the history of the United States,
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the

single most important factor in a sustainable economic recovery in this
country over the next eighteen months will not be interest rates, and
it wi 11 not be all the other things we read about in the Wall Street
Journal, but if you check with the authorities they will tell you it
will be the magnitude of the trade deficit of this country over the
next two years.

So, something must be done there.

So, this authority in the public sector can bring about the
greater activity which is needed, and in my view possible in the State
of New Jersey.

Because we do have companies here that can compete

around the world.
specifically
States.

That is my business.

exporting

products

and

I work with companies in

services

It can be done in New Jersey.

And,

outside

the

United

I think this concept,

whatever the final format might be, could be very, very constructive
and very useful.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

MR. BECKER:

Assemblyman Rod?
You mentioned Combustion Engineering.

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

They

seemed

to

get

into

the

trading

business.
MR. BECKER:

They are in it in a very big way.

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

Would you just state, basically,

what

that business is?
MR. BECKER:

The parent company or the trading company?

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
MR. BECKER:
basis

The parent company.

The parent company, as you know - on a worldwide

is into everything from building nuclear power plants to other

types of major engineering projects.

And, when one is involved in

large-scale projects around the world -- because often a company is
building plants in the third world, in less developed countries -- one
has a problem with respect to the payout.
long term.

First of all, it is always

And, certainly, you have a foreign exchange problem on a

case-by-case basis, whether it involves Brazil or another country.
So,

every time a company,

such as Combustion Engineering,

goes after such a project, they must be mindful of this
becoming more

and

and this is

more prevalent today -- they must be willing to

accept products or services in -lieu of hard currency for some of thet
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products or services they are supplying to a government, since it is
usually a government they are supplying.

In this case -- the most

recent one with shoes -- they were prepared to take and resell through
normal, commercial channels just about any conceivable product that may
have been offered in exchange.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
By necessity, they formed an adjunct
trading company?
MR. BECKER:

Absolutely.

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

Because of their marketing throughout the

world -- their own marketing originally.
MR. BECKER:

That's right.

But, they are using a trading

company as a vehicle to create additional profits and take advantage of
opportunities that to others might not present the same kinds of
And, in that area you have to have very talented
opportunities.
people.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
something with this.

People who have

the expertise

to

do

It wasn't the original company itself that had

the expertise to do this.
MR. BECKER:

No, that's right.

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

It became an adjunct out of necessity,

and it was better than rupees.
MR. BECKER:

They are taking advantage of changing market

conditions and different demands in the market place.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: That is better than just going into India
and picking up rupees.
MR. BECKER: Exactly. Win Straube is absolutely right. With
few exceptions, you can't do anything with them.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: Well, if we go out and get the experts,
it can be done.
MR. BECKER:

One other thing, Mr. Chairman.

You mentioned

high technology.
This is a business with which I do most of my work
nowadays. Much can be done here in New Jersey. You know the Governor
You know that we have
has appointed a High Technology Commission.
within the Bell Labs structure, as well as within the universities and
many high tech companies, great potential in t he State of New Jersey.We
But, I can assure you, as was pointed out earlier,
can do more.
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that the reason why Massachusetts has done so well, in terms of a
percentage increase, is because of what they have done up there off
Rt. 128 in Boston, and that has been going on for twenty years, since
Digital Equipment Corporation was spun off by MIT. That is the kind of
thing we can do here in New Jersey as well.

It hasn't been done to the

extent it was done in Massachusetts however.
ASSEMBLYMAN

PATER •:

talking about high tech.

That

is

another

subject.

You are

Do you think we can break into a market that

the New England States already have -- such as Massachusetts, etc.?
MR. BECKER: This is the market I work in every day. It is
the same market, whether you are talking about Digital Equipment
Corportation, Data General, Wang, or the other companies that are well
known in Massachusetts, or the high technology, computer-related firms
I

located in New Jersey.

It really doesn't matter.

The technology is

available for all of these companies to take advantage of and utilize.
It is just a question of being more aggressive in foreign markets.
I think we could do more with the existing structure we have
in New Jersey, such as Bell Labs and the university complex, by doing
what Research Triangle did down in North Carolina.

I think this is one

of the things that will probably come out of the Governor's Commission
on High Technology.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
I have a little mixed emotion on that.
MR. BECKER:

Well, I agree with both sides because while you

can do more there, the biggest problem in a State like New Jersey is,
"What kind of new jobs can you find for those who have been displaced
from conventional industries and who cannot be trained to take these
jobs in the short term?" That is the real problem. The other one is
going to flow naturally, simply because the markets overseas are
growing at such a rapid rate that the opportunities will be there. The
problem is, how to train the "smoke-stack" people to do something else.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
Okay.
If there are no further
questions, thank you very much,
The next speaker is Steve Bisenius, United States and Foreign
Commercial Service, United States Department of Commerce.
S T E VE
voice holds out.

B I S E N I U S:

Good day, Mr. Chairman.

I do have a bit of a cold.
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I hope my

I certainly appreciate the opportunity to be here.
former state legislator,

As a

I appreciate the interest that legislators

have shown in supporting international trade promotion actively.

We

are getting more response throughout the country, as we have thirteen
other counterparts throughout the United States actively working with
the states

to

see what

they

can

do

in

order

International

Trade

to

add

legislative

involvement to international trade.
Speaking

for

the

Administration,

we

certainly do appreciate it, because it is going to require everyone
to take a role and get involved in order to further trade promotion.
Since there are only twelve percent of U.S. manufacturers involved in
exporting today, this is going to require effort on everyone's part.
When I first received the bills you are working on today, I
passed them on to the General Counsel's office of ITA, and they went
through them in order to examine them for any possible violations of
GATT.

We do have certain international obligations

that

even the

states have to recognize.
A-3135 and A-3136 do not contain a violation of the GATT,
unless

international

trade

bonds

are

issued,

which

are

a

clear

violation.
It

is the same with A-3138,

tax credits appear

to be a

subsidy which are prohibited under Section (e) of the Export Subsidies
of GATT, which states, "The full or partial exemption, remission, or
deferral of specifically related exports, or direct taxes of social
welfare charges paid or payable by industry or commercial enterprises."
So,

those would encounter some problems.

However,

because of the

possiblity that this could be applied to domestic income, it might slip
through.
A-3014

the resolution would have no legal effect, as it

is not legislation.

And, of course, A-3137

the information service

is not currently permissible by governments.
Going back to the export

trading companies

themselves,

I

would like to talk a little bit about what an export trading company
does.

When the Act passed Congress, it clearly did not prohibit any

local

or

state

government

from

becoming

operating their own export trading company.
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involved

by

forming

or

But, much of the intent

behind the passage was to remove any legal restraint from the private
sector which prevented U.S. companies from competing on an equal basis
with

other

countries

restraint.

principally,

this

was

the

Anti-Trust

This legislation allowed private companies who might be

competitors,

domestically,

to

become

partners

overseas

by

pooling

resources and market expertise, as well as the capital resources and
financial management capabilities of a bank.
The ETC' s could then operate and compete through an economy
of scale, as well as have access to the capital requirements which are
needed for exporting.
has been missing.

The key factor, the economy of scale, is what

For years, we have had export management companies

which have been very small.
necessary

to make

requirements.

They have not had the volume which is

them successful.

Nor have they had the capital

We certainly hope the Export Trading Act will help to

provide a catalyst for that.
Since January, the U.S.

Department of Commerce through the

U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service -- their district offices -- has
held over forty conferences throughout the United States,
this Act and its opportunities.

to explain

To date, almost 11,000 people have

participated in these conferences, and already several are talking very
seriously about forming an export trading company.

We expect several

to file a certificate as early as May or early June,
earliest

time we can receive them.

which is the

This is principally because of

the regulations governing the comment period.
What we are seeing now with the export trading companies
we have alluded to several of them by name
by

companies

who

have

had

many

years

is, they are being formed
of

international

experience

already -- mainly by handling the products they have manufactured -General Electric, Control Data, etc.
years with over
trade,

Sears Roebuck has dealt over the

12,000 manufacturers,

with offices

around

and

the world.

they

They

are

already

now setting up
have

thirteen

locations, including Brazil and Singapore.
Among banks, the Bank of America and the First National Bank
of Washington have recently announced.
Washington

area,

have

indicated

Several others, even in the

strong

consideration of this type of trade.
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interest

in

and

strong

But, all these companies will be

seeking out other companies to fill out their line, and to help go
along with the economy of scale. Because while the previous Anti-Trust
Law prevented General Electric from picking up a small electric company
to handle their goods, this legislation waived that.
Once a
certification is in place, they can begin to carry that line for them
overseas.

That is one of the important things.

They can deal together

when setting price, as long as it is strictly for overseas.
apply

locally.

It

is

mainly

on

major

products,

disadvantage the United States has had over the years.

It cannot

which

is

the

Of course, by

setting up these marketing networks, it is much easier for smaller
companies to suddently be plugged into this.
The question arose -- and, of course, we certainly appreciate
your interest -- about how state and local governments could play a
critical role in enhancing exports and job opportunities. I have some
studies before me:
The American University Study, as well as George
Washington University's, "Export Financing for Small Businesses," and
"The Export Credit Financing; a Cost Benefit Analysis to the Federal
and State Treasuries."

These reports are based on interviews and

surveys of U.S. companies who have recently lost sales in the
international market. Even through they produced a product superior in
quality and superior in price to other countries, they lost sales due
to the lack of competitive financing.
The access to capital for exporting is very difficult for
small and medium-sized companies. Some of the small companies we have
had experience with have an entire working capital of under twenty-five
thousand dollars. The best rate they are able to get, therefore, is
the best commercial rate -- say twelve or thirteen percent -- at a time
when their foreign competitors can come in with a package at eight or
nine percent.
So, obviously, the net result is far less competitive
when you consider the terms involved.
So, they have lost sales
repeatedly.
These

studies

demonstrate

that

if

the

state

and

local

governments could use their credit strength to help guarantee the
loans, the interest rates could be dropped as much as four percentage
points.
It is this kind of action that can play an immediate role in
consumating more international trade sales for the U.S.
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Several states are considering this approach.

Just last week

the State of Tennessee voted out of their full committee, by a vote of
twenty-five to zero, a very similar bill, which would establish an
export financing authority.
Approximately twenty other states have
various similar proposals under consideration.
The City of Philadelphia and the Port Authority of
Philadelphia will be forming an export trading company with the private
sector, to be run by the private sector.

They emphasize repeatedly

that they realize flexibility is more in tune with the private sector
and they will use whatever resources they have to enhance that effort.
They indicated that they will be aggressively seeking out companies in
the five-county area around Philadelphia.
The State of Iowa is acting as a catalyst.
It originally
talked about forming a state export trading company, but the Governor
indicated that it was far more effective to act as a catalyst to bring
together manufacturers, transportation companies, and a large bank.
They just announced formation last week.
But,
So, there are many directions that a state can take.
wherever possible, we recommend using existing structures, whether they
are existing financing authorities,

existing trade departments,

or

existing exporting networks.
It is far more effective to plug into
something that already exists because the experience is there and the
knowledge is there.
We mentioned Philbro.
Philbro has been around, through
commodity sales, for almost one hundred years.
They have satellite
communications. They have locations in almost fifty spots throughout
the world. They are very, very sophisticated.
You know, if a private export trading company, Mr. Chairman,
does not come in and take up the slack and represent the small
companies, there is another alternative, and that is for state and
local companies to possibly consider contracting out the services of a
private company.
That is a possibility, certainly, because they are
the ones that have set up the organization and have the years of
experience and the years of knowledge. Dollar for dollar, it may be
much more cost-effective to act upon their results and their networks
throughout the world.
Most of those people have hired foreign
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nationals.
They have their marketing distribution.
I talked about
General Electric, with 700 distributors. It is the same with others.
They will make it.
It is just like Sears, they have a reasonable
chance to be very successful in this. They are going to try, wherever
they can, to find a product they feel they can make a profit on ahd
This is
market successfully, and they will pick up that product.
principally what we are trying to emphasize.
In conclusion -- and then we can open this to any questions
you might have -- the formation of export trading companies in this
country, we think, should go a long way towards enhancing exports from
this country. I believe that at this time the format ion of state and
local ATC's may be premature until we see just how the private sector
might act on this.
As

we

indicated,

the

legislation

deliberately

exclude anyone, state or local ETC's from forming.

does

not

But, the point is,

we should see how they react and see if they will come in to pick up
the slack for the small and medium companies
the twenty to
twenty-five thousand small and medium-sized companies that we estimate
do have products that can be competitive overseas. We think private
corporations will come in and pick those up. But, if they don't, there
are several options to examine later on.
We think the role that can

be

played

more

immediately

certainly is to supplement the role of the banks and others who can
finance the smaller sales. Export financing guarantees, for example,
are a very responsible role for the consumation of these international
sales. Without competitive financing even the best marketing, the best
international marketing done by these other companies -- the best
produce, or the best price -- will simply not be enough.
If you have any questions, I would be happy to answer them.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER0: With regard to one of your statements,
where you said companies would help to assist other companies to
export, why would a General Electric want to help a domestic competitor
by assisting them to export the same products they make?
MR. BISENIUS:

Well, it wouldn't be the same product, as much

as it would be a product in the same line -- a lot of semi-conductors
which they wouldn't manufacture.
A lot of times they have their
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marketing

network

overseas,

and

they

something they do not manufacture.

an

opportunity

to

sell

This is an opportunity for them to

sell the line, make a profit on it,
scale.

find

and go through the economy of

Certainly, they can make more of a profit by having the same
I

personnel handle those sales than they would by having another person
set up that operation.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

Okay.

I also would like to ask you the

same question we asked the first speaker.

We have been told that one

of the obstacles to development of an export trade has been the lack of
the availability of funds and the reluctance on the part of banks to
provide adequate financing.
MR. BISENIUS:
capital,

Can you comment on that?

There is no question about the shortage of

witness these two studies and others.

capital is part of the problem.
to pay for the financing--

The access to good

If a small company cannot get capital

Because it takes longer to be paid for an

international sale than it does a domestic sale; it might take 60, 90,
or 120 days to be paid, and if that is the entire working capital for a
small company, obviously he has no chance.

But, if a bank can help

provide the financing through someone else sharing the risk -- and that
is principally what we are looking at,

an insurance as well as an

underwriting to guarantee that they will be paid -- the bank is more
likely to put the capital up at a much more reasonable, competitive
interest rate.
As you have mentioned several times,

the banks have other

people's money on deposit and they have certain responsibilities and
regulations through Federal Reserve and others to protect that money as
best they can, so they want to ensure that money will be paid back as
quickly as possible.
to

That is where the states and others come into it,

help guarantee that the money is paid.

So,

banks can play a

critical role, in conjunction with the State and local governments.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

Well, we are going to have to depend on

the banks.
MR. BISENIUS:

There is no question about that.

Also, the

banks can play a very critical role in exchange rates and currency.
There is no quest ion about that level of expt:rtise.
principally through their own networks.
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And, they work

They have a cooperation basis

throughout the world. Many of the banks have outlets throughout the
world.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO: Based on the testimony I have heard so
far, it • seems the banks are a little reluctant to go into this field,
and that is why I think it is important that, maybe in conjunction with
the State, the banks might work closer with the State in order to get
into this field.
MR. BISENIUS:
Well, I think the banks certainly are an
alternate

field.

They

understand

the

banking

business.

They

But, actually,
They understand foreign exchange.
understand loans.
international trade is a new field for them. Many banks in this area
have international departments. But, groups which form international
trading companies use their expertise to purchase an export management
company.
First National of Boston got into it, but the person who runs
the war ld trade group of Boston is not a banker. It is owned by the
bank, but it is not run by a banker. And, he is more willing to stick
his neck out. He understands risk and that type of thing.
I think if banks would roove in that direction, they might
think it is much more realistic to take it on,

because they are

basically very protective of the assets they have.
That will be an
interesting example to watch -- the First National of Boston, and what
they do. And, other banks also, as they see what their competition is
doing, are going to go after it.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
One other question.
In December of
1982, the Federal Register announced that the United States Department
of Commerce would issue guidelines for the formation of trading
companies this spring. Have they been issued yet?
MR. BISENIUS: The regulations have been put out, I think it
was two weeks ago -- the final regulations and the comment period will
be in soon so that the first certificates can come in. If you would
like a copy of those, I can get you the latest regulations.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
IIf you would, you can send it to our
staff.
MR. BISENIUS: Very good. The comment period should be in.
The General Counsel's office announced last Thursday that they expect
everything to be completed by the third week of May.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Fine.

Are there any further questions?

Thank you very much, Mr. Bisenius.

(no response)

MR. BISENIUS:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

The next person to speak is Mr. Adam

Broner from the Office of Economic Policy.

AD AH
that

BRONER:

although

I

also

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to say
serve

as

secretary

for

the

Economic

Policy

Council, sometimes I am associated, or I should be associated with-ASSEMBLYMAN PATER
MR. BRONER:

•:

And, you do an excellent job too.

At this time I would like to state that I am

appearing here in my own capacity, as a person who has done a little
work in this area, and not necessarily representing the Economic Policy
Council.

The reason I state this is, I did not have the time to go

through the normal procedure and clear with the Council all that I am
going to say here.
I have to say that I am very glad that there is so much
interest in this subject.
we

issued

a

report

on

As you probably recall, some four years ago
this

recommendations concerning it.
up, and that is very good.
nothing has been done.

subject,

with

some

studies

and

We see now that the issue is picking
That doesn't mean that in the meantime

There is probably room for much more activity.

What I would like to do today is to refer you back to that
study, in the sense that I have extended the analysis a little bit to
include the latest information I could obtain from the U.S. Department
of Commerce.

I would like to show you what has happened since 1976,

which is the last year that was covered in the annual report of 1979.
Today we have numbers for 1980 as well, so I will give you a
little bit · of the present picture and what the story is now.
At that time, New Jersey-exports only.

I am talking about manufactured

We do not talk about services; we do not have good

statistics on that subject, although probably it is a growing industry
that we should, at some point, look at also.

But, so far we only have

numbers that deal with the manufacturing sector exports, and the story
is someting like this:
In 1976, 5.8% of the total shipment of manufactured goods was
really exported to foreign countries.
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At the same time,

the United

States ratio was 7%.
So, we were a little bit below the national
average.
By 1980, our ratio increased from 5. 8% to 6.490, which was,
obviously, an improvement. In the U.S., however, that improvement went
from 7% to 8. 490. In other words, there was a much larger improvement
on the national level than there was here in New Jersey. And, that is
despite all the analyses we heard today about how the U.S. is doing,
compared to some years ago, in international trade. Obviously, we are
going through a very difficult period. Maybe 1980 did not reflect it,
and it is possible that 1983 will look much worse for the U.S. than
I am presenting here. But, in any event, the best we can do is compare
our figures with those of the U.S. in order to see what New Jersey
looks like.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

Excuse me.

MR. BRONER: Yes?
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO: Even though the United States had a low
export rating in the past, don't you think that the United States felt
it had a domestic market so it shouldn't be so concerned about
exporting?

What do you think the reason was for our being so low in

exporting all these years?
MR. BRONER:
I think this is a feature of all large
countries. I did a dissertation on the trade of the Eastern European
counties and the Soviet Union, and I looked at other countries as
well. It is a general rule that larger countries participate much less
in foreign trade, percentagewise, than smaller countries do. Belgium
is given as an example. Probably somewhere in the area of 4090 or 4590
of their national product is being exported.
This is true for most small countries, who have high ratios,
and it also true for larger, or very large countries, such as the
United States, who have smaller percentages.
But, that does not
necessarily mean that the 4% or 5% that the U.S. has -- or, it is now a
little higher; I am talking now in terms of employment related to
exporting -- is the best percentage bracket we should be in.
We
probably can be, and should be, higher.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Now, getting back to the second speaker,
Mr. Straube, do you feel that we should not pursue the foreign market?
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He used Mr. Kissinger's statement, that everyone wants to increase
their exports and lower their imports.
MR. BRONER:
I frankly didn't understand the Kissinger
statement, although if he just expressed a concern th~t everybody wants
to export and nobody wants to import, obviously there is a conflict
there and it cannot be done that way.
But, I think the practice is
such that everybody wants to export and import and, therefore, foreign
trade is developing.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER•:
But, it is your feeling that as long as
people are exporting, the United States should also try to export?

MR. BRONER: There is no doubt about that.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •: Okay.
MR. BRONER: And, also, since we are on this subject, I think
what we are concentrating on here, and for so many years before, is not
necessarily the particular point in time we find ourselves in now
with reference to the high dollar exchange rate which causes all these
problems.
coin.

A couple of years ago, we were on the other side of that

We were very competitive, and the West Germans were complaining

-- and all the others. So, that probably will reverse itself, and the
sooner the better. There is no doubt about that.
But, obviously, we are concentrating here on longer term
problems, and we are looking for solutions to those problems.
Let me return a little bit to my story about 1980 and what
happened at that time.
To state it simply, the growth of export
between 1976 and 1980 incresed in the United States by 87%. This is in
current dollars, of course, and you should not attach too much
attention to whether this is really in real terms.
It certainly is
not. I am only using that to compare New Jersey's performance against
that number.
Again, what we see for New Jersey is, the growth rate for
this particular period was only 66%.
So, it is 66% against 87%,
meaning that we are still developing that gap, that we lag behind the
pace of the growth of exports in the nation, and the question is why?
I don't think I have an answer, unfortunately.
I looked more carefully at this, and I looked at the
particular industries.
Here is the picture that emerges.
We were
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doing very well in several industries, and it really surprised me.
saw something that was characteristic for all industries.

I

There is,

therefore, something wrong with us -- whether it is that we don't know
how to export or what, I do not know. Such a thesis obviously would
not wash probably,
but the first suspicion would be this:
Surprisingly, many industries are doing very well, much better than the
nation. Let me give you a couple of examples.
The textile industry increased exports 3.78% as against 2.9%
for the U.S. So, the textile industry was much better than the U.S.
Another good example is rubber and plastics. They did very

well -- over four times in increase over these four years.
miraculous numbers, I would say.
Primary metals:

Those are

It turns out this is a huge industry -- a

huge export industry -- growing in New Jersey.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
You are giving two figures, a high
percentage and then another percentage. Is the first figure the United
States' figure?
MR. BRONER: The first figure is New Jersey's. I will leave
that table with you, so that you can examine that more carefully. The
first figure is New Jersey's.
Primary metals, 577 as against 375 for the United States.
That is much better than the nation's.
We had a couple of problems, and when I 1ooked careful! y at
the problems I found, first, the chemical industry -- the backbone of
our manufacturing industries.
Something is happening there which is
very troublesome, I would say. Our increase in chemical exports was
27% over this period.
Again, I have to repeat here that this is in
current dollars, so probably in terms of actuality there is no growth,
or it has probably declined.
The U.S., in the chemical field, 203 -- which means a
doubling of the exports over that period of time against our 27%.
We lost in the transportation equipment industry
automobiles and airplanes.
We don't have the airplanes, but others
do. The U.S. increased 67% of that export. Ours is in decline by over
50%. Presumably this is due to the Mahwah plant closing here and also
other plants' exports, in 1980, fall far short of what they used to be.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Of course.
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MR. BRONER:

What I am leading to is the following:

If we

take the chemical industry alone and we just follow the national pace
of exporting, additional exporting would be in the area of $500 to $600
million dollars for 1980, with an impact on employment, both direct and
through other supporting industries, in the neighborhood of 12,000
jobs.
The transportation equipment industry declined -- an actual
absolute decline of exports -- by $120 million over these four years.
That caused us to lose between 1,000 and 2,000 jobs which were related
to export in the transportation equipment industry,

and supporting

industries.
The final point I am making essentially is the following:
Maybe all the efforts of the State institutions and the private sector
were very successful i n those other industries
in most other
industries -- and only because of these two or three industries that
did not keep up with the pace on the national level, all the gains that
we made may have been wi ped out. Moreover, the overall result is such
that we are still lagging behind.
I looked more carefully at the chemical industry. I wanted
to find out what caused it. I don't think I have the answer. I did it
very quickly -- yesterday and this morning.

What was interesting,

however, was the sub-industries in the chemical field that do a lot of
exporting. Those industries in New Jersey outwardly declined overall.
They outwardly declined and employment declined.
We have increased in two industries that I have selected.
One of them is the drug industry -- the pharmaceutical industry -- in
which we have an enormous share of the national output and employment.
In this industry we have increased somewhat. But, that is the type of
industry that does not export much.
industry is $2 billion.

The entire export of the drug

So, what happened to the New Jersey chemical industry is that
we lost ground in those parts of the industry that are related to
exporting industries, and we had some increases in industries that are
not exporting much.
That is a way of explaining, in a preliminary way, what is
happening to New Jersey's export performance.
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I probably should go into the bills a little bit.
as addressing three issues essentially.

I see them

One is the general issue of

assisting, in all possible ways, the small and medium sized
manufacturers to export. And, when I say assisting, I really mean from
"A" to "Z".

I have always recommended this approach, not the approach

that was mentioned here a couple of times -- that the small businessman
has to go to "this agency", or to "that forwarder", or to "this bank",
etc.
I think that too much effort would be required for him to be
willing to undertake this task.
So, I always advocated some way of
consolidating all those services that assist him, from "A" to "Z".
What I mean by this is, we should find out whether his
product is exportable and where the market for it might be, up to -- as
you list in some of these bills -- translating, if need be, from one
language to another. This is one area, and I always supported it. I
still think it is needed, and there is a contribution the State can
make in this area. How to shape it is still an open question, and more
thought should be given to that. Certainly, with all the cooperation
the State can get from the U.S. Commerce Department, our Commerce and
Economic Development Department, private industry, and everything else
that is available, all of these should be combined, taken into account,
and organized in such a way that when a small businessman comes in, or
better still if we go out and find him, we should be able to offer him
a full service, from "A" to "Z".
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Just like a "one stop shopping"?
MR. BRONER: Something like that, yes.
The other area you are addressing is financial assistance of
all kinds. I have to say I have a little trouble with that -- or quite
a bit of trouble with that.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Maybe you should finish right now, Adam.
MR. BRONER: No.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
I am only kidding, proceed.
MR. BRONER: No, I am not going too far with it.

I want to

offer you something just to see whether this is a way to do it.
not sure, but I just want to bring it to your attention.

I am
It was

brought to my attention by someone from the U.S. Stock Exchange who is
a member of our council. It is an interesting idea. I have his note
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here.

It is a story from the London Financial Times.

It will sound

like a joke to you, but it is not. It talks about our neighbors across
the river, in New York State, creating a bank.
It says:
"New York
Moves Ahead on State Export Bank." They are talking about capitalizing
on the part of the State in the amount of $25 million, attracting some
ten times more from the private sector, and creating a bank of
something like $250 million. Well, if they can do it, it starts to
make sense to me. A bank has to be a bank. It has to have money and
really be able to operate and offer all the finances.
I will leave
this with you. Probably there is a need to follow up on this across
the river to see what they are doing, whether they are succeeding, and
by how much. This is in the area of financial assistance.
I would support the notion of some kind of guarantee that the
gentleman from the Commerce Department talked about.
The third area I would like to mention, and then I will stop
very quickly, Joe, is whether a state authority, a county authority, or
a municipal authority should actually do the trading -- buying and
selling.
I don't see it for many reasons.
Several speakers talked
about the kind of expertise that is needed to do it. There is a lot of
doubt as to whether the State can do it.
By the way, let me say that I do not always agree with the
notion that there aren't people that can do it. In this day and age, I
think we can find them, and I would not even agree with the statement
that some are not even working for the State government. But, still,
even i f we can find the people, with all the difficulties with Civil
Service
or even outside of Civil Service
I do not think that is
an area in which State government should get involved.
Can I stop here?
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Yes.

Well, where the county would be

involved is, i f there is a factory in the county, rather than that
factory going to the State, if they went to an agency that had been set
up by the county board of freeholders, the county could be the liaison
between the State and the company. That was one of the intentions of
that provision because I feel the counties are trying to retain the
companies they already have and this would just be another service they
could offer to these companies.
MR. BRONER: Can I answer that?
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
MR. BRONER:

Yes.

My suggestion would be--

I do not see anything

wrong wilh the bill that talks about the trade information center. I
don't mean this necessarily has to be in competition with the Division
of Internatinal Trade. That probably should be there, or we should
essentially be strengthening that Division by doing more in this area.
My suggestion would be that such a State place
shop" as you say-ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: One central point.
MR. BRONER:

(continuing) Yes.

a "one stop

That would not be wrong.

It

would be much better if that statewide center had two or three
sub-centers, or subdivisions, one located in the south, one located
centrally, and one located in the north.
would be very difficult, in my judgment.

On the county level this
But, I don't see anything

wrong with it.
I know, for example, all the southern counties cooperate very
nicely in this whole area. Probably the same holds true for the
northern counties. So, I don't see anything wrong with it, nor why we
can't set up two or three sub-centers which would be directed from the
same center that serves the businesses closest to their home.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
trading by the State.

Also, the bill does not require any

You stated that the State should not engage in

trading.

I agree with you on that.
Also, a major concern is the decrease in trade for the
chemical industry and the transportation industry. I can see it in
relation to transportation, because of losing the Mahwah plant. But, I
think it is important for us to get in touch with the chemical
industry. We may talk to them and see what their reason is for not
exporting.

Because those are the jobs that are needed in New Jersey.

We can't afford to lose those jobs.
MR. BRONER:

It is also true that those industries lost some

employment between 1976 and 1980, in general. That loss was not only
related to exports, but they lost some employment 1n general. There
must be some more general problem with the chemical industry. We get
the reflection of it on the export side, but there is something more to
it. That is why I am saying I don't have the full answer, and there is
need for much follow-up there.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Maybe it is something that they don't
even realize is happening within the industry.
MR. BRONER: Well, it is possible that new companies are
being set up somewhere else, and ours are just continuing until they
get to the point where they can't operate anymore and they scrap it -some of it at least.
I looked at the number of establishments between '76 and '80,
and we lost something like 25 or so. That does not mean too much,
although one can compare it with the previous period when there had
been growth. So, now we are in an area where there are some losses.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: That is why I am going to recommend that
the Labor Committee call in some representatives from the chemical
industry to see if there is something the State can do to help them
out. Because there is some reason why we can't do something for them
that we are not aware of. So, I am going to make the request that we
call these people in, and maybe we can help them in some way.
Are there any further questions? (no response)
Mr. Broner, thank you very much for your testimony.
MR. BRONER: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Our next witness will be Mr. John Cole
from the United States and Foreign Commercial Service, U.S. Department
of Commerce.
JOHN
COLE:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and ladies and
gentlemen, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you this
morning.
By way of introduction, I have spent the last twenty years of
my life either serving as a state administrator of a small loan program
to aid industry, or advising other states in the administration of such
programs.
I'd like to make an observation about a conclusion I have
come to since I was asked, last July, to become a part of this Export
Trading Com~any administration. I am sorry to say this, but I feel
that the day of big industry in North America is over. I think the day
of big steel is over. And, I think the day of big automobile
production is over.
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Assuming that to be a valid statement, it appears that the
small and medium-sized manufacturer in the United States, in the
future, if he is going to do any su.b stantial amount of business, i.s
going to do it not only domestically, but internationally. So, we come
to the point that the Export Trading Company Act 1s going to be put
into use. How can any state, particularly New Jersey, help the Export
Trading Company Act become viable?
I am not for the proliferation of many agencies.

I am not

for the proliferation of authorities or for bureaucracy or for red
tape.

I subscribe to the "kiss theory", which is, as you may know:

"Keep it simple, stupid."

So, my recommendation to you today, Mr.

Chairman, and gentlemen, is, within the confines of the New Jersey
Economic Development Authority, which is an on-going agency in the
State, you set up a loan guarantee program to help small and
medium-sized manufacturers to become active in international trading
through the export trading companies.
I submit to you that these funds should be set aside by the
Assembly in an amount as small as $5 million, and the fund should be
put into a trust fund which draws interest until it is needed. I
submit to you that the loan should be made to companies. They should
be secured by substantial assets, such as working capital -- or such as
accounts receivable or inventory.

I submit to you that asking a bank

to make a loan to a small company like that is liable to help both the
bank and the company.

The bank is going to be more liable to make the

loan if they know there is a State guarantee behind it. The company is
then going to benefit, hopefully, by a lower rate of interest.
I submit to you that if the company does get into trouble,
and all other remedies to collect the money have been exhausted, then
the State guarantee would come into effect at that time.
I further feel that perhaps there may not be a need for any
of the funds to ever be used, because hopefully we are going to be
guaranteeing loans to companies that are going to succeed.
You may ask yourselves why the State of New Jersey should do
this when there are other Federal agencies involved.

I attended a

trading session at the Export-Import Bank several weeks ago, and I
would submit to you that the Ex-Im Bank is trying to gear up to make
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loan guarantees for small companies, but they are so inured to making
multi-million-dollar loans that I am not sure, in my own mind, that
they can come to the point where they are going to make a loan of
several hundred thousand dollars to a small company. I hope they can
and I hope they do, but I am not sure that they will.
The Small Business Administration can make guarantees for
loans, whether for export or for domestic, but their guarantee limit is
$5,000, so they are restricted.
What I think I am trying to say to you this morning is that I
feel there is a place for the State because it is closer to the scene
of the action than the Federal government. You know your State.
know your counties. You know your freeholders. You know your

You

companies in the State. I submit to you that if you have a small or
medium-sized company in the State of New Jersey who has never gone into
exporting
if they are new to it, if they are a little bit hesitant
about it, and if they don't know how to go about it -- and you can say
to that company, "We are willing to guarantee you a loan from a bank
for the purpose of going into exporting," I think you are then going to
be able to help that company.

Otherwise, you may not be able to.

I feel that we have reached the point in American where we
are going to have to fight fire with fire. Certainly, we have suffered
in the last year with the Federal trade deficit that we have. I think
that this is an opportunity for the states to help small and medium
sized companies to become active in exporting, to provide the backing
they need without proliferating a State authority and putting a lot of
State money into it.
With that, I will submit my recommendatins to you.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Bill No. 3136 does provide for, or
arranges for guaranteed commercial bank loans.
MR. COLE: Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
I am a little confused with this loan
business. Say you have brake linings or building materials, and you
were interested in sending these items overseas -- say you had a market
in Munich -- in that case, where would the loans come in?
MR. COLE: The loans come from a bank that is willing to make
a loan to the company, with the backing of the State: That they will
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be paid if the company fails to make the loan payment. That helps the
bank because they know they are going to get their money back, one way
or another. It helps the company because they should get a lower rate
of inter,:st. Steve Oisenius quoted a four percent rli fferent ial. 1
don't think that is impossible at ell.
When I was in State administration we always anticipated
a spread of three points between tax exempt loans and taxable loans.
That was the figure we used. I think that is very viable.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

were shipping out?
MR. COLE:
come back?

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

MR. COLE:
accounts receivable.
willy-nilly.

Would that loan be for the material they

Then once it is sold, the profits would

That loan would be secured by either inventory or
I don't think you should guarantee loans

I think you should have a good administration.

You

should examine the loan you are going to make, and who you are going to
make it to. There should be new jobs provided, or existing jobs
retained, because after all, that is the name of the game when you get
down to the bottom line. All the things you do are really for jobs,
and that is what we are talking about here today.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •: Well, that is the reason we are having
this hearing. We would like to rush this bill through. That is why we
are taking testimony. I am glad you were able to come here today.
MR. COLE: I appreciate that. I appreciate the opportunity
to be here. Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Are there any further questions? (no
response) Thank you very much, Mr. Cole.
We had scheduled a Mr. Jim Morford to testify today; however,
he will not be able to make it. The New Jersey Chamber of Commerce
will be submitting a report to the Committee, and as I said, we are
leaving the record open for two weeks for anyone who wants to submit
further testimony.
Our next witness will be Mr. Don Linky from the New Jersey
Business and Industry Association.
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Mr. Chairman, I am Donald Linky, Vice
President of the New Jersey Business and Industry Association.
We

D O N A L D

L I N K Y:

appreciate this opportunity to speak before you,
Assemblyman Cowan, and Assemblyman Rod, concerning

Mr. Chairman,
this important

legislation, which has been introduced in the General Assembly.
We are pleased to support the efforts of this Committee to
pass workable

legislation which

activities in New Jersey.

would

promote

international

trade

We congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, and your

co-sponsors, including Assemblyman Cowan and Assemblyman Rod, in
focusing attention on the importance of international trade to this
State.
The framework of this legislative package now before you,
with possible revisions to be considered by this Committee as a result
of the hearing today and subsequent testimony and materials which may
be submitted to you, could become a highly effective vehicle to support
and complement private sector trade activities in New Jersey.
Mr.

Chairman, we intend to submit fairly detailed written

testimony to the Committee, but in the interest of time I thought I
would just cover some of the highlights of the points we wish to make,
and to focus on some of the issues that have been brought to the
Committee's attention 'this morning.
First of all, we believe that the concept of export trading
companies deserves support in the State.

We think that export trading

companies could provide a very efficient means of getting more of New
Jersey's companies interested in export markets.

There are important

economies of time, scale, and money, which could be provided to New
Jersey's economy through the vehicle of export trading companies.
So, we essentially are with you in this effort to promote and
expand attention toward the concept of export trading companies as a
vehicle for trade activities in New Jersey.
Having said this, we do have some concern about the issue
which was discussed previously, concerning whether the appropriate
entity should be a public agency or a private one.

As an organization

of private sector employers, our natural preference is for private
sector

activity

whenever

possible.

We

think

there

are

certain

advantages to private sector activity over public entities in the trade
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area.

There is probably somewhat nore confidence in the private sector

due to the confidentiality and efficiency of privately-run operations
over

public agencies.

This may be particularly true when we are

speaking of a newly-created public agency which doesn't have a track
record to persuade potential private clients
efficient representative in world markets.
As

has

been

discussed

before,

there

that
may

it

can

be

an

always be some

concern about Civil Service problems or bureaucratic questions in the
structure of the agency.
So, by and large, our preference is for private entities, but
we are not ready yet to shut the door on the potential role of a public
export trading company in New Jersey.

We say this with some caution.

We feel there may be a carefully delineated role for a public agency
which could complement private export trading companies, and not -- as
has been suggested -- directly compete with their activities.
We feel particlarly that New Jersey has a special problem if
it relies solely on private export trading companies to develop a
marketing visibility for the State's products as a whole. New Jersey
is naturally torn between the northern and southern regions of our
State,

and

some

sub-regions

around

the

ports

of

Port

Newark

in

Elizabeth and New York City, and Port Camden in Philadelphia, and that
natural di vision may well lead to excessive fragmentation in private
sector export trading company efforts to solicit potential clients and
promote their products.
We have very little evidence so far that the private sector
is going to produce an export trading company which will truly have
statewide coverage and provide services for companies throughout the
State on a statewide basis.
We do believe that there may be certain advantages to such a
statewide entity, either on a private or a public basis. There could
be important marketing advantages to going abroad with a much more
aggressive and a much more targeted program to promote New Jersey's
products as "made in New Jersey", with New Jersey labels under an
umbrella concept.
The problem with relying on individual private
companies is, they are likely to promote their client's products on a
company basis, and they are not likely to be concerned -- because it is
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not in their profitmaking interest to do so -- to promote the State's
identification and the origin of those products as a whole.
So, we
feel there is some advantage to a statewide agency, but we are not
certain whether it should be done on a public or a private basis.
It is still somewhat early, since the passage of the Federal
Export Trading Company Act some six months ago, to determine what the
percise structure and composition of an export trading company on a
public basis should be.

We still, I think, need additional evidence

concerning the status of private efforts and efforts, for example, by
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to obtain sufficient
clients in order to set up workable trading companies in this State.
There has been, as has been suggested, much discussion about
export trading companies since the enactment of the Federal
legislation, but it appears there has been relatively little hard
action.

So, we don't have much data.

We don't have much experience

yet in order to make hard and fast conclusions about how we should go
about assessing the implications of the legislation when setting up a
public agency.
We, unlike some of the other speakers here, are not ready to
shut the door entirely on the concept of a public agency, and we
suggest that if a public agency is created it should concentrate
largely on the marketing and promotion of New Jersey's products. There
may be legitimate concerns, as expressed previously, that the actual
trading activity could best be left to the private sector. And, it is
possible that export trading companies on the private level might well
participate in some

umbrella quasi-public

or

State

agency

in

the

marketing and promotion of their products through trade fares, trade
missions, and the like.
There is one other major concern that we would like to
address concerning this package of legislation. For somewhat similar
reasons to our position on the public and private quest ion, we are
concerned abut excessive fragmentation of our efforts concerning export
promotion.

There may well be too many companies and agencies set up by

this legislation, which would allow companies on a county and municipal
level.

As I said, we are not yet sure what the market is in New

Jersey.

We don't know how many companies are actually going to sig, on
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the

dotted

line

and

say

they

want

an export

trading company

to

represent them in this State, particularly due to the new situation
which has been created by the Federal Act.
In the past, some New
Jersey banks had expressed interest in setting up export trading
companies, but there does not appear to be any strong roovement yet to
actually set up those companies.
So, we would express some caution about allowing a
proliferation of export trading companies, particularly on the county
and municipal level.

We feel that if this Committee determines -- and

the Legislature and the Governor determine -- that the public export
trading company concept is worth an experiment, then it should be tried
first on the State level to consolidate our efforts, and then after
some reasonable period of experience, it should be determined whether
there

is

an

additional

market

or

need

for

county

and

municipal

agencies.
Mr. Chairman, that is the conclusion of my testimony.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Don, it always seems that Business and
Industry and I don't look at things the same way.
It seems that
Business and Industry looks at the gloomy side and I look at the bright
side.
But, we

do

have these private agencies right now.

We heard

three or four people testify that the banks are a little reluctant to
go into the trade export business.

We

do

have trade export right now.

Small businesses are just not going to those companies right now,
because I think a lot of them are afraid to tackle the export trade.
I think if the State would come in, they would go to a state
agency quicker than they would go to a private agency.
MR. LINKY: That's possible, Mr. Chairman. We are concerned
that the private export trading companies may well skim the cream off
this market, and that there may well be gaps in the market,
particularly

when

smaller

companies

or

private

export

trading

companies, looking at their interest in making a profit, simply feel
that it is just not that potentially useful for them to concentrate
upon.
We are also concerned about gaps on a regional basis. It may
well be that the private export trading companies will focus narrowly
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around the port districts -- or narrowly around the Port of New York/
Newark/Elizabeth -- and south Jersey, particularly,

or

the central

parts of the State, may Wijll be neglected. So, we are supporting your
concern that there are still questions about whether the private export
trading companies will st.1fficiently address the full needs of the New
Jersey business community.
The pifoblem is, it is still very early to determine whether
those concerns are legitimate or not, or whether the private sector
will fJlly service our potential market.
concerns.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:

But, we share some of your

The law did pass.

I wouldn't want to be

in the position to see six or seven other states move ahead of New
Jersey and then say, "Gee, that is a good idea, let's jump into it
now."
MR. LINKY: Well, you are very correct. Our information is
that at least seventeen other states are considering legislation in
this area.

Utah has already created an export financing vehicle.

New

York, as had been mentioned previously, is moving toward implementation
of the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Task Force Report, which is
similar in some respects to the legislation you have introduced.
So, we are concerned about excessive delay, but we are also
concerned, I think, about proceeding too rapidly without too much hard
experience on which to base our efforts.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: Well, I don't feel that way, because as
I said we just lost two more plants in central Jersey. It just seems
that before it was every six months, and now it seems that every week
we are losing plants. We lost a big one -- Burroughs. We will take
consideration and comments on this, but I wouldn't want to see too long
a delay on this, because I think it is important that we find markets
for these goods that are produced in New Jersey.
As I said, I am really concerned about what is happening with
the chemical industry in New Jersey, because we are the leading state
in chemical production. We are going to sit down with them and see if
maybe the State does have a problem. But, I think we do have to try
and find markets for the products that are produced in New Jersey. The
jobs we are losing are the jobs that are need ed in New Jersey.

'

\

\
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We have heard about high tech today, but can the people who
are working in the smokestack industry do those jobs?

I have doubts

about that.
MR. LINKY:

Mr. Chairman, we are not suggesting an indefinite

delay or deferral of this legislation.

We are suggesting that as you

proceed, you determine from the basis of some of the comments today,
just what the correct role for this public agency is, if you decide to
create a pub! ic agency.

It may well be it would have a somewhat

narrower role than the bill, as it now stands, calls for.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO:
reply)

Okay.

Are there any further questions?

( no

Thank you very much, Don.

Next

we

the

will

hear

Legislative

from

Mr.

Gil

of

Council.

I am sorry to keep you waiting so long to testify

G I L

D O UGL AS

M [ S S I N A:

District

That's all right.

Esq.,
Export
I just

I was afraid I kept you waiting.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

MR. MESSINA:

New Jersey

Messina,

Chairman

got here, Mr. Chairman.

Committee,

Douglas

You missed some good testimony.

This way I can start with a clean slate, so to

speak.
Thank you for having me today.
Jersey District Export Council.

I am a member of the New

I am an attorney who specializes in

international trade law for small and medium sized business people here
in the State.
I have reviewed the proposed legislation over a period of
time, and there has been a metamorphosis in my thinking as I have.
started out

quite skeptical about

it

and

then I

I

became moderately

skeptical, and now I see its good points as well as its bad ones.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Well, that's what we are looking for at

this hearing.
MR. MESSINA:

There has been over a period of time, I would

say, a transition, generally, in the perception of what we should be
doing to

increase our exports.

Unfortunately, we are still in the

midst of the psychology in this country which favors a protectionist
policy in many areas, which I think is an evil that we should try to
avoid.

This type of in i tiative at the state level is healthy, I think,

because it gets away

from that and looks at promoting export trade

positively.
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In 1981 our exports were $233. 7 billion.
That was 7. 9% of
our GNP and that was low.
It continues to be low in the overall
worldly scheme of things. That has to be increased.
There is a quest ion as to whether or not financing vehicles
loan guarantees, interest subsidies, and tax credits -- are the sort
of things that would get small businesses involved in export trade.
They would all be helpful to some extent I am sure, but I am not so
sure that financing is the principal obstacle to small and medium sized
companies getting involved -- although the President's Export Council
has indicated that financing is perhaps the one serious obstacle for
"smalls" and "mediums" getting involved
New Jersey is well positioned
the private sector or through a state
solid industrial base.
We have great
international airport.

in export trade.
to promote its trade, be it in
initiative.
We stil_l have a
ports.
We have a developing

And, there is no reason why we can't seize the

moment, so to speak, and take off with it.
The obstacle that I see from my experience in the practice of
international law is that small and medium-sized businesses, while they
want to do business abroad -- even the healthy ones that don't have the
cash flow problem, that don't have difficulty with establishing a good
line of credit -- their principal problem with getting started is the
lack of information.
They have no place to go in order to find out
where the markets are, and whether they would be competitive in selling
in those markets. And, the bottom line is, "How do I get paid?" Well,
the last question, oddly enough, is the easy one to answer because, in
many cases, getting paid when doing business overseas is easier than
getting paid when doing business here in the domestic market. Letters
of credit, factoring receivables, bankers acceptances, and things like
that make it easier to do business abroad in many cases than it is here
at home.
So, once they get over that hurdle, they still have to find
out where the markets are, and they have to find out how to price, and
they have to find out how to
about tapping these markets. There is
no central location where thes~ people can go and get the information
that they need.
I dare say there isn't any spot in the country where
that can be done.
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This bill package begins to crack that nut by establishing a
trade -- I don't remember specifically how it is defined, but a trade
information type of office. A central clearing house of information, I
think, would not only be beneficial in get ting New Jersey businesses
involved in trade overseas, but also in generating trade leads into New
Jersey. If people overseas know that we have a central location where
current . trade leads are kept on computer that can be matched with a New
Jersey service or goods prov i der immediately, and that they can be put
in contact with these people overseas through the good offices of a
state export trading authority, I think you wil l find a lot of interest
generated abroad, and people are going t o be coming to this central
clearing house in New Jersey to get their names on file in order to see
what they can do about getting linked up with New Jersey's suppliers of
goods and services.
Right now, as I said, there is no central location for that
type of information.
Yes, the Commerce Department does obtain trade
leads from abroad and they are disseminated.
They do the best with
what they have, but I think that whole process could be more
systematized and some resources should be directed toward that to make
it a real asset to the business person here in the State who wants to
find out what is going on overseas.
As a matter of fact, Governor George Busbee, who heads one of
the subcommittees of the President's Export Council, stated in a report
he gave to the Executive Committee of the President's Export Council in
September of 1982, that one of the primary initiatives of any model
state program to encourage exports should be to coordinate the
establishment and implementation of a state export plan. Here it was
understood to be something that would initiate at the executive level
and would comprise a set of goals for the state to achieve. But, in
addition, he says that the governor -- the mythical governor
would
appoint an official staff level export promot i on group, headed by a top
level member of the governor's personal s t aff and composed initially of
representatives of the state's international trade agency, the state's
agriculture department, the state's economic development agency,
state legislature, and t he governor's press office.
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the

The governor would also appoint
representatives

of

each

an export

of

the

research group,

composed

of

major

universities,

colleges,

and research organizations involved in international trade

research.
What that indicates to me, at least from Governor Busbee' s
experience with his subcommittee, is that the important thing is to
gather that in format ion.

Whether it is done this way or in some other

way, the information has to be obtained and it has to be accessible to
the public.
The bill itself appears to provide -- when I say the bill, I
mean the municipal and county programs as well as the state program -one stop shopping for the exporter.
one.

I think that concept is a good

The question is, how will that impact upon the private sector's

ability

to support

private export

trading companies?

Well,

in my

estimation this state concept can fill the void that even a healthy
private export trading company industry would probably have difficulty
filling, and that is, again, in gathering the information, centralizing
it, and even building an international law library which does not exist
anywhere in this State.

I know this from experience.

I have to

maintain an office in Boston when international law matters come up so
that

my

research.

resident

partner

up

there

can

go

to

Harvard

and

do

the

There are no law firms in New Jersey that can service New

Jersey clientele well in the absence of some unusual arrangement like I
have.
As

a

result,

you

find New Jersey businesses historically

going to New York to get legal services, and that is a disincentive.
A smal 1 business person can't afford, in many cases, to, A, pay a New
York lawyer's fee, and, B, they can't take the day off to go to New
York.
If there were a legal reference material system here in the
State, I think you would find there would be roore interest on the part
of the legal community to get involved in this specialty.
having access to

And, indeed,

lawyers locally would be an encouragement to many

small busineses.
As I see it, the state export trading company concept must
either succeed famously, or it will be a disaster.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

It will succeed.
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MR. MESSINA:

The reason for this is, as I said, there will

be a negative impact, I think it is inevitable, upon the private sector
export trading company community -- although that is a small one here
in the State at the moment. There will be a great deal of fear that
the State will preempt the field, and that will inhibit the
establishment and growth of private export trading companies, as I see
it.
It

will

also

inhibit

the

likelihood

what

that

has

historically been a parochial banking community in this State will
reach out and get involved, in an equity sense, in the export trading
companies

to

be

established

in

the

think as
reluctant as they appear to be right now, maybe the existence of a

State agency of this magnitude could
involved even more so.

private sector.

I

inhibit their desire to get

So, those are the risks. I hope I am not being melodramatic
about this, but if the State authority is not properly structured, if
it is not centralized, if it doesn't fill the void and provide the one
stop shopping, even if it means getting the people who are now out of
it into the private export trading company community and hook up the
potential exporter with a private trading company that has contact
with a specialized segment of the industry they are dealing with, or if
they are localized in this area -- that could be a vital role that the
State could play -- it could cripple the process here in New Jersey, as
I see it, and put us further behind other states.
As it stands now, I see the existence of a State authority as
sort of sidestepping the two most beneficial aspects of the Federal
Export Trading Company Act. And, that is because it would be a statesanctioned agency, presumably it would fall within the Parker vs. Brown
doctrine of being exempt from the Federal Anti-Trust legisation. So,
therefore, we aren't really getting any benefit from the Anti-Trust
exemption under the Act, and if it does have the effect of discouraging
banking equity investment in private ventures, then we have lost that
beneficial aspect of the Federal legislation.
As I said, in my opinion that doesn't mean that it can't work
I happen to think that the king
and that it shouldn't be looked at.
pin of this entire package is probably the little bill in here on trade
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information.

I think that is the critical area that we could maximize

this whole State program's potential through.
Professional staff is g:>ing to be important.

Things such as

tax credits for export administrative services, I don't think is really
beneficial.

First of all, we are talking about "smalls" to "mediums"

You are going to find that a small to medium-sized company is not going
for the one-fifth of the cost they would recover through a tax credit,
go out and hire a full-time administrative person to handle strictly
administrative matters regarding export trade.
to happen.

That is just not going

A small business, you are going to find,

is going to be

doing any number of things inside the organization, and this type of
tax credit is not going to be a sufficient inducement for them to go
out and hire an administrative person.
fees

paid

authority

I

like

that

I

idea.

think

that

could be sufficient

to

authority,

and if there is information there that they didn't know

into

the

door

of

the

export · trading

inducement

get

somebody

to

the

export

for

The concept of a tax credit

existed, and there are potential customers there that they didn't know
existed, and if there are potential financing schemes that they didn't
know existed, then that wi 11 be sufficient incentive to get them to
start exporting.

So, in that sense I think that is potentially a good

aspect of that particular bill.
The tax exempt status for interntional trade bonds, that is a
resolution you are calling upon Congress to approve.

I know the IRS

has opposed that when the issue has been raised in other states.
expect

that

will

become a political

doesn't mean they
Jersey think.

shouldn't

issue

in Washington,

but

I
that

know what the people back home in New

All in all, I think the initiative taken here in the State is
a good one.

As I said, properly structured, I think we can get out and

take the lead over many other states and put this State back in the
position where it rightfully belongs.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
statements,
problems.

but

I

can't

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You know,

disagree

with

I have disagreed with other
what

you

said.

There

are

There are hidden problems that we didn't know would exist.

It is li1ke when you go fishing.

You have to know what you are going to

catch.
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As I said,

Lf this becomes law, everything depends on the

personnel that we hire.

It is true, as one of the speakers sa i.d

before, to get a good person it is going to cost a lot of money.
I
wouldn't just take anyone if, because of political reasons, he or she
got the job. The biggest fear I have is just that, the personnel that
would be hired.
MR. MESSINA: That happens to be a fact. That's why I said
it would either succeed famously or it could fail. And, that is going
to require sufficient investment at the outset from the State, to fund
this thing properly even though it is anticipated it is going to
generate sufficient revenues to liquidate it s own debt over a period of
time,

which

I

think is

a great

concept.

I

still

think

in

the

beginning, the State has to be willing to make the commitment to this
thing financially and through its personnel to ensure its success.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

I don't think the State should be stingy

on something like this because it is going to create a lot of jobs.

It

is going to be getting our products overseas.
It is going to be
another market for goods that are saturated in the States now.
As I said, I am very pleased with your testimony.

I can't

disagree with what you are saying.
MR. MESSINA: The only difficulty I have is, as I said -- and
maybe I didn't make this clear -- it should be centralized if it is
going to work.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Yes.

MR. MESSINA: I think the concept of autonomous, independent
county and municipal authorities could be a mistake.
I think that
could be a good liaison office, for instance, to get in format ion back
and forth between Trenton or New Brunswick or Newark, or wherever the
central location is, and to keep in touch with the businesses, but you
should avoid duplication of effort. I don't think different counties
should be doing the same thing over and over again.

When the process

is centralized, they can all draw upon the same resources.

There would

be economies of scale and cost if it were done that way.
I am not saying there shouldn't be a local effort, but I
think they should be under one common umbrella.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

It seems like my series of bills deals

with the public and the private sector.

I don't know if you want to

answer this, but what is your feeling about the Port Authority?

That

came up before.
MR.

MESSINA:

I don't know if I

was here when the Port

Authority was mentioned.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

The speaker brought out a good point.

I

can't see public monies being used, as they would be used by the Port
Authority.
MR. MESSINA:
position.

I have difficulty with the Port Authority's

Some of the concerns I have are not unlike the concerns I

have expressed here concerning the State effort.
that it would preempt the field.

The concern I have is

The Port Authority is huge, it has

the resources, and it has gotten off to a running start on this.

I

don't know if they were a little bit presumptuous in getting off so
quickly without talking at greater length to State legislators, but in
any event

I have some concerns about

their program.

I also have

concerns about who they are going to be more interested in promoting,
New York or New Jersey.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO:

Well, it's eighty percent New York and

twenty percent New Jersey, and it is very unfair.
MR. MESSINA:

On this side of the River it is.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROD:

Are there any further questions?

I imagine it would be fifty-fifty.

Do you

really think it would be eighty-twenty?
MR. MESSINA:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Tom?

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:

I gather from your testimony,

interpreting it correctly,

if I am

that there is no such clearing house in

existence in any other state, is that true?
MR. MESSINA:

Not to my knowledge.

For instance, as I see

it, I think an ideal location for such a clearing house would be in New
Brunswick, perhaps at Rutgers.

Now, if you say there is no clearing

house for information, there is no official state clearing house for
information, to my knowledge.

As I said, Harvard has vast resources,

and they have an incredible library.
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Now, if you want to call that a

clearing house which is accessible to almost anybody who needs to get
in there, I guess you could characterize it as such.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
MR. MESSINA:

They use it as reference?

It is used as reference, yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: Where is your office located?
MR. MESSINA: It is in Red Bank.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
MR. MESSINA: Yes.

You are in Red Bank?

ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: Did you seem to have a little bit of a
problem with getting public money to start this thing off?
MR. MESSINA: Do I have a problem with that?
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: Yes.
MR. MESSINA: I do not have a problem with that. I know that
the State might have a practical problem with that in this day and
age.
But, my understanding is that whatever "debt" the authority
incurs at the outset is going to be liquidated over time as it begins
to generate revenue.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: Of course, with all the experts here who
deal with exports today, it just ran through my mind while I was
listening to the testimony, that industry itself -- the private sector,
and we are talking about small businesses -- does not have the funding
availability or the expertise to deal with this. I suppose maybe going
back to the 15th Century, they faced the same situation. If it wasn't
for a little public funding, we wouldn't be here today.
MR. MESSINA: Yes. You know, I can't quarrel with that. As
I said, I have a lot of faith in the private sector's ability.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO: We agree with that.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
I was just saying that it would need
something to kick it off, and of course even with public funding it
didn't make-- Well, I guess communism wasn't started at that point in
time but--

(laughter)
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
The way it seems to me is, what has been
happening has been happening for the past six or seven years. There is
no push to get other people interested in new markets, and that is why
I feel it is important that the State get into this.
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Before a small businessman decides to do this, he has to get
a lawyer in order to look for information.
It is going to cost him
thousands of dollars, and he just says, "Hey, I might just as well stay
where I am."
But, if we do as we are talking about today, and we establish
a central point so that he can come to the State, then maybe the State
could help by guaranteeing the funds from banks and we could increse
our productivity in the State of New Jersey. We are going the wrong
way now.

Something has to be done.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN: It does seem like an awful minimal amount

as compared to what it can promote in the private sector.
MR. MESSINA: That's exactly right. You are the people who
have to think of t his.

This is not a program that is not going to pay

dividends.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO:

It all goes back to personnel.

If we

don ' t have the r i ght personnel , forget it.
MR. MESSINA:

Precisely.

ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:

Thank you very much, Mr. Messina.

MR. MESSINA: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATER •:
Our next speaker will be Mr. Anthony
Beninati from the Bergen County Community College.
ANTHONY
J.
BENINATI:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
and members of the Committee.
After all the preceeding expert
testimony, I feel somewhat like Zsa Zsa Gabor' s seventh husband on
their wedding night, I know what I am supposed to do, but I don't know
if I can make it very exciting at this point.
Nevertheless, I appreciate Mr. Patera' s appraisal that the
public sector input is needed in the promotion of exports, and that
highe r education should play a role in this thrust.
My purpose in being here is twofold. First, as an educator
with interest in the area of international trade, to add my support for
these bills, which are designed to promote exports by New Jersey
entrepreneurs.

And,

second,

to

persuade

you

to

shape

relevant

legislation, particularly A-3137, to incorporate the assistance of New
Jersey's

higher

educational

structure,

colleges, in achieving this goal.

specifically

e L\bfaf1

etse'l 5tat
~e'IJ J
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its

community

Our founding father, George Washington , counseled American
businessmen that exporting U.S. goods would provide ample compensation
for the trouble and expense it involves.
Nevertheless• the U.S.
experienced a record $42.69 billion merchandise trade deficit in 1982,
and forecasts project a $50 to $60 billion def i cit for this year.
In response, one new mechanism developed to promote U.S.
exports is the domestically based ETC, or export trading company,
authorized by the late 1982 law, allowing exporters to pool resources
under Anti-Trust exemptions.
These enable us to compete against
foreign ETC giants l i ke Mitsui , which engage in a variety of
activities.
As was mentioned before, entities as diverse as the State of
Iowa and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey have formed
ETC's.

However, small and medium-sized firms have had difficulty in

organizing or joining export trading companies tailored to their needs
because of the complexities of dealing with competitors and banking
institutions, and in complying with numerous Treasury, Commerce, and
Justic Department regulations and requirements.
They clearly need
leadership and direction in what should be a profitable venture.
The State of New Jersey could assist these entrepreneurs
through this legislation by creating a State and county authority to
serve as vehicles for exporting. New Jersey has some of the nations
busiest marine and air terminals, many experienced shippers, insurers,
bankers, and freight forwarders, together offering a unique network for
increasing profits through exporting.
Although some 3,500 New Jersey firms currently export their
products, a world of opportunity awaits many thousands of others who
have yet to cast their bread upon the waters.
As in the stimulat i on of consumer demand, we must first
stimulate • these firms' awareness of opportunities in international
marketing, and foster knowledge of the exporting trade potential among
these potential exporters before they will develop an intention to
export.
State and county authorities, operating from a position of
independence would be the roos t suitable veh i cles to promote awareness
and knowledge of export i ng.
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I

propose

that

any

State effort

to

promote our economy

through exporting should incorporate the present and potential services
offered by the educational sector to business, particularly by the
community college, which has been at the vanguard of service to the
international business community in New Jersey.

Dur role would rest

primarily in the areas of assistance with training programs and in
information dissemination.
Bergen Community College is already active in these areas
through several vehicles.

First of all, we sponsor an international

trade roundtable luncheon seminar each month, with a membership of over
one hundred manufacturing firms, banks, freight forwarders, and other
export related companies. They have met since the summer of 1981. We
have the cosponsorship of the Department of Commerce, its International
Trade Administration, and the New Jersey District Export Council.

This

serves as a forum for a meeting between executives from various export
related activities and they have found it to be very beneficial.
Recent seminars have included presentations by Mr. Bernard
Jaffee, Vice President and Secretary of Sun Chemical Corporation on
licensing and distribution agreements; Mr. Al Abbott, President of
Abbott International Associates, "The Export Process"; Mr. Larry
Gerwertz, Director of Ocean Operations, Rand International, "What a
Freight Forwarder Can Do For Your Company," and with others.
Additionally, we publish a series of quarterly news letters
that we disseminate free throughout the New Jersey business community,
cal led, "Global Vistas," focusing on issues in international trade,
such as exporting by New Jersey businesses, international marketing,
grain cargo insurance, etc.
We offer nine credit courses in trade documentation,
insurance,
international
business,
international
marketing,
fundamentals in international business, international finance, and
several others.
We offer translation services.
We also cooperate with the
Small Business Administration by providing counseling on our campus to
businesses, especially those who are interested in international trade.
We also have brought scalars from abroad through Fulbright
grants to consult with our faculty and with businesses in the area.
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Next year we will have a psychologist from the Dominican Republic who
will address some of the areas of consumer behavior in the Caribbean,
and an internatinal business expert from Jamaica to consult at our
campus • .
Therefore, I think there are several reasons which might be
put forward to support our participation in such an activity. First of
all, we offer a variety of international expertise among our faculty
and staff.
Additionally, we have added the expertise of local
businessmen who have experience in the area of internet ional trade to
present lectures and to serve the community from our facility.
Secondly, our existing network of services already outlined
above are there, and as the statistics show, there is an immediate need
to help our exporters and to help firms who are not presently in
exporting to promote our trade. If the services are there now and they
are expanded or enhanced through these acts, we can convey them
immediately to the businesses without waiting for an additional
structure to be created by the State.
Moreover, third, we have superb facilities.
State's county

colleges

are

relatively

new.

They

Most of our
generally have

excellent communication equipment for training purposes -- computers.
In our case, we also have a link-up with United
Columbia, cable T. V. 's facilities right on our campus.

Artists,

U.A.,

Additionally, the community colleges are dispursed widely
throughout the State.
Fourth, we feel the State can help us as well by showing
support for our activities, and by recognizing these activities in the
bills.
All of these activities clearly fall within our mission of
service to the community, in this case the business community, which is
an area where in the past relations between academia and the private
sector have been chilly.
successfully

forged

Nevertheless at the community college we have

an alliance between the international

business

community and the educational community, one that has been mutually
profitable.
By including our sector within the provisions of the export
trading authority, you would
promote further achievement.

grant
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recognition

to

our effort

and

In conclusion, I would like to say that at the very least we
feel the educational community, especially the community college,
should be included in these efforts, particularly in Bill, A-3137, at
the very least through membership in an advisory board.
I note that

in that prov is ion, there is a list of nine

different areas of expertise, and I would submit that a tenth area
should include an individual who has expertise in international
education. This is another possibility for choice to be included in
such an authority.
I think the aim of such a suggestion would be to develop a
fully integrated approach to exporting through the cooperation of the
three sectors of government, business, and education. This is one area
where the Japanese and the Taiwanese are light-years ahead of us.
We recently had a guest scholar at Bergen who was a professor
of marine cargo at a junior college in Taiwan, where that is considered
to be an area of specialized expertise in exporting.

Their junior

college is supported by the public and private sector, and is carefully
integrated into a total

international marketing concept,

providing

training, consulting, and advisory services.
I feel that here in New Jersey we have the opportunity to
match and surpass them in this area, and I believe that a joint venture
is possible. Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
I will recommend an amendment to put
that into the legislation. I hav·e always been of the opinion that the
State has never used its educational community as much as it should.
used to represent Rutgers University.

I

It was in my district when it

included New Brunswick, and I was always of the opinion that we should
be using it more.
MR. BENINATI: I feel that part of the problem is ours too,
in that the public sector, particularly the educational segment, has
been undermarketed. We don't really let the public know what we have
to offer. And, in the past we haven't let the business community know
what we have to offer.
ASSEMBLYMAN PA TERO:

I know as a fact that other states use

our universities. I think we should start doing it also for a change.
Does anyone else have any questions?
I have no questions.
(no response) Thank you very much.
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MR. BENINATI: Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN PATERO:
Our next witness

will

be

Professor

Farok Contractor, Rutgers Graduate School of Management.

r

J.

ARO K

CONTRACTOR:

I am an associate professor

of international business at our graduate school, a subject I have
taught for seven years, following a stint with a foreign export trading
company.
I am here to relate some of our experiences in helping small
businesses develop exports, and to try and relate that to the proposed
legislation, and then conclude with a few comments of my own on the
bills.
Last fall we ran a joint program with the U.S. Department of
Commerce, the Small Business Development Center, where MBA students
enrolled in our international marketing course.

We were assigned the

task of developing export marketing plans for six small sized New
Jersey firms and a consortium of laboratory equipment manufacturers.
The six companies represented products as diverse as soap and
fragrances, computer control devices, wire and cable, electronic parts,
and materials handling equipment, etc.
In researching these cases, the students made use of the
Commerce Department foreign market reports, economic data, and trade
statistics.
Country specialists from the International Trade
Administration in Washington were consulted, and interviews were held
with the New Jersey District Export Council members.
Foreign
consulates and trade development offices in New York City were also
frequented.
I think the essential point that is germaine to the
legislation is that more than 1,000 hours were spent by the thirty-one
students on the project for seven companies.
How
did these
experiences
relate
legislation?

to

the

proposed

Well, first, I would suspect that perhaps only one or two

of the seven companies would have, on their own initiative, undertaken
the kind of in-depth investigation that is necessary to assist export
potential, let alone initiate a practical export program.
Most of the companies, I would suspect, did not have the
extra executive manpower to devote the one or two hundred executive
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hours necessary for an initial investigation, just to determine export
feasibility, or they were not convinced that that would be a worthwhile
financial investment. In this case, they were able to do so by using
the services of Rutger~ MDA candidates, free of charge, and so they
agreed to the idea.
Once the investigations were completed, however, we were
happy

to

find

that

several

of

these

companies

convinced of the viability of exporting,

or perhaps

actually try and do something further about it.
hired a student part-time.

were

sufficiently
licensing,

to

One company has even

Another, I learned, may participate in a

trade fair in the Middle East. We hope that actual sales will result
for one or two of these companies -- export sales.
So,

the point is that export development is an extremely

costly and drawn-out process.

One suggestion would be for small firms

to piggyback on the already existing international reach of larger
companies. Accordingly, a recommendation would be to try and include
larger companies in the State's export development effort, and give
them further practical incentive, financial if necessary, so that they
might help small companies by forming a consortium.
Another conclusion for one company was that the export of
their product was not feasible, but they should investigate exporting
their technical capabilities, or exporting their services if not their
product, in a licensing type arrangement. This is consistent with the
transition of the economy towards the services sector, and particularly
with the State's attempt to have high technology industries locate
I
here.
Let me make a few comments on the role of higher education in
this effort.
There is obviously considerable mutual benefit to be
derived from a program of this sort,
students advise on and actually carry

where selected faculty and
out the market development

efforts.
For students it means practical field experience, and
exposing them to the possibility of a career in international
business. In terms of training and education, though, the need is not
so much for the "how to's" of exporting, the documentation, letters of
credLt, and so on.

These are essentially clerical functions, and we

have enough institutes out there to cover that nitty-gritty work.
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Rather, the need is for educat i on in market identification,
strategy, and overseas market development.
This, Rutgers, and
particularly our graduate school, is equipped to do.
As for the bills themselves, I cannot
importance.

underscore

their

We are all persuaded of the need to export more in goods

and services so that we can continue to maintain and create jobs and
enjoy the benefits of cheap imports. However, I would like to draw a
distinction between export competitiveness and export promotion, or
development. It is one thing to make exports more competitive through
measures such as lower-rate financing. Assuming that this results in a
somewhat lower price quoted by New Jersey exporters, this may translate
into a somewhat larger volume. But, one ought not to look for a major
expansion on that score alone.
Barring notable exceptions, U.S. exports are not restrained
because of the absence of competitive financing or similar incentives.
Rather, the more difficult and more crucial t ask is export promotion,
persuading firms preoccupied with the domestic market that there are
worthwhile foreign opportunities.

This is why I would place a higher

priority
on
incentives
specifically
oriented
towards
export
development, rather than providing institutional mechanisms to channel
already existing exports at a somewhat lower cost.
I recognize the great value of using existing exports as a
volume base on which developmental efforts can be built.

From what I

have seen of the business, export trading companies need a turnover of
at least one hundred mil lion dollars, or upwards, in order to begin to.
do an effective promotional job on a wide enough scale needed for the
State.
The success of the Japanese Trading Company is partially
attributable to the sheer scale of its activity.
I worry for this
reason, that the export trading companies here may be too prolific, too
scattered, and too fragmented.
Another success of the Japanese Trading Company comes from
the fact that it enables small and medium sized companies to piggyback
on

larger

firms by complementing and/or supplementing the latter's

product range.

So, industry consortiums, led by an industry expert,

can be very effective. However, this requires that specific incentives
be given to the larger companies to join such a consortium.
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There is also no avoiding the fact that larger companies will
continue to dominate in exports.
That is · the pattern all over the
world, although the potential in New Jersey and in the United States
for foreign growth is greatest, or it is most untapped, I should say,
in companies with sales from fifty to three hundred mil lion dollars,
roughly speaking. This is why I worry that the proposed eligibility
limits in Bill 3138 for qualifying for tax credits may be too low.
Raising the limit would cost the taxpayer more, of course, but I would
rather control the cost of the program by a stricter interpretation,
such as linking the credits to actual export performance, rather than
making the eligibility so low or restrictive that it excludes the most
promising group of potential exporters.
The idea of an export trade in format ion center is again a
very worthwhile one. I cannot but applaud that effort, but I will say
it would do much mor.e if it went beyond provinding information, to
actually carrying out the marketing development, . if not on a
companu-by-company basis, then on a product or industry basis.
i dea l ly,

in my

view,

an

information

center

should

have

not

So,
just

information on a country basis -- what is available in Belgium or in
Japan, etc.

but rather by organizing information on a product or

industry basis which covers the entire world.
All in all, I cannot but endorse the legislation.

At Rutgers

and at other eduational institutions we stand ready to participate in
this effort.
ASSEMBLYMAN COWAN:
Thank you very much.
Are there any
ques t ions? (no response)
Is there anyone else present who wishes to participate in our
publ i c hearing? (no response)
I · guess we will adjourn at this time.

On behalf of the

Chai rman, Assemblyman Rod, and myself, we want to thank all of you for
attending.

It has been an enlightenment for us.
(HEARING CONCLUDED)
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Thank you.

